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TRANSPORTABLE MEDICAL LABORATORY SOLUTION
Ideal for Mobile Hospitals in remote locations or disaster relief in any part of the world, this Medical Laboratory 
features a Laboratory rated Refrigerator/Freezer and multiple drawer configurations. As all Pendarvis Cargo Boxes, 
the Medical Laboratory has the ability to be airlifted as a Ship/Store/Use in the same container solution. 

See Page 84 or Visit ADSinc.com for More Information



ADS provides a single source to meet your mission 
requirements as cost-effectively as possible. Your 
mission is the sole purpose of every member of 
the ADS team, many of whom are military veterans 
and members of military families.  We are focused 
on solving your challenges through the largest 
product and service selection, the broadest array of 
procurement and contract options, and world-class support and  
logistics solutions to enhance readiness and your acquisition strategy.

Combat Support Operations require a 
tremendous amount of equipment and 
capabilities - both inside and outside the  
fence line. From expeditionary structures, 
power generation, and energy efficiency, to 

storage, vehicles, heavy equipment, and tool kits for maintenance, our 
Combat Support Equipment (CSE) team has the industry and operational 
experience to provide the solutions you require. 

BRING US YOUR 
MISSION REQUIREMENT 
AND WE WILL HELP YOU 
IDENTIFY THE BEST 
SOLUTIONS TO MEET IT. 

If the right solution doesn’t 
exist, we’ll leverage our 
expertise and work with our 
partners to create it. We’ll offer 
you a range of contract 
vehicles for procurement, 
manage the entire supply 
chain, and get your equipment 
to you when and where you 
need it – without fail.

ADS IS CERTIFIED TO THE ISO 9001:2008 QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM.

ADS complies with all applicable United States export-control laws and regulations. We have the ability to apply 
for all necessary licenses required by the International Traffic in Arms Regulation (ITAR), the Export Administra-
tion Regulations (EAR), and Title 15, sections 730-774 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) as promulgated 
and implemented by the Department of Commerce. ADS has established procedures and administrative support 
to aid our international customers in complying with these laws and regulations. This includes abiding by the 
export rules and regulations set forth by the various agencies of the United States Government.

 EQUIPMENT & SERVICES-  

 PROCUREMENT & CONTRACTS-  

 SUPPORT & LOGISTICS-

ADS is the world’s premier equipment, 
procurement, and support solutions 
specialist to the military, law enforcement, 
first responders, and defense industry.

© 2015 ADS, Inc. C0078 05/15

855.819.4262  
ADSINC.COM/CSE
621 Lynnhaven Pkwy., Ste. 400
Virginia Beach, VA 23452

680   
CSE PARTNERS

ADS CONSISTENTLY RANKS 
AMONG THE TOP 200 FEDERAL 
INDUSTRY LEADERS.

Custom & Pre-Configured Kits  Energy Efficiency

Environmental Support  Expeditionary Structures

Perimeter & Security  Power Distribution

Storage & Safety   Vehicles & Heavy Equipment

TEK Solutions (Tools, Equipment, & Kitting) 

*Bloomberg Government BGOV 200 Federal Industry Leaders 2014.

#65
Overall among

FEDERAL
contractors

#45
Top 50

DOD
contractor

We understand your 
mission because 
we’ve been there.

1,400   
Combined Years of
Military Service

6,500+
CSE PRODUCTS

OUR PURPOSE.
YOUR MISSION.



 ADS MEETS THE  

 MOST CHALLENGING 

 EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS. 

 BRING US YOURS. 
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UNMATCHED

 EQUIPMENT-

CAPABILITIES.
adsinc.com/equipment

Our capabilities are unmatched which means We can 

meet even the most challenging mission requirements. 

Bring us yours.

ADS has the most extensive product and service portfolio available.  We provide 
military, law enforcement, and first responder agencies a single-source solution to 
meet any mission requirement as cost-effectively as possible.  With subject matter 
experts on staff in virtually every category, we help our customers research and 
develop specialized, custom equipment solutions. We utilize our internal technical 
expertise and robust external partner network to design systems and efficiently 
execute development projects including rapid prototyping.
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Small Business, Yes.  Large ideas and 
capability, Yes.  National Mission Force 
pedigree specializing in Chemical, 
Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, 
Explosives (CBRNE), IED, WMD, 
HME, SOF EOD and Dismounted
EOD operations.

Introducing NEW exciting products:
The FIVE.56 ™  Tool Sets 
The Grapnel
UBit
PBit
MBit

Find us on page 74 

www.zeropointusa.com

Modular Charge System Find out more about the 
MCS using this QR code

INNOVATION TO INTEGRATION
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  Command

 Control

 Communications

 Computers

 Intelligence

 Surveillance

 Reconnaissance

C4ISR
EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

 OUR PURPOSE. 
 YOUR MISSION.  
 Equipment, Procurement,  
 & Support Solutions 

ADSINC.COM

INTERNATIONAL

CATALOG 
 VOLUM

E 1.0EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

THE MOST EXTENSIVE 
PRODUCT & SERVICE 
PORTFOLIO AVAILABLE.

Download and order your 
category equipment  
catalogs online.

OVER 6,500 PRODUCTS:
Custom & Pre-Configured Kits
Expeditionary Structures
Environmental Support 
Energy Efficiency 
Power Distribution 
Perimeter & Security 
Storage & Safety 
TEK Solutions (Tools, Equipment, & Kitting) 

Vehicles & Heavy Equipment

680 CSE
PARTNERS

OVER 3,200 PRODUCTS:
Antennas
C4ISR Kits
Headsets
ISR
Power Supplies 
Radios & Accessories 
SATCOM 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems

330 C4ISR
PARTNERS

OVER 6,000 PRODUCTS:
CWMD & CBRNe Defense
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
First Responder Specialty Kits
Maritime & Diving

456 SMS
PARTNERS

OVER 2,400 PRODUCTS:
Cleaning, Maintenance, & Storage 
Components & Systems 
Custom & Pre-Configured Kits 
Optics & Accessories 
Weapons & Accessories
Weapons Storage

250 WEAPONS & OPTICS
PARTNERS

OVER 2,300 PRODUCTS:
Combat Medical & TCCC 
Custom Medical Kitting 
Domestic Preparedness  
Emergency Medical Services 
Evacuation & Rescue 
Battalion Aid Stations 
Medical Treatment Facilities

200 MEDICAL
PARTNERS

OVER 30,000 PRODUCTS:
Law Enforcement & Corrections
Defense & Security Contracting
Personal Protective Equipment
Operational Clothing
Individual Equipment
Specialty Kits

800 OCIE
PARTNERS

EQUIPMENT

 OUR PURPOSE. 
 YOUR MISSION.
 Equipment, Procurement,  
 & Support Solutions 

EQUIPMENT & CAPABILITIES

ADSINC.COM

CATALOG  VOLUM
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 ADS DEVELOPS  

 ORGANIZATION-SPECIFIC  

 PROCUREMENT SOLUTIONS 

 FOR THE SUPPORT  

 YOUR MISSION REQUIRES. 
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 PROCUREMENT-

MADE EASY.
adsinc.com/procurement

GOVERNMENT PURCHASING
CATEGORY RANKINGS*

#5 Facilities Supplies

#6 Engines & Aircraft
Components

#9 Clothing

#55 Weapons & Ammunition

# 72 Sustainment Materials

# 84 Technology Equipment

# 93 Training Devices

# 96 Support Ships & Small Crafts

Multiple DLA Tailored Logistics 
Support (TLS) Programs: 

  Special Operational Equipment (SOE) 
  Fire & Emergency Services (FES) 

ADS is as a Gold Tier supplier for the 
Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) as part 
of the Department of Defense (DOD) Superior 
Supplier Incentive Program (SSIP). Our top-tier 
distinction by the DLA is in the highest bracket 
that can be awarded to a company. 

Over 175 Partners and 25,000 
Products on Schedule.

  Buildings & Building Materials:  
Schedule 56

  Hardware Superstore: Schedule 51V
  Law Enforcement & Emergency  
Response: Schedule 84

  Medical Equipment & Supplies:  
Schedule 65IIA

  Outdoor & Recreation: Schedule 78
  Training Services MOBIS:  
Schedule 874

PROCUREMENT

Working with ADS and utilizing 
the DLA TLS Program has truly 
been easy compared to the usual 
contracting procedure. ADS 
supports each request from 
“cradle to grave,” and updates us 
during each step of the Program.

S-3 Division 
Leading Chief Petty Officer

U.S. Navy

ADS serves as a single-source solution for our 

government and commercial customers’ procurement 

and acquisition strategies. 

Put our resources to the test. Our dedicated contracts department has more 
than a decade of experience helping government customers identify optimal 
contracting and procurement strategies ranging from large scale, complex, 
and broad reaching requirements, to unit-level solutions.  We can develop an 
organization-specific solution tailored for the equipment, services, and support 
solutions your mission requires. 

We offer a wide variety of contract vehicles ideally suited to simplify and 
streamline your procurement process, increase efficiencies, and provide 
readiness at reduced cost.  From Governmentwide Acquisition (GWAC) and 
service-specific contracts, to tailored solutions such as agency IDIQs, we can 
provide a procurement strategy for your requirement.

OUR PERFORMANCE 
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF.

Put our resources to the test, 
we can develop an 
organization-specific solution 
tailored for the solutions your 
mission requires.

*Bloomberg Government BGOV 200 Federal Industry Leaders 2014.

#7
Top 10

DLA
contractor*

DLA TOP 
PERFORMER 

#33
Top 50

GSA
contractor*

MULTIPLE 
CONTRACTS 

ADS is a Participating Vendor on DLA Troop 
Support’s MRO and HEPP Programs.

ADS provides equipment solutions required by 
the ordering activity for Maintenance, Repair, 
and Operations (MRO). 

ADS DLA MRO Contracts:  
  MRO AFRICOM Zone 1
  MRO CENTCOM 
  MRO EUCOM Zone 2

ADS also offers a wide range of heavy equipment 
solutions for material handling and construciton 
from major manufacturers. 

  Heavy Equipment Procurement Program (HEPP)

COMBAT SUPPORT  
OPTIONSCSE

Additional Governmentwide 
Acquisition Contract (GWAC) Options:

  CBRNe COTS IDIQ GSA Contract

  DOD EMALL

  NSNs in Stock, Ready for Delivery

  SPAWAR Contracts:
SPAWAR COTS Comms/C2 Products
SPAWAR COTS ISR Support Equipment

  Socioeconomic & Mandatory Sources

GOVERNMENTWIDE
ACQUISITIONGWAC



 ADS SUPPORT SOLUTIONS 

 ARE DESIGNED TO 

 ENHANCE EACH PHASE 

 OF YOUR ACQUISITION PROCESS. 
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PACKAGING  
& ENGINEERING

ADS designs and engineers custom 
storage and packaging solutions for 
many of our customers that provide 
increased protection and organization 
of mission-critical equipment.

WAREHOUSING & 
TRANSPORTATION

ADS works directly with program 
managers and purchasing authorities 
to consolidate, warehouse, maintain 
inventory levels, and distribute 
equipment and supplies to meet their 
mission requirements. 

Regardless of size or scope, our 
technology-driven kitting and assembly 
operations will meet and exceed your 
mission requirements and reduce your 
cost of readiness. 

From large scale and complex kitting 
programs for Maintenance, Repair 
and Operations (MRO) to unit-level 
requirements for combat support missions, 
our past performance speaks for itself.

ADS provides value-added logistics support capabilities 

into your procurement requirements, helping you get the 

equipment you need quickly and efficiently.  

From kitting and assembly, packaging, and engineering, to warehousing and 
transportation, our logistics experts serve as a force multiplier for our clients by 
reducing logistics support burdens and allowing them to focus on their mission.

1,500
KITTED SOLUTIONS

KITTING & ASSEMBLY

BRINGING TOGETHER THE 
RIGHT PRODUCTS AND 
PROCUREMENT IS ONLY 
PART OF THE SOLUTION. 
Without world class logistics 
and supply chain support, your 
readiness is at risk. 

WORLD CLASS

SUPPORT

 SOLUTIONS.-

adsinc.com/support-solutions

ADS is the only company I can 
count on to acquire the items we 
need at a reasonable price and in 
a timely manner.

 Assault Craft Unit ONE (ACU 1)

Supply Chain Management
ADS manages the supply chain for many of our 
customers’ requirements.  We warehouse, kit, 
assemble, and distribute equipment according 
to their specific requirements. Our dedicated 
supply chain management team is responsible for 
production planning, logistics, transportation, and 
tracking to ensure on time delivery of our customers’ 
mission-critical equipment.

Research & Development
We utilize our subject matter expertise and 
broad network of manufacturing partners to 
research and develop integrated, modular, 
interoperable, and flexible multi-mission 
equipment solutions.

Total Asset Visibility
Our secure web-based systems provide 
program managers transparent oversight of 
the complete supply chain data required to 
manage an efficient organization.

Life Cycle Management
We assume overall responsibility for 
complete program management including 
procurement, scheduling, subcontractor 
management, quality assurance, warranty 
management, returns and all required 
deliverables for complete compliance with 
contractual requirements.

SUPPORT & LOGISTICS

SOLUTIONS



Military Grade

Veteran Made

2 Year Warranty

«

«
«

Designed & 
Assembled 
in the USA
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ISU® 90 4-Door
 { 108”W X 88”L X 91.35”H
 { Tare Weight: 1,720 lbs.
 { Payload: 10,000 lbs.
 { Max Gross: 11,720

 { 4-Way Forkliftable
 { Intermodal-land, air, sea
 { CSC Certified 2-High Stackable
 { 463L Pallet Base

ISU® 90 4-Door; 56X02-000

ISU® 90EO Weapons Room
Configurable to meet your requirements based on quantity and type of weapons.

 { 88”W X 108”L X 91.35”H

ISU® 90EO Weapons Room; 56X21-XXX

ISU® 96RC Refrigerated
Self-contained reefer for storage of temperature sensitive and perishable items.

ISU® 96RC Refrigerated; 50148-XXX

ISU® 90KCI Dog Kennel
3-dog kennel with storage quadrants, 
shelving, dog runs, fencing, dog doors, 
hazmat doors and ECU.

 { 108”W X 88”L X 91.35”H

ISU® 90KCI Dog Kennel; 56X33-160

RIGID WALL STRUCTURES  STORAGE SOLUTIONS

AAR Mobility Systems also manufactures large, lightweight structural 
assemblies and platforms that support mission essential functions. They 
support their products through a network of service centers, field service 
teams and strategic partners.

AAR Mobility Systems also specialize in mission-tailored configurations, 
custom integration, and modification and re-fit of mobile shelter systems. 
They also provide structural analysis and design engineering capabilities.

Principal product lines:
 Internal Airlift/Helicopter Slingable Container Units (ISU® Containers)
 Rapidly Deployable Mobile Tactical Shelter Systems
 Air Cargo Pallets and Palletized Systems
 Large Lightweight Structural Assemblies and Platforms

AAR Mobility Systems is a 
Leading Supplier of Rapid 
Deployment Equipment 
including Mobile Tactical 
Shelters, Pallets and 
Expeditionary Containers.

ADSINC.COM/CSE             855.819.4262           11 



DECONTAMINATION  STORAGE SOLUTIONS

CAPS CBRIPS™ shown  
with Station Cover Sets.

AdvanTac Technologies develops solutions focused on warfighter comfort 
and survivability. They provide state-of-the-art multi-functional mobile 
storage and delivery systems as well as the most comprehensive and 
sophisticated decontamination processing systems ever developed. 
AdvanTac core technologies include systems for chemical, biological, 
radiological, nuclear and high-yield explosive (CBRNE) decontamination, 
asset protection systems, survival equipment and much more. They 
specialize in tactical and survival equipment for Aircrew members 
and special operations units including the standardized U.S. Air Force 
decontamination platform for individual personnel.

AdvanTac products are used by a variety of customers, including the U.S. Air 
Force, Army, Navy and Marines, as well as other United States and foreign 
military services, CIA, FBI, DEA, NASA, Secret Service, U.S. Customs, SWAT 
teams, homeland defense agencies, and civil response agencies. 

AdvanTac Technologies Manufactures 
Light Weight Mobility Systems and 
Chemical, Biological, Radiological, 
Nuclear Decontamination Equipment.

The ARC™ is a mobility system that 
accelerates and improves the deployment 
efforts of the U.S. military. 

CAPS CBRIPS™

12  855.819.4262             ADSINC.COM/CSE



ARC™
For over ten years the ARC™   has provided dependable 
transport/protection of assets while containing features 
that provide multi modal capability. Fully assembled, the 
standard ARC™ configuration has external dimensions of 
96” x 52” x 48”, with optional heights up to 80”. Collapsed, 
this mobility container is 96” x 52” x 16”, allowing three 
collapsed containers to be stacked empty in the same 
storage space as one fully assembled container. The ARC™ 
weighs less than 500 lbs., is extremely durable, can load/off 
load without use of heavy lifting equipment and incorporates 
wheel and towing system, which is stored within the unit. 
This container has been specifically designed to provide 
many uses by transforming into various mission-essential 
configurations, including sleeping quarters, work desks, 
storage, kits and water bladder trailer.

Genesis™
The Genesis™ allows deploying personnel the ability to 
completely utilize a standard 463L air cargo pallet. Because 
of their compact size, three Genesis™ containers stand 
evenly with two ARC™ containers or nine Genesis stand alone 
to cube out a pallet. For loading into aircraft with sidewall 
loading restrictions, one of the top outside containers can 
be removed to accommodate the curvature and shape of 
the aircraft fuselage.  Fully assembled the standard Genesis 
configuration has external dimensions of 96” x 28” x 32”, 
with optional heights up to 80“.  Collapsed, this mobility 
container is 96” x 28” x 16”.  The Genesis weighs 175 lbs. is 
extremely durable and has retractable folding wheels.

Cubit™
The Cubit™ is a stackable container designed to help 
organize and separate contents into more manageable loads. 
Nested together, 11 Cubits™ fit within an ARC™ and four in 
a Genesis™. Each Cubit™ measures 45” x 23” x 12”, weighs 
14lbs, is extremely durable and includes built-in handles for 
easy mobility.

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR   
 MORE INFORMATION.  

EMES™
The Expedient Mission Oriented Protective Posture (MOPP) 
Exchange System™ (EMES™) is a compact (man packable), 
multi-threat decontamination system specifically designed 
for processing small teams where access to a Contamination 
Control Area (CCA) is impractical or impossible. EMES™ 
is well-suited for Contingency Response Groups, Combat 
Communications Units, Civil Engineering Teams, Security 
Forces Personnel, and other Special Operations Teams.

The patented CAPS™ (Contaminant Air Processing System™) 
CBRIPS™ (Chemical, Biological, and Radiological Integrated 
Processing System™) is a sophisticated decontamination 
processing system. It is a compact, self-contained, mobile 
and air-transportable system that provides all components 
required for establishing a stand-alone Contamination 
Control Area (CCA).  The CAPS™ standardized CBRNE 
decontamination platform consists of a main system and 
supplemental kits designed for interoperability. CAPS™ 
has been developed for complete customization to meet 
individual agency needs, while maintaining a general 
standardized processing ideology for those agencies to 
be able to combine resources and work together when 
catastrophe strikes. All systems fit in one ARC™ for storage, 
yet provide all necessary components for operating self-
sufficiently at remote locations.

HRK™ & HRK2™
The Hit and Run Kit™ (HRK™) is an immediate action 
processing line that has been developed to meet the 
widest spectrum of contaminant threat processing while 
minimizing bulk and weight. The HRK™ is available in two 
configurations, the HRK2™ and the HRK2 Elite™. It provides 
100% site remediation capability for clean-up and evidentiary 
purposes. The Elite has the added feature of a full misting 
shower station and all necessary supporting components.

CAPS CBRIPS™

ISO 9001: 2008 CERTIFIED           13



PARACHUTE SYSTEMS

RA-360 Advanced Ram-Air 
Parachute System uses the Intruder® 
canopy, which provides superior glide 
performance for maximum off-set 
and characteristics to minimize the 
potential for injury on landing.

RA-360 ADVANCED RAM-AIR 
PARACHUTE SYSTEM

14  855.819.4262             ADSINC.COM/CSE



For nearly a century, Airborne Systems has set the standard for aerial delivery 
systems capabilities, quality and performance through their world-class engineering, 
manufacturing, and training services.  Airborne Systems capabilities include GPS-guided 
precision aerial delivery systems and high performance personnel parachute systems 
as well as space and air vehicle recovery systems. Their RA-1 has recently been 
selected by the U.S. Army as its new Military Free Fall Advanced Ram-Air Parachute 
System to replace the MC-4. The RA-1 is the world’s most advanced ram-air parachute 
with a reflexed airfoil section to provide a 4:1 glide ratio which allows jumpers to fly 
farther, land safely and carry more. 

Airborne Systems is a global company with facilities in the U.S. and Europe. Customers 
include the U.S. Department of Defense, their international allies, as well as military 
and civilian search and rescue organizations around the world.

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR  

 MORE INFORMATION.

T-11 Parachute System
The T-11 Non-Steerable Parachute System, developed by 
Airborne Systems for today’s warfighter, replaces the legacy 
T-0, which was in service for 50+ years.  The T-11 utilizes 
the T-11R reserve parachute, also developed by Airborne 
Systems to fit the T-11 weight range. The T-11R aero-conical 
design ensures quick, reliable opening for all malfunctions 
with no oscillation.  The T-11 system represents a new, safer 
generation of Troop Parachute, which:

 { Carries a paratrooper with a total exit weight of 400 lb.
 { Reduces injury rate by over 75%
 { Minimizes opening shock, utilizing a unique canopy sleeve 

/ slider, with canopy inflation time of about 6 seconds
 { Provides a slower rate of descent and zero oscillation
 { Adjusts to fit body sizes from 5th percentile female 

through 97th percentile male

One Time FireFly®

The 1TFF System is a unique, low cost Guided Precision 
Aerial Delivery System (GPADS) solution that also eliminates 
recovery, maintenance and support requirements. Designed 
for One-Time Use New innovative 1TFF design, materials and 
manufacturing techniques provide similar proven technical 
performance as the 2K FireFly® GPADS, at a reduced cost 
of ownership. As a one-time use GPADS, the 1TFF alleviates 
the need for in-depth training, packing and maintenance. 
Additionally, once deployed, the system need not be 
recovered. The reduction in initial cost and the life cycle 
resource savings provide added operational flexibility. 

The 1TFF flies itself to a designated point on the ground 
after being dropped from altitudes up to 17,500 feet (5334 
m) Above Mean Sea Level (AMSL).

One Time MicroFly®

Airborne Systems North America (ASNA) has developed a 
low cost, disposable JPADS ULW system called 1T MicroFly® 
(1T-MF) for payload weights between 200-500 lbs. The 1T 
MicroFly® is shipped to the customer in environmentally 
sealed packaging with the parachute completely packed and 
rigged to the AGU. The parachute and AGU can be stored 
up to five years prior to use. When called upon, the operator 
unseals the unit from the packaging, installs the battery, 
programs the mission on the AGU, and rigs the system to the 
payload. Though intended for one-time use, the system may 
be reused as many as six times in a training environment.

Airborne Systems is 
a World Leader in the 
Design, Development 
and Manufacturing 
of Best-in-Class 
Parachute Systems. 

MC-6
Designed for precision infiltration of Airborne Forces, the 
MC-6 Personnel Parachute System features the latest in 
advanced design for steerable troop parachutes. Developed 
by Airborne Systems through the SOFTAPS program, the 
MC-6 utilizes the SF-10A canopy that has been in use by 
U.S. Special Forces for over 10 years, demonstrating its 
safety and reliability.

The MC-6 offers greater maneuverability and performance 
in high altitude drop zones and achieves a lower rate of 
descent compared to the MC-1 system, which the MC-6 
System replaced in the U.S. military.
 
The MC-6 utilizes the T-11R reserve parachute, also 
designed and developed by Airborne Systems. The T-11R 
innovative aero-conical design ensures quick and reliable 
opening and inflation in all malfunction modes, as well as 
with a full main canopy.

Designed to meet the requirements of military users, this 
advanced parachute system consists of the Intruder® 
canopy main parachute, the Intruder® reserve parachute 
and the Raider 2 harness/container. It has been specifically 
designed for jumpers carrying heavy loads into rough, 
unfamiliar drop zones at night.

RA-360 Features Include:
 { HALO or HAHO mission capability
 { 4:1 glide ratio
 { No stall technology
 { Bio-harness providing greater comfort
 { Versatile deployment methods
 { Single pin reserve with clear inspection window
 { All Up Weight of 450 lbs. (204kg)

Available accessories include:
 { Double bag static line 

components
 { BOC pilot chute  

components

 { Oxygen pockets
 { Radio pocket
 { Carry bag
 { HAHO seat

Multi-Mission System (MMS)
The Multi-Mission System (MMS) is the evolution of the 
RA-1 system, to include the addition of drogue capability. It 
keeps all the existing features of the RA-1 system, such as 
the bio-contour, magnet riser covers, inspection windows 
and high altitude seat while allowing the user to choose from 
a complete set of deployment methods. The MMS has been 
designed as a true versatile parachute system. Most of the 
features are common to the various deployment methods 
to simplify the training and the use of the system. The MMS 
offers all the various modes:

Without a drogue:
 { Spring Pilot chute with over-the-shoulder ripcord 
 { Double-bag static line 
 { Hand deploy 

With a drogue:
 { Self-set drogue 
 { Hand-set drogue 
 { Static line drogue

RA-360 ADVANCED RAM-AIR 
PARACHUTE SYSTEM

Save space, time and resources 
while increasing efficiency with these 
Spacesaver Storage Solutions.pg. 112
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Combo Boxes
Transporting explosives and detonators is 
made easy with the Armag combination 
truck box. This two compartment box is 
DOT approved for hauling detonators and 
explosives on the same vehicle on public 
highways. The combo truck box comes in two 
sizes, is designed to fit in a full-sized pickup 
bed or in the smaller S-10 pickup, and is 
equipped with bed mounting brackets.

 { Configurations Available:  
42”x24”x24” - 60”x24”x24”

 { Colors: White

Deployable Armory
Armory designed for optimum mobility via 
air/truck.

 { Configurations Available: 13’x8’x8’
 { Colors: White, Tan Standard.  

Custom colors available upon request

Outdoor Explosives Storage Magazines
ARMAG magazines have always been 
manufactured to meet or exceed regulatory 
specifications. The U.S. Navy (NSWC Crane) 
consulted with ARMAG when developing 
the Type 2 U.S. Military specifications 
for prefabricated explosives storage. 
ARMAG specializes in both permanent and 
relocatable solutions.

 { Configurations Available:  
3’x3’x3’ - 100’x44’x10’

 { Colors: White, Tan Standard.  
Custom colors available upon request

WEAPONS STORAGE 
- ARMORIES

ARMAG is the sole provider of relocatable arms vaults under 
the NSWC Crane IDIQ Contract. Each custom armory is fully 
compliant and approved for use under DoD 5100.76M, 
AR 190-11 and OPNAVINST 5530.14C. Armories are 
manufactured at a secure facility and delivered ‘plug and 
play’ at a fraction of the cost of traditional “brick and 
mortar” construction and are not always subject to MILCON 
construction restrictions.

 { Configurations Available: 8’x8’x8’ - 100’x44’x10’
 { Colors: White, Tan Standard. Custom colors available  

upon request

WEAPONS STORAGE - ARMORIES

Indoor Explosives Storage Magazines
Type 2 Class ABC ATF spec indoor storage 
magazine. Top opening or front opening 
available.

 { Configurations Available: 24”x18”x18” 
- 6’x4’x4’. Custom sizes available.

 { Colors: Red

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR. 

 MORE INFORMATION..

STORAGE SOLUTIONS

For more than 45 years, Armag has been 
the industry-leading arms, ammunition 
and explosive storage solutions provider 
for military and law enforcement.  

Armag solutions provide short and long-
term, secure storage without sacrificing 
quick delivery and cost-effectiveness. 
Their portable Arms Vaults are ideal for 
field armories. Their Multiplex Arms Vault 
systems provide large capacity storage 
and are fully compliant and approved for 
use by all branches of the U.S. Military. 

Uncompromised 
Physical Security 
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ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT

Fuel Tanks
Avon Engineered Fabrications Fuel Tanks are the 
ideal solution for your fuel storage and containment 
requirements. The fuel tanks are manufactured to provide 
an industry leading durable and economical stationary 
storage solution. The military-grade rugged fabric 
construction allows them to remain stable regardless of 
their exposure to extreme weather conditions. AEF Fuel 
tanks have been extensively used in military operations, 
emergency relief efforts, and in rural or island based 
locations where fuel sources do not exist.

AEFs has both industry standard sizes in military grade nitrile 
and polyurethane as well as the ability to do custom engineered 
solutions. The low profile rapidly deployed fuel tanks are the 
best solution for both military and commercial applications. 
Ideal for Emergency Response Teams, Disaster Preparedness, 
DOD Expeditionary Support, and Remote Operations.

 { Gallon Capacity: 3,000; 10,000; 20,000; 50,000

Berm Liners (Image Not Shown)
Avon Engineered Fabrications (AEF) Berm Liners are the 
ideal solution to cover earthen or porous berms, for short 
term pond liner or secondary containment requirements, 
can be used for petroleum or water based products and 
are generally used as a durable and economical secondary 
storage containment for safety by retaining spilled product 
in the event of a leak or catastrophic failure and to prevent 
environmental damage. The military-grade rugged fabric 
construction allows them to remain stable regardless of their 
exposure to the most extreme weather conditions.

Available in industry standard sizes in military grade 
polyurethane, PVC or can be a custom engineered solutions 
the light weight rapidly deployed berm liners are the best 
solution for both military and commercial applications 
including the following: Emergency Response Teams, 
Disaster Preparedness, DOD Expeditionary Support and 
Remote Operations.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.
20,000 Gallon Berm Liner; 8410100200
10,000 Gallon Berm Liner; 8000047400

Water Tanks
Avon Engineered Fabrications (AEF) Water Tanks provide the 
complete solution for temporary or long term storage of water 
or most aqueous solutions.  AEF tanks are industry leading low 
profile, rapidly deployed and able to withstand the harshest 
of climate conditions. These tanks are manufactured to the 
highest quality and mil spec standards with a storage capacity 
allowance up to 300,000 US gallons.  The water tanks can be 
stored outdoors or in open spaces and are the best solution for 
both military and commercial applications.

With applications including potable water, grey water, 
black water and food-grade fluids these economical and 
environmentally preferred tanks have been used extensively 
in disaster preparedness operations, emergency relief 
efforts and water recovery/harvesting locations where liquid 
solutions are needed. Optional accessories available.

 { Gallon Capacity: 3,000; 10,000; 20,000; 50,000

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Avon Engineered Fabrications (AEF) provides a full range 
of elastomeric coated fabrics featuring the most advanced 
joining/seaming techniques available today. 

AEF is a major supplier of liquid storage and management 
solutions as well as vehicle and impact management 
solutions to the U.S. Military including the Army, Air Force, 
Marines, Navy, and Coast Guard. From hovercraft skirts, 
fuel tanks, to water tanks and custom solutions, AEF 
products have earned a reputation for the highest quality 
and longest life span in the industry.

The Most Advanced Liquid 
Storage and Management 
Technology Available.
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SAFETY & SUSTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Heat-On-The-Move Kitchen Systems
At the heart of all Babington appliances is the Airtronic burner, the world’s cleanest and 
most energy-efficient distillate fuel burner (JP-8, diesel, kerosene) produces no smoke, no 
odor and no carbon monoxide. The Babington Airtronic made single-fuel-on-the-battlefield 
real when it was adopted as the multi-fuel heat source for the first ever heat-on-the-move 
field feeding systems in 1995. The award-winning Airtronic has since generated heat for 
million meals worldwide. It utilizes a unique air-atomization technology that leads to near-
perfect combustion can withstand the diverse and rugged environments of the U.S. military. 

Babington Technology field feeding and kitchen systems are the ideal solution for mobile 
food preparation and sanitation for military, disaster relief, and humanitarian operations. The 
systems are modular and scalable to meet any need or requirement.

Single Pallet Expeditionary Kitchen:
A complete field kitchen that ships on a single 463L Skid and supports 500 
people using UGR H&S rations.

Tray Ration Heating System:
The entire system mounts on a HUMVEE and can be operated by the driver and 
one trained food service specialist.

Babington Technology manufactures a variety of Field 
Feeding and Heating Solutions for Military, Disaster Relief 
and Humanitarian Efforts.  For over 20 years Babington 
Technology has been delivering advanced field feeding 
equipment in support of the DoD’s single-fuel-on-the-
battlefield mandate to all branches of the U.S. military 
providing multi-fuel technologies for clean, safe and efficient 
heating and cooking needs. 

When the Air National Guard needed a rapidly deployable 
feeding capability for domestic emergency response, 
Babington’s Disaster Relief Mobile Kitchen Trailer (DRMKT), 
the world’s most energy efficient mobile kitchen, was the 
solution. This system provided the ANG a C-130 certified, 
air-and-ground deployable solution that runs on only 2.8 
kilowatts, 1/10th of the amount of electricity required for a 
single commercial griddle capable of preparing up to 8,000 
meals per day. 

Field Feeding and Heating 
Solutions for Total Sustainment 
in the Field. 
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Powered Multi-Fuel Burner (PMB)
Originally designed to replace the outdated gasoline M2 burner, the Powered Multi-fuel 
Burner consists of the Airtronic burner and a heating sled that offers the utmost in cooking 
versatility. The one-man portable cooker accommodates a mini-griddle, a 15-gallon stockpot 
and small modular oven accessory pack.

Powered Multi-Fuel Burner (PMB); PMB300

Tray Ration Heating System (TRHS)
For 20 years the TRHS continues to be the backbone of the Army, Marine Corps and Air 
Force’s rapid deployment field feeding programs. A fully mobile and HMMWV compatible 
system, with heat-on-the-move capability, the TRHS revolutionized military feeding by 
virtually eliminating long train subsistence logistics. The TRHS supports 250 people per 
hour and served more than 150 million meals worldwide throughout combat, disaster relief, 
peacekeeping and training operations.

Tray Ration Heating System (TRHS); TRH2000

Field Sanitation Unit (FSU)
The Field Sanitation Unit (FSU) represents the most advanced field feeding sanitation 
equipment – simply turn on the on/off switch and the single thermostatically controlled 
Airtronic burner quickly heats and automatically maintains three 42-gallon sinks (wash, rinse 
and sanitize) within prescribed temperatures, which helps reduce energy consumption. The 
FSU also has a closed-flame design that means a comfortable and safe working environment 
for the operator.

Field Sanitation Unit (FSU); FSU2030

Disaster Relief Mobile Kitchen Trailer (DRMKT)
The World’s most energy-efficient mobile kitchen, capable of preparing Any Menu...To any 
Person...Anywhere.

The DRMKT is a highly mobile field feeding system designed to support the U.S. Air National 
Guard’s mission to provide mass care and emergency feeding needs for domestic and 
international operations.  The trailer is equipped with a 3-sink sanitation system, and all the 
appliances needed to boil, grill, bake, roast and steam a variety of foods for any scenario, 
including feeding first responders and victims during emergencies.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.
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Saving Energy. Saving Money. Saving Lives. Berg Systems are easily transportable, 
lightweight for ease of deployment, energy efficient, and effortlessly re-configurable.

Berg is a certified small business and has provided remote camp solutions since 
1883. Their Energy Efficient Shelter System (E2S2) is the next generation of ISO 
container-based expandable shelters designed to maximize energy efficiency 
and provide ultimate flexibility in transport, deployment, and configuration. The 
unique SIP panel construction and thermal break design makes the E2S2 the 
industry leader in energy efficient performance. The E2S2 complies with MIL-
STD-810, which ensures comfortable living and work spaces while saving fuel.

Transportable, Lightweight 
and Energy Efficient 
Camp-Related Solutions 

Save lives and protect investments 
with these industrial safety solutions 
provided by Checkers.

HESCO’s Perimeter Support  provides 
rapid expeditionary protection to 

personnel, equipment and critical assets in any terrain.

ZeroBase’s Energy Efficiency 
systems power a wide range of 

critical assets in the harshest environments. 
pg. 28 pg. 52 pg. 134

ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT  RIGID WALL STRUCTURES
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Berg Spill Containment Berms
Berg offers a wide variety of spill containment berms up to meet diverse customer needs. 
Customized berms are also available to meet unique requirements and all berms can be easily 
customized with private labels, logos or other requests.

 { Throw N’ Go
 { Throw and Snap
 { Snap -Up

 { Perma berm
 { Foam Berm
 { Flexible Spill Pans

Berg Spill Containment Berm, Throw n’ Go, Black,  10’x10’x12”; BERMSC-30384
Berg Spill Containment Berm, Throw n’ Go, Black,  14’x54’x12”; BERMSC-30385
Berg Spill Containment Berm, Throw n’ Go, Black,  12’x36’x12”; BERMSC-30386

Berg Bladders
Berg offers wide variety liquid storage 
bladders to meet diverse customer needs. 
Bladders can be used to store potable and 
non-potable water or fuel.  All bladders 
are constructed from a supported, 
polyurethane coated, Berry compliant 
fabric. Bladders include valve assemblies to 
connect to water and fuel sources.

Standard Sizes Include:
 { 100 gallon
 { 500 gallon
 { 1,000 gallon
 { 3,000 gallon

 { 5,000 gallon
 { 10,000 gallon
 { 20,000 gallon 
 { 50,000 gallon

 { Custom sizes are available upon request

Berg Water Tanks (Onion Tanks)
Berg offers three Onion Tank options to meet diverse customer requirements. They can be 
used to store potable water, non-potable water or gray water. All tanks are self supporting and 
stable on slopes up to 10%. Tanks are stored and shipped in a valise or ground cloth that serves 
as a carrying bag when stowed and as protection from rocks and other sharp objects when 
deployed. All tanks come with 2” male and female cam-lock fittings to connect to water hoses.

Standard sizes include: 
 { 1,000 gallon
 { 1,500 gallon
 { 3,000 gallon

 { 5,000 gallon
 { 10,000 gallon

 { Custom sizes are available upon request

Standard tanks: 
 { Open Top
 { Roll Top
 { Zipper Top

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Berg Pumps
Berg offers Fresh Water and Waste Pumps individually or in pump sets to meet customers’ 
needs. Both Fresh and Waste pump housings are constructed of aluminum and have a 
thermal powder coating and brass fittings which enhance durability and longevity.

Fresh Water Pump:
Designed with a 3 HP pump and 8-1/2 
gallon pressure tank that is capable of a 
40 GPM throughput. It is designed to hold 
plumbing pressure up to 60 psi. The built in 
pressure gauge is conveniently located to 
allow easy access and viewing. Pumps are 
equipped with three independently valved 
1 1/2” Outputs; one 1 1/2” Input, and one 
3/4” Input. The Pump measures 2’-2” x 
2’-1/4” x 1’-10” and weights 85 lbs. 

Waste Pump:
Designed with a custom control box to 
allow automatic function and the ability 
to switch over to manual control when 
desired. To ease clean out of grinder pump, 
each pump is designed with flexible P-traps 
and an integrated drain.  Each pump comes 
with a removable Power-Tee Electrical Box 
and is equipped with two 3” Black Water 
Inputs; one 2” Grey Water Input, and one 2” 
Output. The Pump measures 28.4” x 24.5” 
x 2’-1 1/4” and weights 205 lbs.

 { Color: Green, Tan

Berg Fresh Water Pump (Supply); FWPUMP-6001 Berg Grinder Pump (Waste Ejection); GRPUMP-6001
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E2S2 - Containerized Expandable 20’ Systems
E2S2 is an energy efficient, light weight, rapidly deployable 
shelter.  It is a robust structure that meets ISO standards 
and has 9 high stacking capability. Panel strength and 
durability are the result of SIP construction utilizing closed 
cell polyurethane foam, polypropylene honey comb core and 
fiberglass skin. Deployed units have an insulated R-Value 
of 15. E2S2 base structure can be fully integrated with 
electrical, plumbing, communication, security and climate 
control features based on customer requirements.  Designed 
and produced in the USA.

Shelters Can Be Configured To:
 { Medical Facilities
 { Kitchens/ Dining Facilities
 { Laboratory
 { Billeting

 { Data Control Centers
 { Command Centers
 { Hygiene Centers (Latrine, 

Shower, Laundry)

Features:
 { Expandable sides are self-supporting
 { Container Shipping Certification (ABS)
 { IAW MIL-STD-882C (Safety Engineering Principles)
 { Human Engineering Standards 5-17a
 { Setup:  2 trained people – 30 minutes

 { Color: Green, Tan

Berg Containerized Expandable 20’ System, E2S2; E2SB2C-1007

5-in-1 Expandable TRICON System; ETSB4H-1007

5-in-1 TRICON
The 5-in-1 expandable soft-sided TRICON is a versatile and rugged containerized shelter 
system. The base container is a standard ISO container with a stowed footprint of 8’ long, 
6’ 5-1/2” wide and 8’ high. When deployed the shelter multiplies its footprint by five. 
Constructed of a Corten steel exterior for corrosion resistance and lined on the interior with 
rhino lining, this container is extremely durable. The roof and wall panels are constructed 
of high-performance woven fabrics designed to withstand the harshest climates. It’s fully 
customizable for uses including offices, medical facilities, showers/latrines, billeting and 
more. It is deployable by three persons in under 30 minutes. Four heavy duty leveling jacks 
are included for deployment on uneven terrain.

 { Color: Green, Tan

Berg Caster Sets; CASTER-6001

Berg Caster Sets

Berg casters sets are built to fit the contour of any ISO 
container or container based shelter corner. The tow bar is 
designed to enable transport by vehicle or by hand. Caster 
sets have an easy wheel lift design which makes attaching 
wheel sets to any container a one man process. Wheels sets 
have a large diameter tire with aggressive tread for rough 
terrain applications and side alignment jacks which are 
designed for hooking to container on unlevel ground. Sets 
are equipped with a heavy duty locking mechanism which 
attaches to standard ISO container corner blocks and a 
steering arm for use to direct wheels while under load. Each 
wheel set weights 361 lbs and measures: 3’-2” x 3’-2” x 
3’-9 1/2”.  Patent Pending.

 { Color: Green, Tan

ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT  RIGID WALL STRUCTURES

20’ Connex Container; N2HMOV-1008

20 ft. Integrated Conex
Berg offers a wide range of Non-Expandable integrated Shelter options that can be 
customized to meet customer specific requirements. Because these shelters are ISO based, 
they are easily transportable by air, land and sea. This line of products is ideal for customers 
who require a solution that is rapidly deployable, provides modular space, and is self-
contained and ready to use. Perfect for when the situation requires additional workspace, 
the 20 ft. Integrated Conex is the ready-to-go solution when rapid deployment is a must. 
Constructed with the same durability and quality all Berg products are known for, this system 
has full power and environmental control functionality. The 20 ft. Integrated Conex unit is the 
premier instant multi-use solution ideal for offices, administration, lodging and more.

 { Color: Green, Tan

EXP – Explorer,  
Containerized Expandable 20’ System

Berg Containerized Expandable 20’ System, EXPlorer; EXPL2CB-1100

Modular Design:
The EXP – Explorer is uniquely designed for flexibility. It can 
be deployed as a standalone unit or complexed together 
with vestibules and walkways. The modular design provides 
ultimate flexibility and scalability.

Energy Efficient:
The energy efficient design of the EXP – Explorer makes 
it best in its class and suitable for all climates.  Minimal 
thermal bridging design inhibits the transfer of outside 
heat and cold to the interior of the structure.  SIP panel 
construction allow for R Values ranging from R17 in the 
sidewalls to R21 in the ceilings and floors.

 { Color: Green, Tan
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COMPLETE CAMP SOLUTIONS 
– DELIVERED AND

SUPPORTED WORLDWIDE

PREMIER CAMP SOLUTIONS

We also provide tents, fuel & water systems, and power systems. 
Visit bergco.com for our full product line.

Full Line of Expandable Shelter Systems:
• 9-high stackable • Energy Efficient

• CSC Certified • Fully integrated

Kitchen & 
Dining

Admin & 
Hygiene
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VEHICLES & HEAVY EQUIPMENT

CASE 750M Crawler Dozer
The powerful M Series dozer line starts here. The CASE 750M’s best-in-class drawbar pull 
beats the competition thanks to the Advanced Load Management System, large hydraulic 
pumps and motors, and an advanced Tier 4 Interim CEGR engine with best-in-class power 
of 92 hp. A new cab-forward design and sloped hood give operators greater overall visibility 
and maximum view of the blade. Other standard features on the 750M include self-cleaning 
track covers, adjustable shuttle settings and ProCare™ product support.

CASE 750M Crawler Dozer; 750M LT/WT/LGP

CASE CX55B T4 FINAL Compact Excavator
The CASE CX55B compact excavator sets the standards for digging power with its large 
boom and arm for a wider operating range and a new, rectangular cab design offering more 
room and outstanding visibility. With a 20 percent wider cab and optimized control layout 
for comfortable and easy operation, this machine is sure to satisfy even the most demanding 
operators. Daily maintenance is made easy with ground level startup checks that are 
performed quickly and easily.

CASE CX55B T4 FINAL Compact Excavator; CX55B T4 Final Cab/ROPS

Reliable Performance & 
Low Cost of Ownership 
for maximum uptime and 
Increased Productivity. 
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CASE provides world-class 
construction and heavy equipment 
with industry-leading after market 
support.  With more than a century 
of experience in engineering and 
manufacturing, it’s no surprise 
CASE Construction Equipment is 
so widely procured and operated 
by DOD and U.S. Government 
agencies. 

ADS and CASE can help you equip 
your fleets with reliable machines 
that feature low cost of ownership 
and maximum uptime - all backed 
by legendary productivity and 
performance. 

World Class 
Construction and 
Heavy Equipment 

CASE SR270 Tier 4 Final Skid Steer Loader
Not only is the Tier 4 Final SR270 the largest radial lift skid 
steer from CASE, it’s the largest in the industry. And it’s 
packed with power thanks to the use of SCR technology, 
best-in-class breakout force, best-in-class torque and best-
in-class Aux. hydraulic flow. Not to mention the industry’s 
widest cab and best-in-class visibility. It’s built to take on 
some of your biggest challenges.

CASE SR270 Tier 4 Final Skid Steer Loader; SR270 T4 Final

CASE 621F Wheel Loader
With a new Tier 4 Final engine using SCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction) technology, the 
621F is the latest evolution of powerful-yet-efficient CASE wheel loaders. In addition to the 
upgraded emissions solution, this workhorse takes economy even further with fuel-saving 
features such as auto-idle, auto-shutdown and four programmable power modes that 
match engine output to the task at hand. And it’s all controlled from a roomy cab that gives 
operators an industry-leading view of all the work they’re getting done.

CASE 621F Wheel Loader; 621F ZBAR/XR/XT

CASE 580SN 4WD T4 Final Tractor Loader Backhoe
”Super” is a title that has to be earned. The Tier 4 Final 580 Super N does just that. 
Expanding on the rock-solid reputation of previous generations, the Super N offers more 
of what makes the 580N great. More horsepower. More breakout. More loader strength. 
More lifting power. More attachment versatility. And now with an SCR (Selective Catalytic 
Reduction) solution and new ECO-mode, power and efficiency are better than ever. All that 
and an impressive list of other performance-enhancing features are why the 580 Super N 
more than lives up to “super”.

CASE 580SN 4WD T4 Final Tractor Loader Backhoe; 580SN 4WD T4 Final

CASE TR340 Tier 4 Final Compact Track Loader
When it comes to emissions regulations, CASE has always 
believed in going beyond compliance. The Tier 4 Final 
TR340 does just that. Under its heavy-duty hood is a 
powerful, 90 hp engine that uses SCR (Selective Catalytic 
Reduction) technology to deliver best-in-class breakout, 
torque and auxiliary flow. It also offers EZ-EH controls that 
make customizing machine responsiveness a breeze. Not to 
mention an ROC of up to a whopping 3,400 lb. (1 542 kg). 
Simply put, for a compact track loader that does more than 
merely meet regulations, count on CASE.

CASE TR340 Tier 4 Final Compact Track Loader; TR340 T4 Final
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STORAGE SOLUTIONS

CAVE’s range of solutions provides for a more agile and rapid 
deployment, a smaller footprint and can give up to 90% 
cube utilization. Lighter than similar systems, these weather 
proof inserts eliminate duplication of effort and allow fast 
and efficient access to items. CAVE products utilize standard 
military containers: Quadcons, Tricons, Bicons, ISU’s and 20’ 
ISO’s with dual side opening doors.

CAVE’s preconfigured “Removable Units” are fully removable 
from the container within 60 seconds. Each unit comprises of 
either removable drawers “StackaBoxes™” and “Bulk Trays” 
with a load capacity of 500lbs or “Glide-Out Shelves” with a 
load capacity of 2,250lbs.

90% Cube Utilization 
for Rapid, Agile, 

Deployment. Providing Storage 
with Fast and Efficient Access.

CST002ML
 { Medium/Large
 { 4 StackaBoxes
 { 1 Bulk Tray

CST004LB
 { Light Bulk
 { 3 Bulk Trays (500lbs each)

CST001SM
 { Small/Medium
 { 7 StackaBoxes
 { 1 Bulk Tray

CST003L
 { Large
 { 3 StackaBoxes
 { 1 Bulk Tray

CST005HB
 { Heavy Bulk
 { 3 Glide-Outs (2,250lbs each)

 PRECONFIGURED MODULES FOR A TRICON,  

 BICON AND ISO 20’ DUAL SIDE OPENING CONTAINER. 
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CSQ001SM
 { Small/Medium
 { 14 StackaBoxes
 { 2 Bulk Trays

CSQ002ML
 { Medium/Large
 { 8 StackaBoxes
 { 2 Bulk Trays

CSQ003L
 { Large
 { 6 StackaBoxes
 { 2 Bulk Trays

CSQ004LB
 { Light Bulk
 { 6 Bulk Trays (500lbs each)

CSQ005HB
 { Heavy Bulk
 { 3 Glide-Outs (2,250lbs each)

 PRECONFIGURED MODULES FOR A QUADCON. 

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR.  
 MORE INFORMATION.. 

XLite Series
Aluminum removable drawers “StackaBoxes” compatible with “Removable Units” and a load 
capacity of 500lbs. Lighter storage with greater load capacity allows you to take more with less.

XLite Series; CSXLXNNNXX

Double Entry Glide-Out Shelves
CAVE’s Double Entry “Glide-Out Shelves” extend up to 70% outside both sides of a container and 
can take a load of up to 4,500lbs. Compatible with Quadcons, Tricons, Bicons and 20’ ISO’s.

Double Entry Glide-Out Shelves; CSXNNNSF
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SAFETY & SUSTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

6800 Series Aviation Wheel Chocks
 { For large fighter and medium airlift aircraft
 { Weather and abrasion resistant
 { Maintenance free – never need painting

 { Resistant to aircraft fuels and lubricants
 { Lightweight and easy to use

Military Aviation Wheel Chock for Large Fighter and Medium Airlift Aircraft; AC6820-LR
Military Aviation Wheel Chock for Large Fighter and Medium Airlift Aircraft (Rubber Pad); AC6820-LR-RP
Military Aviation Wheel Chock for Large Airlift Aircraft; AC6856-LR

Tactical Vehicle Wheel Chocks
 { For small to medium-sized vehicles with 

gross vehicle operating weight up to 
30,000 – 40,000 lb. 

 { Tough polyurethane construction

 { Resistant to oils, fuels and solvents
 { Mounting hole for ropes or chains
 { Recessed carrying handle

Tactical Vehicle Wheel Chock - 40,000 lb. weight limit; UC1600
Tactical Vehicle Wheel Chock - 30,000 lb. weight limit; UC1700

Checkers® Industrial Safety Products provides quality products that 
drive quality solutions. With products that range from cable and 
hose protection systems, to wheel chocks, warning whips, and much 
more, Checkers® provides unique solutions for unique problems.  

Checkers® Industrial Safety Products are located in Broomfield, 
Colorado. Each of their products are proudly produced in the United 
States of America. Checkers takes pride in providing the highest 
quality product at the best possible value.

Industrial Safety Solutions that  
Save Lives and Protect Investments.

For integrated expeditionary infrastructure, and emergency 
management response solutions see HDT’s Soft Wall Structures.

UTS Systems Soft Wall Structures are known for their 
incredible speed of set up, thermal efficiency, and durability.pg. 48 pg. 131
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Diamondback Modular Cable & Hose Bridge System
 { Polyurethane construction is abrasion, impact and weather 

resistant with high load-bearing capacity
 { Multiple tunnel sizes to accommodate fully charged hose 

lines and cables of various diameters
 { Diamond-plate tread surface increases traction
 { Yellow caution color for high visibility

 { Modular interlocking design is lightweight, easy to trans-
port, set up, disassemble, and store

 { Built-in hand holds allow for handling with ease and double 
as attachment points for mounting brackets

 { Multiple configurations and connectivity options available.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Guard Dog® General Purpose 1-Channel  
Low Profile Cable Protector

 { .75” height of channel
 { High load bearing capacity
 { “Dog Bone” connectors to extend run to any length
 { All-weather polyurethane construction
 { Hinged lid for easy cable replacement

Cable/Hose Protector 1 - Channel  
With Standard Ramps; GD1X75-ST-B/B

Linebacker® Heavy Duty 3-Channel Cable Protector
 { 2.25” height of channels
 { High load bearing capacity
 { Heavy duty “T” connectors to extend run to any length
 { All-weather polyurethane construction
 { Hinged lid for easy cable replacement

Cable Protector Heavy Duty 3 - Channel Lineal; CP3X225-B/B

Guard Dog® General Purpose  
5-Channel Cable Protector

 { 1.325” height of channels
 { Lightweight and easy to transport, set up, disassemble 

and store
 { “Dog Bone” connectors to extend run to any length
 { All-weather polyurethane construction
 { Hinged lid for easy cable replacement

Cable/Hose Protector 5 - Channel  
Lineal With Ada Compliant Ramps; GD5X125-B/B
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 INCREASING 428TH FIELD ARTILLERY  

 BRIGADE READINESS, FIGHTING  

 CORROSION, AND PROTECTING  

 VALUABLE ASSETS WITH ADVANCED  

 COVER SOLUTIONS. 

CORROSION 
PREVENTION
The 428th Field Artillery Brigade at the Fires Center of Excellence trains thousands of artillery officers, non-commissioned 
officers, Soldiers, Marines, and Allies annually on the most lethal artillery systems and equipment in the world.

As a result of training tempo, the brigade 

depends on its equipment to be maintained 

and ready for each training class. Their 

howitzers, launchers, and prime movers 

are subject to the daily rigors of field 

employment, handling, and the ever present 

weather changes of southwest Oklahoma.  

The brigade recognized that the protective 

covers currently used to combat corrosion 

were not sufficient to optimize equipment 

protection and were not holding up to 

the daily training rigors.  Corrosion is the 

hidden and ever present enemy that silently 

degrades a unit’s combat readiness, and it 

is estimated that corrosion costs the military 

services billions of dollars annually in failed 

parts and equipment loss.

ADS realized there was an opportunity 

to enhance the 428th Field Artillery 

Brigade’s readiness posture with a 

better equipment cover solution to 

address the corrosion and protection 

challenges of the brigade.



 EQUIPMENT 

ADS storage solutions subject matter experts consulted with our 

industry-leading partner Cocoon to develop cover solutions for all 

of the brigade’s howitzers, launchers, and prime movers.  Utilizing 

their proven, innovative fabric technology specifically designed and 

engineered to protect critical assets from environmental threats, 

Cocoon and ADS worked with artillery Soldiers to develop formed  

and fitted covers for each individual piece of the brigade’s 

equipment.  This joint effort resulted in a durable, Soldier-friendly,  

state-of-the-art protective cover solution that provides true  

corrosion and environmental protection to guard these valuable 

assets for years to come.

 SOLUTIONS 

ADS Contracting Specialists worked with the 428th FA Brigade to 

identify the most efficient and cost effective procurement option for 

their protective covers.  After considering the benefits and drawbacks 

of each option, the DLA Troop Support Tailored Logistics Support 

(TLS) Program proved to be the ideal solution. The DLA TLS Program 

allowed for easy allocation of funding, offered significantly reduced 

delivery time lines to address their immediate need for more than 

100 replacement covers, and provided a long-term solution for future 

sustainment . Additionally, to ensure timely delivery ADS and Cocoon 

worked together to have the completed covers delivered directly to 

the 428th from Cocoon’s manufacturing facilities.

Corrosion Prevention

ADS SOLUTIONS DRIVEN APPROACH
ADS worked with Cocoon and artillery Soldiers to 

develop durable, Soldier-friendly covers to provide 

advanced corrosion and environmental protection 

for the brigade’s equipment.  Our procurement 

specialists helped the 428th formulate a strategy 

through the DLA Tailored Logistics Support 

Program to ensure efficient funding and reduced 

delivery time lines for their immediate requirements 

and a reliable foundation for future sustainment. 

THE CUSTOMER:
 428th Field Artillery Brigade,  
U.S. Army Fires Center of Excellence

THE CHALLENGE: 
 The 428th Field Artillery Brigade required an effective 
cover solution that would decrease corrosion, increase 
equipment availability, and stand up to the daily training 
rigors and demands of the artillery school.

 The Brigade had an immediate need for more than 100 
replacement covers to sustain future readiness.

See Cocoon for Soldier-Friendly, Advanced Protective Cocoon Covers 
that Prevent Corrosion and Shield Equipment from Environmental Threats.pg. 32



SOFT WALL STRUCTURES  STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Relocatable Storage Shelter - 25W x 40L; BVE2540
Relocatable Storage Shelter - 36W x 50L; BVE3650
Relocatable Storage Shelter - 60W x 100L; BVE60100

Relocatable Storage Shelter
Re-locatable shelters provide an effective Cocoon to protect valuable assets. These can be 
coupled with Dehumidification to create an envelope that stops corrosion at a sustained 
35% relative Humidity. Re-locatable structure utilizes a 28oz membrane roofing system and 
post production hot dipped galvanized steel framing to produce a 20 year maintenance free 
shelter structure.

General Features:
 { Meets local building, wind and snow 

load requirements
 { Clear spans of up to 250 ft in width and 

unlimited length
 { Translucent roof for energy efficiency
 { Minimum 20 year operational life 

expectancy

 { Lighting and power packages available
 { Roll up and personnel doors
 { Dehumidification system integration
 { Lightning packages are available
 { Integrated crane systems are available

ROTARY & FIXED  
WING PROTECTION

“Cocooning” vehicles, airframes, and large equipment with 
specialized covers shields valuable assets from damage, wear, 
corrosion, and environmental threats. Cocoon has been at the 
forefront of protecting military and commercial equipment for 
two generations, developing innovative solutions that ensure 
equipment is ready to be deployed. 

Cocoon covers are engineered with next-generation extreme 
cover technology and unmatched in durability, usability and 
effectiveness in protecting equipment against damaging 
environmental elements.

Mission Critical Equipment is 
Only as Good as the Cover that 
Protects It. 
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Temporary Storage Shelter - 26W x 40L; THA2640
Temporary Storage Shelter - 33W x 40L; THA3340
Temporary Storage Shelter - 40W x 40L; THA4040

Temporary Storage Shelters
Temporary shelters provide an effective 5-10 year Cocoon to protect valuable assets. 
Utilizing tubular galvanized steel building are designed to be erected rapidly. Structure 
utilizes a 21oz membrane which is maintenance free and designed to shed snow.

General Features:
 { Designed to ground snow loads of over 

50 psf and wind loads in excess of  
120 mph.

 { Consists of simple pin together galva-
nized steel sections 

 { PVC coated polyester fabric. 

 { Continuous galvanized base angle to 
provide a complete weather seal. 

 { Vertical gable walls and sidewalls 
inclined at a 5° slope.

 { Anchors into concrete, asphalt or 
prepared ground.

Power & Environmental Equipment Protection
GET35 Cover Kit; 22020603
60kW Generator Cover; 22010505

Artillery & Weapons Covers

M119 Cover; 21050201

CROWS Weapons System Cover; 21020302
M109 Paladin Cover; ART-109-00

50 Cal. Weapon and Mount Shipboard Cover; 21020205

M777 Cover; 21050101Operational cover kits include covers for all essential areas, 
including (but not limited to) windshield/nose, console, 
engine, weapons systems, pilot tubes, and rotors.

CH47 Chinook Basic Cover Kit; CH47 - BKIT

UH1 Basic Cover Kit; UH1 - BKIT
AH64 Apache Basic Cover Kit; AH64 - BKIT

AH1 Cobra Basic Cover Kit AH1 - BKiT

UH 60 Blackhawk Basic Cover Kit; UH60B -BKIT

ROTARY & FIXED  
WING PROTECTION

Technical Textile General Features:
 { Waterproof to a column of water great that 10 meters
 { Eliminates a “Greenhouse Effect” through Air Permeability 

and vapor transfer
 { Similar Weight Wet (14oz) or Dry (15oz) by repelling and 

not absorbing water or water vapor.
 { Can filter particles down to 0.3 microns in size
 { Usable and packable in extreme temperatures

 { Can discharge up to a 5000 volt static charge in less then 
0.1 sec. Critical on ordnance and in cold weather climates

 { Will repel common oils with Oleophobic properties
 { Durable in tear, ensile and abrasion categories.
 { Washable inside and out
 { Warranted

Direct Vent Cover Technology
Direct Vent Technical Textiles provide an 
effective barrier which eliminates water intrusion, 
protecting valuable assets from the devastating 
effects of corrosion and humidity. The Direct Vent 
rapid air flow process allows trapped moisture to 
escape through the cover, mitigating corrosion, 
mold and mildew and frozen textiles.

For integrated expeditionary 
infrastructure, and industrial  

heavy duty environmental control solutions see  
HDT’s Energy Efficiency ECUs.

pg. 48
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The Shasta Shelter® consistent design with flexible layout 
options accommodate many applications such as aircraft & 
vehicle maintenance, storage & warehouse, and personnel 
facilities. Engineered for high winds and snow loads to the IBC 
– International Building Code). Berry Amendment Compliant. 

No foundations are required; install on concrete, asphalt 
or ground. Shasta shelters are portable, re-locatable, and 
lightweight/small cube for ease of shipping. Install a LAMS 
(Large Area Maintenance Shelter) 33,600 sq ft in 4 days. 
Accessories are available to complete your requirement. 
Creative Tent International has proudly served the  
U.S. Military around the globe since 1991.

Clear Span Structures Engineered 
for Use Anywhere in the World.

SOFT WALL STRUCTURES

The high volume design of the 
Shasta Shelter® structures range 
from 20’ – 300’ clear span.

Pendarvis’ transportable storage 
solution features all the flexibility 

needed for multiple shipping or storage requirements. 

SharkCage products allow a 
seamless transition between storage, 
transportation and operations.

Skydyne  is an innovator in the 
design and manufacture of custom 
shipping and storage solutions.

pg. 102 pg. 104pg. 84
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Storage & Warehousing
The Shasta Shelter® military series is available from 20’ 
to 300’ clear span widths with ample and unobstructed 
storage space. Multiple configurations are available – open 
ends for shade covering, gable ends with roll-up doors, 
full width doors. Eave heights to accommodate every 
application from 7’ to 30’.  Environmental control systems 
with insulation for sensitive equipment or supplies.

The Shasta Shelter® aircraft hangars FTS100, FTS150 
and FTS200 accommodate wing and rotor aircraft like the 
Blackhawk, UAV’s, C-130 or C-5. The structure is quickly 
deployable and re-locatable, to protect your equipment. No 
foundations required; use on concrete, asphalt or ground. 
Engineered to the IBC International Building Code for high 
winds and snow loads.

Aircraft Hangar

Large Area Maintenance Shelters (LAMS)
LAMS A - Aircraft, LAMS V - Vehicle, LAMS S - Storage 
designed for all your maintenance requirements with 
metal roll up doors, fabric sliding doors or full width doors 
for maximum equipment access. Complete packages for 
lighting/electrical, insulating liners for efficiency with HVAC 
systems, flooring options to 80,000 psf. Global installations 
are available through the Service & Maintenance Program.

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR  

 MORE INFORMATION 

Personnel Facilities
The Shasta Shelter® is a modular and deployable space for 
billeting, training/classroom, dining facilities, exercise and 
MWR activities. Quick installation with long term capabili-
ties, designed to provide large volume for greater comfort 
and superior accommodations. Complete packages includ-
ing lighting/electrical kits, environmental control, insulating 
liners, floor systems, windows and more for camp sets.

HESCO’s Perimeter 
Support  provides rapid 

expeditionary protection to personnel, 
equipment and critical assets in any terrain.

Nishati’s PAM  
maximizes solar energy 

capture while minimizing weight, size,  
and complexity.

UEC provides 
hybrid energy 

systems that improve mission effectiveness.

ZeroBase’s 
Energy Efficiency 

systems power a wide range of critical 
assets in the harshest environments. 

pg. 52 pg. 80 pg. 134pg. 126
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HAND & POWER TOOLS

Quality Industrial Power & Hand Tools.
DeWalt industrial power tools and accessories are Guaranteed Tough® 
to take on the most rugged jobs. Designed for reliability in the most 
demanding conditions, DeWalt tools deliver solutions that get the job 
done quickly and efficiently.

From heavy duty corded and cordless power tools to lightweight air tools, 
ADS can provide the DeWalt tools to meet any requirement. DeWalt 
solutions include industrial and hand tools including corded and cordless 
drills, saws, hammers, grinders, routers, planers, plate joiners, sanders, 
lasers, generators, compressors, nailers, saw blades, metal and masonry 
drill bits, abrasives, screw driving accessories and more.
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18V XRP Reciprocating Saw
 { This powerful tool features a high-performance, 

variable-speed motor that drives the blade at 0-3,000 
strokes per minute

 { It has an aggressive-cutting stroke length of 1-1/8” for 
powering through virtually any building material.

 { Other key features include: four-position, keyless blade 
clamp for quick blade changes; sure-grip, anti-slip 
rubber handles; and pivoting shoe with open top for 
maximum visibility.

18V XRP Reciprocating Saw; DC385K

12V MAX* Inspection Camera with Wireless Screen
 { Removable wireless screen for ease of viewing when in 

tight areas
 { Photo and video capturing on SD card to help with 

documentation
 { 3x zoom capability for better visibility
 { 3.5” screen for increased visibility

12V MAX* Inspection Camera with Wireless Screen; DCT410S1

20V MAX* Lithium Ion Premium 3 -  
Speed Hammerdrill Kit

 { DeWalt® 20V Max*  Li-Ion Batteries, 4.0AH offer long 
battery life, runtime, and durability

 { Patented 3-speed all-metal transmission matches the 
tool to task for fastest application speed and improved 
run time

 { High power, high efficiency motor delivers 450 unit 
watts out of max power for superior performance in all 
drilling and fastening applications

 { LED work light provides increased visibility in confined 
spaces

20V MAX* Lithium Ion Premium 3- Speed Hammerdrill Kit; DCD985M2

12” Double Bevel Sliding Compound Miter Saw
 { Powerful 15 Amp, 3,600 rpm motor provides extended 

power and durability
 { Adjustable stainless steel miter detent plate with 10 positive 

stops delivers repeatable accuracy and worksite durability
 { Precise miter system and machined base fence support 

optimize cutting accuracy
 { Tall sliding fences support crown molding up to 6-5/8” 

nested and base molding up to 6-1/2” vertically against 
the fence while easily sliding out of the way for bevel cuts

 { Single lever action double bevel design allows saw to 
easily bevel left and right 0° - 48° with positive stops at 
0°, 22.5°, 33.9° and 45° in both directions permitting 
user to flip the saw and not the material

 { Exclusive Back Fence Design delivers ability to cut 2 x 
16 dimensional lumber at 90° and 2 x 12 at 45°

12” Double Bevel Sliding Compound Miter Saw; DWS780

20V MAX* Lithium Ion 5-Tool Combo Kit
 { DCD985 20V MAX* hammerdrill/drill/driver with 

patented 3-speed all-metal transmission and 1/2” 
self-tightening chuck delivers 450 units watts out of 
maximum performance, faster application speed, and 
superior bit retention

 { DCS380 20V MAX* reciprocating saw with 4-position 
keyless blade clamp allows for quick blade change 
without touching blade or reciprocating shaft

 { DCF885 20V MAX* 1/4” impact driver features 3 LED lights 
with 20 second delay to provide visibility without shadows

 { DCS391 20V MAX* circular saw with 6-1/2” carbide 
blade can cut 2x4’s at a 45° angle in a single pass

 { DCL040 20V MAX* LED work light delivers 110 lumens 
of light output

20V MAX* Lithium Ion 5-Tool Combo Kit; DCK592L2

20V MAX* Lithium Ion Premium 3 -  
Speed Drill/Driver Kit

 { DeWalt® 20V Max*  Li-Ion Batteries, 4.0AH offer long 
battery life, runtime, and durability

 { Patented 3-speed all-metal transmission matches the 
tool to task for fastest application speed and improved 
run time

 { LED work light provides increased visibility in confined spaces
 { Best in class length for improved balance and better control

20V MAX* Lithium Ion Premium 3- Speed Drill/Driver Kit; DCD980M2
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• Do you deploy?

• Do you use containers (Quadcon, Tricon, 
 Bicon,ISO 20 side opening, ISU’s)?

• Do you need to reduce loss and damage 
 to stored equipment in transit?

• Do you need to optimize locatability of 
 stored equipment?

• Do you need to reduce the number of 
 containers required for deployment?

• Do you need to increase the security of 
 stored equipment?

• Do you need to eliminate duplication of effort?

• Do you need to increase container/cube utilization?
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Earl Energy products and technology have fundamentally 
transformed battlefield power while supporting Army, Navy, 
Marine, and Special Operations forces globally and have 
consistently improved power reliability, reduced fuel consumption 
by over 52%, and cut generator runtime by over 80%.

The FlexGen® Battlefield Power System is a revolutionary 
battlefield-proven hybrid power system that drastically reduces 
fuel consumption, maintenance, and emissions, while helping 
keep our soldiers, sailors, and Marines out of harm’s way.  

Earl Energy hybrid power systems have flipped one hundred 
year old generator technology on its head, but the dependability 
of Earl Energy products in the field is the highest design priority.  
Industry-leading experience in materials science, high power 
and high voltage engineering, and power product development 
gives Earl Energy’s products superior performance, cost, and 
reliability, while allowing you to optimize your system and 
maximize generator performance in any environment.

52% Reduced Fuel 
Consumption.

80% Reduced Generator 
Runtime.

Battlefield-Proven Hybrid  
Power Solutions

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Solider & Marine Portable FlexGen®  
Battlefield Power System
Earl Energy’s revolutionary Solider & Marine Portable 
FlexGen® Battlefield Power System provides our service 
members reliable, efficient, and mobile power on the 
battlefield.  Our systems tie into any existing military 
generator in effect hybridizing that system using advanced 
energy storage and power conversion providing substantial 
reductions in fuel consumption, maintenance, and 
emissions.  Battlefield-proven results tested with the U.S. 
Navy SEALs and the U.S. Marine Corps have shown at least 
52% reductions in fuel consumption and 80% reductions in 
generator runtime, allowing us to limit the number of service 
members we put in harms’ way.

Spot Generation FlexGen® Battlefield Power System
Earl Energy’s Spot Generation FlexGen® Battlefield 
Power Systems integrate energy storage, renewables, 
and advanced power conversion with diesel generators, 
dramatically reducing fuel consumption, emissions, 
maintenance, noise, and vibrations while increasing 
generator life cycles by up to five times and maintaining 
100% power reliability.  Spot Generation FlexGen® 
Battlefield Power Systems have been sold to the U.S. Army, 
Marine Corps, and Joint Special Operations Forces showing 
at least a 52% reduction in fuel consumption and an 80% 
reduction in generator runtime.  Our battlefield-tested 
systems retrofit with the full inventory of military generators.

FlexGen® Multi-Generator Mobile Microgrid
FlexGen® Multi-Generator Mobile Microgrid products are 
mobile, scalable, multi-generator microgrids that integrate 
high-performance energy storage, generator controls, 
and power distribution to hybridize the full inventory 
of military generators.  The FlexGen® Multi-Generator 
Microgrid monitors power requirements and automatically 
turns generators on and off based on the power needed.  
Battlefield tested by the U.S. Marine Corps, FlexGen® 
Multi-Generator Mobile Microgrids have consistently proven 
to drastically reduce fuel consumption, maintenance, and 
emissions, while reducing the number of service members 
in harms’ way.

3kW System; EE-3KW-MP-FLXGN
5kW System; EE-5KW-MP-FLXGN

10kW System; EE-10KW-MP-FLXGN
15kW System; EE-15KW-MP-FLXGN

30kW System; EE-30KW-SG-FLXGEN
45kW System; EE-45KW-SG-FLXGEN
60kW System; EE-60KW-SG-FLXGEN

60kW System; EE-60KW-MM-FLXGEN
120kW System; EE-120KW-MM-FLXGEN
180kW System; EE-180KW-MM-FLXGEN
240kW System; EE-240KW-MM-FLXGEN
300kW System; EE-300KW-MM-FLXGEN
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STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Loadmaster™ Footlockers
Whether for military transit or a weekend camping trip, the Loadmaster™ Footlocker from 
ECS Case delivers. These rugged footlockers have sturdy trays to protect gear on the 
move. Weather and rough terrain are no match for our durable designs proven in military 
deployments worldwide. Factory direct and proudly made in the USA with quality you can 
count on. Modular interstacking stacking features allow any Loadmaster™ shipping case to 
be stacked on any other size Loadmaster™ shipping case. Easy transport in rough terrain, 
constructed of tough rotationally molded linear low density polyethylene.

 { Sturdy reinforced removable trays, large 
lower storage area

 { Ergonomic polymer handles, watertight 
gasket

 { Casters on all footlockers

 { Black field replaceable hardware
 { Padlock ready security hasp
 { Automatic pressure relief valve
 { 33” x 21”

 { Color: Black, Tan, Gray, Earth, Olive Drab Green, Blue, Red, Orange, White, Yellow, Green

Loadmaster™ Footlocker Case; ADS-LMFL

ECS invented the military composite 
shipping case over 50 years ago. Their 
unique pressure molded, fiberglass 
reinforced polyester (FRP) transit case 
solutions are the dominant choice of the 
U.S. military and ECS continues to set 
the bar for rackmount usability, compact 
design, and high performance today.

ECS Loadmaster™ Rackmount Cases 
are engineered to stack with all 
previous rackmount models and current 
Loadmaster™ Shipping Cases. These 
rotationally molded shipping cases are 
completely modular in all dimensions to 
allow cases of different sizes to securely 
stack and interlock for maximum 
stacking efficiency making them ideal 
for use on 463L military pallets.

The Most Advanced 
Custom Packaging 
Solutions Available.

LOADMASTER™ SINGLE LID CASES

Modular Loadmaster™ Single Lid Cases from ECS Case represent a major development in 
shipping cases. For the first time a truly user-friendly set of case sizes is available for military 
and commercial users. Loadmaster™ Single Lid Shipping Cases are completely modular in 
all dimensions. Case dimensions change length and width in 4.2-inch increments and height 
in 4-inch increments Shipping cases of different sizes securely stack and interlock in any 
grouping for maximum stacking efficiency. Loadmaster™ Single Lid Cases are ideal for use 
on 463L military pallets as well as compatible with JMIC shipping containers.

 { Black field replaceable hardware
 { Ergonomic polymer handles
 { Automatic pressure relief valve
 { Watertight gasket

 { Casters
 { Hinges
 { 1” or 2” foam liner

 { Available in more than 80 sizes ranging from 16”x16”x12” all the way up to 83.8”x25”x16”

Loadmaster™ Single Lid Cases; ADS-LMSL

LOADMASTER™ SINGLE LID CASES
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3 Pack Rifle Case
Pack three rifles up to 47” in length. This durable rotationally molded case features cushion 
support to securely transport your rifles.

 { Foam cushion, edge casters
 { Hinged lid
 { Locking hasps
 { Black field replaceable hardware

 { Automatic pressure relief valve and 
watertight gasket

 { Exterior dimensions: 52”x13”x11”

 { Color: Black, Tan, Gray, Earth, Olive Drab Green, Blue, Red, Orange, White, Yellow, Green

3 Pack Rifle Case; ADS-3PRC

2 Pack Rifle Case
Holds One M4, a Broken Down Shotgun or a Short Barrel Rifle + magazines.  ECS Rifle Cases 
are manufactured from durable rotationally molded linear low density polyethylene. These 
tactical cases feature cushion support designed to securely transport your rifles.

 { Foam cushion
 { Edge casters
 { Hinged lid
 { Locking hasps
 { Black field replaceable hardware

 { Automatic pressure relief valve and 
watertight gasket

 { Exterior dimensions: 38.2”x13.2”x10.7”
 { Interior dimensions: Two 33.2”x2”x7” 

and three 8”x2”x6”

 { Color: Black, Tan, Gray, Earth, Olive Drab Green, Blue, Red, Orange, White, Yellow, Green

2 Pack Rifle Case; ADS-2PRCA

Loadmaster™ M9 Pistol Case
Watertight, ruggedized case with cushion system designed to securely house and transport 
12 - M9 pistols.  Watertight gasket and modular interstacking features allowing any 
Loadmaster™ case to be stacked on any other size Loadmaster™ case.

 { Locking hasps
 { Ergonomic polymer handles

 { Black field replaceable hardware
 { Automatic pressure relief valve

 { Color: Black, Tan, Gray, Earth, Olive Drab Green, Blue, Red, Orange, White, Yellow, Green

Loadmaster™ M9 Pistol Case; ADS-M9PC

Loadmaster™ M4 Rifle Case
Battlefield proven, ruggedized case with cushion system designed to securely store and 
transport 8 M4 rifles.  Watertight gasket and modular interstacking features allowing any 
Loadmaster™ case to be stacked on any other size Loadmaster™ case.

 { Locking hasps
 { Ergonomic polymer handles
 { Black field replaceable hardware

 { Automatic pressure relief valve
 { Exterior dimensions: 37.6” x 33.4” x 16”

 { Color: Black, Tan, Gray, Earth, Olive Drab Green, Blue, Red, Orange, White, Yellow, Green

Loadmaster™ M4 Rifle Case; ADS-M4RC
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Design, Manufacturer, Engineering, Sales, Service
LAMS Program Service & Maintenance Contract Provider

Deployable Shelter Solutions / 20’ to 160’ Clear Span
Aircraft & Vehicle Maintenance, Recreation & Training, Warehousing, Personnel

Shasta Shelter® Military Series



ENERGY EFFICIENCY

30kW Load Bank
The 30kW Load Bank is designed and built to support 
generator maintenance.  It is an ideal, rugged option to test 
and maintain Tactical Quiet Generators and other mobile 
electric power products.  It is one-man portable.  
12’ 100AMP Pigtail is included with purchase.

30kW Load Bank; LBX1001000

3kW Tactical Quiet Generator
The 3kW TQG is a skid-mounted, mobile generator used for 
a variety of military applications.  It’s rugged, mature design 
has been deployed by the U.S. Military for over 15 years.  
Current applications for the 3kW TQG include, but are not 
limited to, support of Hybrid Power Systems, Weapons 
Systems, C4I Systems, and Maintenance Support.

3kW Tactical Quiet Generator - 60hz; GEN1001000
3kW Tactical Quiet Generator - 400hz; GEN1002000

Power Distribution Illumination System Electrical
PDISE is the U.S. Army’s principal means to distribute 
electricity from mobile electric power sources to the point of 
use. It is a man-portable, rugged system designed to safely 
distribute power in austere environments.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Grounding Kit
The MK-2551 is an alternative grounding system which was 
designed for use with systems requiring high mobility, such 
as vehicle and mobile generator applications. The Grounding 
Kit is easily deployed and removed, offering a solution for 
situations where driving/retracting conventional ground rods 
would be difficult and/or too time consuming.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Fidelity provides quality solutions that meet a 
range of requirements from power distribution and 
generation, to testing and maintenance of mobile 
electric power equipment.  

Fidelity Military & Aerospace Division is committed 
to providing the warfighter high quality, best value 
operational power equipment. With over 25 years of 
manufacturing experience, their dedication to on-time 
delivery and continuous product improvement, 
brings them the respect and repeat business of their 
domestic and international customers. 

Innovative Power Solutions 
for Global Decision Makers.
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VEHICLES & HEAVY EQUIPMENT

 { Cabin with windscreen wipers and mirrors
 { Fill with water central battery with water 

level sensor
 { 60 mile range

 { Hydraulic cylinder lift
 { Drop side pickup, box van, tipper models
 { Payload ranges from 1,433 lbs. to 

1,764 lbs. based on model selected

Commercial Compact Two Passenger Electric Vehicle

Commercial Compact Two Passenger Electric Vehicle; GOUPIL G3

 ENERGY EFFICIENT, ENVIRONMENTALLY  

 FRIENDLY, AND LOW COST OF OWNERSHIP  

 SOLUTIONS FOR FLEET REQUIREMENTS. 

With a variety of configurations and customizable 
options, GEM vehicles are perfect whether 
moving personnel, cargo or both.
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In the field of compact electric vehicle solutions, GEM sets the 
benchmark. Engineered with premium quality and unequaled 
reliability, GEM’s complete line-up of on and off road 
passenger and light utility vehicles are backed by 60 years of 
Polaris performance and innovation, providing unrivaled user 
confidence and experience. With all electric operation and 
zero emissions, you’ll have an environmentally friendly, worry 
free and low cost of ownership path to solving fleet needs. 
With lasting durability, low maintenance and battery electric 
power, GEM vehicles cost just pennies a day to operate.

Capable and Reliable Compact 
Electric Utility Vehicles. 

The GEM® e4 electric vehicle provides efficient transportation with its zero emission design.

 { 72-Volt Battery System, onboard charger
 { Advanced suspension, 4-wheel braking
 { 25 mph top speed – complies with LSV
 { Different door configurations

 { 2 year vehicle protection
 { 910 lb payload capacity
 { Different rear cargo attachments available

Four Passenger Electric Vehicle with Truck Bed

Four Passenger Electric Vehicle with Truck Bed; E4

Two Passenger Electric Vehicle with Truck Bed
The GEM® eS two-passenger electric vehicle offers a two-person cab, truck bed, and 
compact turning radius.

 { 7.0 HP Performance Motor
 { 330 lbs of carrying capacity
 { 34” x 48” Flatbed
 { Top speed 25 mph-complies with LSV

 { 72-volt battery system, on-board 
charger

 { 2 year vehicle protection
 { Different rear cargo enclosures available

Two-Passenger Electric Vehicle with Truck Bed; ES

HEAVY DUTY FOUR PASSENGER 
ELECTRIC VEHICLE

The GEM® e4S provides seating for four and the ability to carry up to 330lbs of cargo.

 { Up to 30 miles of range
 { 910lbs payload capacity
 { 34” x 48” Flatbed

 { Different rear cargo attachments available
 { 2 year vehicle protection
 { Different door configurations

Heavy Duty Four Passenger Electric Vehicle; E4S

HEAVY DUTY FOUR PASSENGER ELECTRIC VEHICLE
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Efficient Operational Energy For The Warfighter.
In its Operational Energy Strategy Implementation Plan, the DOD 

has a strategic goal to reduce the overall demand for operational 

energy and improve the efficiency of military energy use in order 

to enhance combat effectiveness and reduce risks and costs for 

military missions.

Military missions require large and growing amounts of operational 

energy with supply lines that can be costly, vulnerable to disruption, 

and threaten the lives of Warfighters moving fuel across the 

battlefield. Effective, efficient power generation and distribution are 

mission-critical considerations. For current and future Warfighters to 

truly be effective in theater and extend their operational reach, they 

must have the capability to harness energy from the surrounding 

environment, maximize the energy resources they have, and reduce 

dependency on traditional fuel-powered energy generation.

Efficiency, Security, and Increased Operational Readiness.
From environmental control units and refrigeration to lighting, 

electronics, and communications equipment, the largest operational 

energy consumption on the battlefield does not come from vehicles 

and weapons systems but from the energy required to power mobile 

facilities in remote theaters of operations. The ability to reduce 

the overall demand for energy in forward operations requires an 

integrated power generation network with the right mix of traditional 

power generators working in concert with alternative energy 

technology such as hybrid systems, solar power, radiant barriers,  

and power distribution units.

MORE FIGHT. LESS FUEL.  
Reduce Demand for Energy  
in Military Operations
“Operational energy equates exactly to operational capability.” 
 - General John Allen, Commander, International Security  

Assistance Force/United States Forces - Afghanistan

Identifying Field Power Requirements 
Important factors for field power requirements:

 Site location and environmental conditions.

 Shelter requirements and number of personnel.

 Amount of power-reliant equipment.

 Required redundant power to support critical functions.

 POWER SYSTEMS 



Flex Fuel & Hybrid 
Power Systems:

 Lightweight and man portable.

  Integrated fuel, harvesting,  
and storage hybrid solution.

 Flex fuel architecture for use 
with any compressed and 
liquid fuel.

 Integrates with alternative 
energy systems.

 Link together utilizing a 
PDU to provide scalable smart-
grid architecture.

Tactical Diesel-Driven 
Generators:

 Quiet and dependable power.

 Rugged, field-proven, highly 
mobile.

 Available in a range of sizes 
from small 25-kW to large 320-
kW units.

 Can be paralleled utilizing a 
PDU for uninterrupted power 
while one unit is switched off 
for routine maintenance.

Flexgen Power Systems:

 Used with traditional generators.

 Turns off unneeded units 
ensuring maximum energy 
efficiency and reducing fuel 
consumption up to 80%.

 Integrated battery system 
stores the unused energy 
wasted by traditional 
generators for later use. 

 Stored energy can be used as 
a sole source of power or in 
conjunction with traditional 
generators. 

Solar & Wind 
Systems:

 Provides alternate or 
supplementary power.

 Dramatically reduces fuel 
consumption and generator 
maintenance. 

 Compact and portable for quick 
deployment.

 Utilize a balance of systems (BOS) 
unit to store surplus energy and 
integrate with conventional power 
by turning generators on and off 
in response to demand.

 Flexible solar panel systems can 
be mounted on soft-wall shelters.

 Solar shade flies provide protection, 
reduce interior temperatures, and 
lower fuel consumption.

Power Distribution 
Unit (PDU):

 Allows smart networking 
multiple power sources to 
operate on a single power grid.

 Supplies only the power 
required for immediate 
operational needs.

 Maximizes flexibility and 
scalability.

1 2 3

1

3
2

More Fight. Less Fuel.



ENERGY EFFICIENCY  ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT  SOFT WALL STRUCTURES

State-of-the-Art, Fully 
Integrated, Deployable 
Expeditionary Solutions
For over 75 years HDT has evolved into the 
leading provider of integrated expeditionary 
infrastructure, emergency management 
response solutions, and industrial heavy  
duty/severe duty environmental control 
products through consistent development 
of next-generation products. HDT quality 
assurance procedures adhere strictly to ISO 
9001:2008 Standard requirements, extending 
to HDT subcontractors and suppliers. 

HDT Global Solutions Include: 
 Engineering Design & Development
 Innovative Product Development
 Customer Service & Support
 Quality Manufacturing & Operations

Cocoon’s Direct Vent Cover 
Technology provides an effective 

barrier which protects valuable assets from the 
devastating effects of corrosion and humidity.

pg. 32
HDT EEECU-60K
Delivering 60,000 BTU/H cooling at 130 °F 
outside temperature (17.6 kW at 54.4°C) and 
37,000 BTU/H (9.84 kW) electric heating, the 
unit uses environmentally acceptable refrigerant 
R-410A.  The unit also includes a washable/
cleanable evaporator air filter and is CBRN-ready 
using the optional ducts and adapter kit.

HDT EEECU-120K
Delivering 107,000 BTU/H cooling at 130 °F 
outside temperature (31.3 kW at 54.4°C) and 
46,000 BTU/H (13.7 kW) electric heating, the 
unit uses environmentally acceptable refrigerant 
R-410A.   The unit also includes a washable/
cleanable evaporator air filter and full onboard 
diagnostics providing superheat, sub-cooling, 
operating pressure and temperature information 
to the technician.

HDT EEECU - 60K & 120K
HDT’s next generation of Energy Efficient ECUs (EEECUs) 
deliver Energy Efficiency Ratings (EERs) 20% higher than 
current ECU’s on the market today. The HDT EEECU-60K 
is equipped with comprehensive on-board diagnostics, 
compressor inrush current limiting, and a two-speed evaporator 
blower providing more comfortable heat by reducing the 
effect of evaporative cooling. The unit includes supply and 
return-air ducts, canvas condenser cover and a power cable.  

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.
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MTH35 Heater, 35K BTU; 106850-PKD

MTH35
Designed for cold weather space heating of command posts 
or tent shelters, the HDT MTH35 is a self-powered, liquid 
fuel burning, ducted convective heater.  A thermoelectric 
generator supplies power for combustion and air handling.  
The heater burns a full range of liquid fuels (DF1, DF2, DFA, 
JP5, and JP8) for maximum flexibility, and delivers 300 CFM 
of clean, heated air. The nominal size and weight of this unit 
provide ease of transportation and setup, facilitating rapid 
deployment under even the most extreme conditions.  The 
MTH35 can be readily set up outside the tent using the 
air ducts provided.  An axial fan circulates heated air, and 
remote controls make it easy to monitor, start, stop and 
adjust the temperature.

MV60CGP Heater, 60K BTU; 62-MV60CGP

MV60CGP
The HDT MV60CGP provides one of the safest, most reliable 
sources of powered outdoor heat available today.  The 
heater uses 110 volt power and burns all grades of diesel 
fuels, including the military’s JP8.  Delivering 60,000 BTU 
(17.5kW) of heat output, the MV60CGP has been in service 
for over 25 years.  Its low-voltage controls are safe for use 
in outdoor applications. The MV60CGP outdoor heater has 
a powerful fan system that delivers uncontaminated heat 
to your tent or duct system. This heater comes complete 
with exhaust stack, two 12” x 15’ (30.5 cm x 4.5 m) ducts, 
remote thermostat and power cord.  The HDT MV60CGP is 
extremely versatile and ideal for heating a wide variety of 
military tent systems.

 { Color: Green, Tan

MTH150 Heater, 120K BTU; 15000

MTH150
HDT’s MTH150 is one of the safest and most reliable 
sources for powered outdoor heat. The heater uses 110 
volt power and burns all grades of diesel fuels including 
the military’s JP8. The MTH150 has a powerful fan system 
delivering 120,000 BTU (35.17 kW) of clean, heated outside 
air to your tent or duct system. The unit operates with fuel 
supplied from its integral, fuel tank or from a remote fuel 
supply.  With air ducts attached the heater can run in a 
100% recirculation mode, or, a fresh air collar allows for 300 
CFM of make-up air. Standard accessories include a parts/
maintenance manual, remote thermostat, two 16” x 10’ non-
CBRN ducts, stack extension and power cord and all but the 
ducts can be stored onboard.

 { Color: Green, Tan 

6-Ton Basic ECU Complete
The 6-Ton Basic ECU provides a powerful 72,000 BTUs of cooling using ozone friendly 
R4O7C refrigerant and comes complete with Turf Wheel Cart, Duct Extension, Duct Bag and 
Coupler.  Also available without Turf Wheel Car 

 { Color: Green, Tan

ECU, 6-Ton BASIC, Complete; 62-2002400CS

35kW Generator
8-Ton ECU on Trailer

The Shelter Support Trailer - Generator/ECU/TRAILER (GET) - provides power, heating & 
cooling, and shelter / accessory stowage in a HMMWV towable, air transportable package. 
The system is optimized to provide ample electric power and environmental control under 
the most severe conditions.

 { Color: Green, Tan

35kW Shelter Support Trailer, Interim Tier 4 Engine; 62-GETC35KW8
Trailer, Support, 35KW Load Share, 8-ton ECU, w/Accessories; 62-GET35KW8

ADS works with our customers to develop complete solutions meeting 
mission requirements using comprehensive programs to address your 

challenges and provide readiness at reduced cost. 

 YOU HAVE CHALLENGES. ADS PROVIDES SOLUTIONS.- 
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AirBeam® RaDome
HDT’s AirBeam® RaDome (radar dome) is a weatherproof enclosure that protects a 
microwave or radar antenna. The inflatable AirBeam RaDome is constructed of material that 
minimally attenuates the electromagnetic signal transmitted or received by the antenna, 
making the RaDome virtually transparent to radar or radio waves. The RaDome is designed 
to deploy with minimal logistic support and labor while protecting the antenna surfaces 
from the environment (e.g., wind, rain, ice, sand, and ultraviolet rays) and/or concealing the 
antenna electronic equipment from public view. The RaDome also protects nearby personnel 
from being accidentally struck by quickly-rotating antennas. HDT’s RaDome provides 
superior protection for a range of antenna platforms. The enhanced protection prevents 
irregularities due to weather, wind and debris.

AirBeam® RaDome - 22’x22’x15’ Tan; 60VRAD01TN

AirBeam™ Shelter - Model 2021
HDT’s AirBeam® is the most advanced tactical shelter of its kind. The U.S. Army selected it 
for Force Provider and the new 150-troop Expeditionary Base Camp because of its “ease of 
use.” Featuring HDT’s patented high-pressure AirBeams, Model 2021’s rapid deployment 
and strike-time capability meets or exceeds all U.S. military requirements for a  
general-purpose field tent.

 { Model 2021’s are available in 4 
configurations

 { Environmental Control Unit (ECU) ducts
 { Removable lightweight thermal liner 

with an airflow distribution plenum
 { Lightweight cargo net for shelter  

storage and transportation

 { Low weight, cube and personnel 
requirements

 { Easy field maintenance
 { Energy efficient
 { Superior strength and durability

 { Color: Green, Tan

AirBeam® Model 2021D, (1 Window 1 Door ea Side, End Prsnl Doors); V00-010-2021D
AirBeam® Model 2021E, Green (2 Windows ea Side, End Prsnl Doors); V00-010-2021E

AirBeam™ Shelter - Model 2032
HDT’s AirBeam® Shelters are the most advanced tactical shelter of their kind and have been 
selected by the U.S. Army for Force Provider and the new 150-troop Expeditionary Base 
Camp. They were chosen for their ease of use, rapid deployment and strike-time capabilities, 
which meet or exceed all U.S. military requirements for a general-purpose field tents. Models 
are available in 600 sq ft options in a variety of configurations.

 { Environmental Control Unit (ECU) ducts
 { Removable lightweight thermal liner 

with an airflow distribution plenum
 { Lightweight cargo net for shelter stor-

age and transportation
 { Easy field maintenance

 { Low weight, cube and personnel 
requirements

 { Energy efficient
 { Superior strength and durability

 { Color: Green, Tan

AirBeam® Model 2032A, (3 Windows ea Side, End Prsnl Doors); V00-010-2032A
AirBeam® Model 2032B, Green (2 Windows & Door ea Side, End Prsnl Doors); V00-010-2032B
AirBeam® Model 2032B2, Tan (2 Windows & Cntr Door ea Side, End Prsnl Doors); V00-010-2032B2

AirBeam™ Shelters - 32 Series
The evolution of the US Army’s Premier Base Camp, Force Provider, has led HDT to develop 
the next generation rapidly deploying, modular, large-span shelters. With an integrated liner 
that provides a clean workspace, an internal height of 15 ft., and modular connectivity to 
other shelters, the HDT’s 32 Series AirBeam shelter is suited to a variety of applications, 
such as Command and Control, Maintenance, and UAV Hangar.

 { Color: Green, Tan

AirBeam® Model 3236A (2 personnel doors in each panel); V00-011-667
AirBeam® Model 3236B (1 mtnc door, 2 personnel doors); V00-011-668
AirBeam® Model 3236C (1 mtnc door in each end panel); V00-011-669
System, AirBeam, 32 Series Model 3236-C with Trailer containing Manual Lift & Compressor; V00-32TS007
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HDT Base-X® Model 8D36
The HDT Base-X® Model 8D36 is a large dome shaped shelter with a clear span of 31’ with 8 
entry and egress points. This shelter can be set up and taken down without the use of tools, 
ladders, or mechanical assistance. This shelter is ideal for Division and Corps level Command 
and Control (C2), Tactical Operations Center (TOC), and maintenance.

 { Clear interior span of 31’ x 37’
 { 8 entry and egress points
 { Electrical outlet every 5’
 { Hang points every 5’ bear 100-pound 

weight-load each
 { Integral liner with floor and HVAC plenum
 { Tactical Operations Center (TOC), Com-

mand and Control (C2), maintenance

 { Low weight, cube and personnel 
requirements

 { Easy field maintenance
 { Energy efficient
 { Superior strength and durability

 { Color: Gray, Green, Tan

Model 8D36; 608D36

HDT Base-X® Model 305
The HDT Base-X® Model 305 provides an interior clear span of 18’ wide with 6 entry and 
egress points. This shelter will house between 12-14 personnel. It is also ideal for brigade and 
regiment size command and control (C2), medical, communication, and logistics operations.

 { Clear interior span of 18’ x 25’
 { 6 entry and egress points
 { Electrical outlet every 5’
 { Hang points every 5’ bear 100-pound 

weight-load each
 { Integral liner with floor and HVAC plenum
 { Command post, medical, billeting
 { Energy efficient

 { Mid-size shelter to house 12 to 14 
personnel

 { Low weight, cube and personnel 
requirements

 { Easy field maintenance
 { Superior strength and durability

 { Color: Gray, Green, Tan

Model 305, 18’x25’ - Mid-Sized; 60305

HDT Base-X® Model 307
The HDT Base-X® Model 307 provides an interior clear span of 18’ wide by 35’ long with 
8 entry and egress points. This shelter will house between 14-18 personnel. It is also ideal 
for brigade and regiment size command and control (C2), medical, communication, and 
logistics operations.

 { Clear interior span of 18’ x 35’ 
 { 8 entry and egress points 
 { Electrical outlet every 5’ 
 { Hang points every 5’ bear 100-pound 

weight-load each 
 { Integral liner with floor and HVAC plenum 
 { Houses 14 to 18 personnel 

 { Low weight, cube and personnel 
requirements 

 { Easy field maintenance 
 { Energy efficient 
 { Superior strength and durability

 { Color: Gray, Green, Tan

Model 307, 18’x35’ - Large; 60307
Model 307 Removable Cover Shelter; 60307R

HDT Shade Fly
HDT makes the most advanced 
expeditionary shelters that feature inherent 
energy efficient characteristics. The HDT 
Shade Fly provides an additional layer of 
solar protection, reducing shelter interior 
temperatures and temperature gradients, 
and lowering fuel consumption associated 
with environmental control.  Use of the 
Shade Fly with HDT Shelters has proved 
to reduce internal shelter temperatures 
10 – 18°F (5.5 – 10°C), reducing the 
environmental control requirements and 

needed power supply.   The Shade Fly is 
modular and can be scaled to fit various 
shelter models. Shock-cord poles made 
of 7075 aluminum for strength, durability 
and crush-resistance support the Shade 
Fly fabric.

Designs available for HDT AirBeam® or 
Base-X® shelters as well as hard shelters, 
vehicles, containers or areas to provide 
shade or act as a solar barrier.  Contact 
ADS today for more information.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

HESCO’s Perimeter 
Support  provides rapid 

expeditionary protection to personnel, 
equipment and critical assets in any terrain.

Pendarvis’ transportable 
storage solution features 

all the flexibility needed for multiple shipping 
or storage requirements. 

SharkCage 
products allow 

a seamless transition between storage, 
transportation and operations.

Skydyne  is an 
innovator in the 

design and manufacture of custom shipping 
and storage solutions.

pg. 52 pg. 102pg. 84 pg. 104
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PERIMETER SUPPORT 

HAB 1
HESCO Accommodation Bunker (HAB) is our solution to the ever-increasing threat to 
deployed personnel from indirect fire weapons. The bunker is designed to provide safe 
living accommodation for up to eight people. Ideal for sheltering and safeguarding displaced 
citizens in conflict zones or temporary shelter for those affected by natural disasters.

Easy to build with simple tools and in-service light earth moving equipment, two bunkers can 
be built in two days and can be fitted out for air conditioning, heating and other services by 
using the factory formed aperture built into the structure. Side walls are made of specifically 
developed Concertainer units, offering combat-proven protection. A lightweight aluminum 
roof with pre-detonation screen provides overhead protection and waterproof cover, with 
integral doors.

Guard Posts (Image Not Shown)
The HESCO Guard Post kit allows assembly of a small emplacement with two-foot thick walls 
and 18” (0.48m) of overhead cover. Observation point forms are included in the set as are 
roof joists and roofing material.

Attacks from terrorists, insurgents, and 
other adversaries are a constant reality 
to both military and civilian personnel.  
Defending against these ever-present 
threats demands protection solutions that 
are secure, reliable, and readily available. 

As the most significant development 
in field fortification since the Second 
World War, HESCO Concertainer 
units have become a key component 
and a benchmark in force protection 
throughout the world. 

The HESCO legacy has been fortified 
by defensive barriers and their work 
with militaries around the globe. From 
simple perimeter walls to  complex 
base infrastructures, HESCO products 
provide rapid expeditionary protection to 
personnel, equipment and critical assets 
in any terrain.

Proven Protection 
Against Natural and 
Man-Made Threats.

HAB 2
HAB 2 allows the use of an optional high-quality lining kit, which provides a hygienic interior 
for medical use in the field. Side walls are made of specifically developed Concertainer units, 
offering proven protection from weapons systems up to and including large mortar rounds. 
A specifically engineered lightweight aluminum roof with pre-detonation screen provides 
overhead protection and waterproof cover with integral doors.

For integrated expeditionary infrastructure, and emergency 
management response solutions see HDT’s Soft Wall Structures.

UTS Systems Soft Wall Structures are known for their 
incredible speed of set up, thermal efficiency, and durability.pg. 48 pg. 131
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Standard Units
Whether used as a preventative barrier or to define 
boundaries, HESCO® MIL™ units have been employed 
to safeguard personnel, vehicles, equipment, facilities 
and critical assets in a variety of military, peacekeeping, 
humanitarian and civilian operations.

Sangars
The Ground Mounted and Elevated Sangars are modular 
fortification comprising of HESCO® protective units and 
HARSCO extruded alloy components. The sangar occupant 
is offered protection from both blast and ballistic threats 
with the use of HESCO® units provided.

CART™
CART has been designed to achieve maximum logistical 
efficiency and rapid protection in emergency environmental 
situations.

CART is a rapid deployment system that dispenses 
pre-connected HESCO units from a specially engineered 
pallet towed by a 4x4 vehicle. 88m (288”) of product can 
be deployed in as little as 60 seconds, ready for filling, 
and allows simultaneous filling of the units. CART can be 
deployed up a 1 in 4 gradient and form corners and curves.

RAID
Rapid In-theatre Deployment (RAID) is a rapid delivery system of the HESCO MIL units and 
provides a cover from view screen and subsequent blast and ballistic protection. The RAID 
system was developed to deploy over a 1000 feet of MIL 7 in under 60 seconds.  
 
RAID utilizes a specially designed and engineered ISO container that conforms to all ISO 
stacking and transportation standards, with purposely designed release mechanism to allow 
rapid deployment of prejoined standard or recoverable units, using a suitable towing vehicle. 
Curves and corners can be easily formed and more units can be joined and entry points can 
be created.

Security Fences
HRSF is a ground-mounted, redeployable security fence that combines the central concept 
of the Concertainer™ system with anti-climb mesh, to provide a temporary or permanent 
security fence.

An anti-climb front face, available in heights of 2.4m, 3.1m and 3.6m creates a formidable 
barrier. HRSF will withstand a vehicle attack and is PAS-68 rated.

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR-    
 MORE INFORMATION.- 
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CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT

POLARIS RANGER  
WITH HIPPO MPS

HIPPO units offer a self-contained, integrated Multi-Power system 
that provides a fiscally and environmentally responsible complete 
solution wherever you need power. HIPPO multi-power equipment 
improves productivity and safety while reducing the cost of 
equipment and operations. HIPPO Multi-Power Units allow you to 
access those hard to reach job sites quicker with less hassle and to 
maintain a smaller footprint while you’re there. 

HIPPO’s are designed, tested, and utilized in some of the harshest, 
most severe work and weather environments, not only in the 
United States, but throughout the world.

Hydraulic, Electric, Pneumatic and 
Welding Power all from a Single Unit. 
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Hippo Power Tread
The HIPPO Power Tread is a self-propelled, power unit that offers tremendous mobility 
within the worksite. The Power Tread operator can move within the worksite, can push or 
pull objects, or climb a steep grade. The unit can operate two 10 GPM hydraulic tools at the 
same time. The optional 5.2 KW generator or welder/generator can be operated at the same 
time as one hydraulic tool circuit for a true multi-power capability in a very small space. The 
addition of Polaris® Defense TerrainArmor™ Non-Pneumatic tires allows the HIPPO Power 
Tread to cross any terrain with confidence. Superior traction, ground clearance combined 
with the confidence of “Flat-Tire Free” operation makes the HIPPO Power Tread a go 
anywhere, do anything machine!

HIPPO Power Tread; 2022SP

HIPPO CPS (Complete Power Solution)
The HIPPO can also be placed on one of the most widely used platforms in service today, 
providing mobility to your ALL-In-One power system due to its extreme durability, reliability, 
and being perfectly engineered for integration. The frame and body of the trailer are composed 
of aircraft aluminum alloy with a reinforced high strength steel drawbar making the trailer 
incredibly robust and durable while maintaining a minimal (1440lbs) weight characteristic.

The HIPPO 2032E Provides Air, Electric and Hydraulic Power Including:
 { Up to 5.2KW, 120 Volts at 60Hz
 { Two (2) 10gpm @ 2000psi hydraulic tool circuits
 { 40 CFM or 80 CFM @ 110 PSI compressed air

The HIPPO 2042E Provides Air, Electric, Hydraulic and Welding  
Power Including:

 { Up to 5.2 KW, 120 volts AC at 60Hz
 { Two (2) 10gpm @ 2000psi hydraulic tool circuits
 { 240 Amp DC welder (70% duty cycle)

HIPPO 2032E; 2032E
HIPPO 2042E; 2042E
Sustainment Kit for Hippo Multi-Power Systems; SUSTAINMENT KIT

Polaris Defense collaborated with HIPPO to develop the Polaris Ranger Diesel 
Crew with HIPPO MPS (Multi-Power System). This combination provides power for 
heavy duty tools on a compact, mobile platform for remote and off-road worksites.

Ranger with HIPPO MPS includes: 
 { Yanmar 3 Cylinder In-line Diesel, Liquid Cooled Engine, All-trail tires for on/

off road travel, 9 Gallon Fuel Tank-provides over 8 hours of operating time, On 
Demand All Wheel Drive, 2,000 lb. towing capacity, 500 lb. payload capacity, 
35cfm @ 110psi compressed air, 8gpm @ 2,000psi Hydraulic tool circuit, 
5.2KW @ 120 VAC electric power, 240 AMP DC welder

Ranger with HIPPO MPS; M12VE76AA/AD

POLARIS RANGER WITH HIPPO MPS  
(MULTI-POWER SYSTEM)
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Man Portable, Fuel-Agnostic Power 
Solutions for any Environment.
INI Power’s Pioneering Flex-Fuel Generators with OMNIVORE™ 
Engine Technology provide a real-time solution to bridge power 
and energy capability gaps.

INI technology converts commercial-off-the-shelf, gasoline-
only generator systems into flexible and versatile multi-fuel 
systems, capable of operation with all compressed and liquid 
fuels, including light and heavy distillate fuels. INI’s agnostic 
fuel architecture allows for the use of ANY FUEL, in ANY 
COMBINATION, in ANY AOR, thereby allowing Warfighters to 
generate power from any military logistical fuel, in addition to any 
fuels available off of the local economy, including contaminated 
fuels typically found in remote AORs for a wide-ranging number 
of mission sets.

IntelliGEN™ Flex Fuel Generators
INI’s pioneering Flex Fuel Generators with OMNIVORE™ 
Engine Technology provide the real-time solution to 
bridge power and energy capability gaps. The increased 
capabilities of INI technology convert commercial-off-the-
shelf (COTS), gasoline only generator systems into flexible 
and versatile multi-fuel (MF) systems, capable of operation 
with a large array of compressed and liquid fuels, including 
light and heavy distillate fuels.

INI’s agnostic fuel architecture allows for the use of ANY 
FUEL, in ANY AOR, in ANY COMBINATION, thereby allowing 
Warfighters to generate power from any military logistical 
fuel, in addition to any fuels available off of the local 
economy, including contaminated fuels typically found in 
remote AORs for a wide-ranging number of mission sets.

IntelliGEN™ 1kW Flex Fuel Generator; INI-TS-IG1000-ICMF
IntelliGEN™ 2kW Flex Fuel Generator; INI-TS-IG2000-ICMF

Xtended Run Fuel Tank Kit - 20L (5 Gal)
The Xtended Run Fuel Tank Kit instantly extends the 
uninterrupted run time of your generator.  Based on load, 
the XRT-20L will extend the run time of your generator to 
the following:

 { 1kW - 27 Hours at full load
 { 2kW - 20 Hours at full load

Xtended Run Fuel Tank Kit - 20L (5 Gal); INI-TS-XRT-20L

UPAK™ (Universal Propane Adapter Kit)
 { Allows powering of INI Generator (1kW and 2kW) using 

propane
 { Reduces dependency on liquid fuels allowing greater 

flexibility
 { Ideal for sustained or emergency power generation when 

liquid fuels are unavailable
 { Permits uninterrupted usage of generator by “hot-

swapping” between liquid fuel and propane

UPAK™ (Universal Propane Adapter Kit); INI-TS-UPAK-KIT2
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IntelliGEN™ 5000 Flex-Fuel Generator
INI’s pioneering Flex Fuel Generators with OMNIVORE™ Engine Technology provide the 
real-time solution to bridge power and energy capability gaps. The increased capabilities of 
INI technology convert commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS), gasoline only generator systems 
into flexible and versatile multi-fuel (MF) systems, capable of operation with a large array 
of compressed and liquid fuels, including light and heavy distillate fuels.  INI’s agnostic fuel 
architecture allows for the use of ANY FUEL, in ANY AOR, in ANY COMBINATION.

 { Lightweight, “Two Man Portable”
 { Right sized for spot power and battery 

charging applications
 { Quiet, smaller noise signature than 

currently fielded generators
 { Plug-in compatible with Trinity™ Systems 

or stand-alone (4000W)
 { Immediate functionality on startup
 { Auto turn down when load is low

 { Uses multiple fuel types (JP-8, F-34 
“NATO”, gasoline, propane, methanol, 
isopropanol)

 { Four AC output jacks
 { 2,000 hour rated lifetime low 

maintenance - 2 year limited warranty 
(repair or replace)

 { Tunable for high elevation

IntelliGEN™ 5000 Flex-Fuel Generator; INI-TS-IG5000-ICMF

Trinity™ Hybrid Energy Kit
A Trinity™ Hybrid Energy System is a hybrid micro power area network (uPAN) comprising 
the sum of flex-fuel energy generation, harvesting, and storage modules. These man portable 
modules are intelligently linked together to provide a scalable Smart-Grid architecture from 
standalone products with multiple tactical redundancies and fuel options. Ideally suited 
for squad level power in austere environments to support Forward operating bases (FOB), 
Combat Outposts (COP), and expeditionary missions.

1kW Trinity™ Hybrid Energy Kit; INI-TS-1000-KIT1
2kW Trinity™ Hybrid Energy Kit; INI-TS-2000-KIT2

IntelliGEN™ 1000 Zero Sustainment Kit
Everything included for 2000 hours of operation; you just find the fuel. Shelf life of up to 
five years. Easily stacked and warehoused in weatherproof deployable SKB case. Ideal for 
Embassies and Safe Houses or off-the-grid locations. The Zero Sustainment Kit consists of 
Flex Fuel Generator and all the essential parts, tools, petroleum/oils/lubricants (POL), and 
assessors to sustain generator operations for up to 2000 hours. The kit allows the operator 
to perform preventative maintenance (third echelon equivalent) on the Flex Fuel Generator 
in the field.

 { Lightweight, “One Man Portable”
 { Right sized for spot power and battery charging applications
 { Quiet, smaller noise signature than currently fielded generators
 { Plug-in compatible with Trinity™ Systems or stand-alone (800W)
 { Indoor/Outdoor Operation
 { Uses multiple fuel types (JP-8, F-34 “NATO”, gasoline, propane, methanol, isopropanol)
 { Auto turn down when load is low
 { Two AC output jacks

IntelliGEN™ 1000 Zero Sustainment Kit; INI-TS-IG1000-ICMF-Kit1

IntelliGEN™ 1000 Flex-Fuel AUTO Generator with Auto Start Kit Remote (ASKR™); INI-TS-IG1000-ICMF-ASKR
IntelliGEN™2000 Zero Sustainment Kit; INI-TS-IG2000-ICMF-Kit1

IntelliGEN™ 2000 Flex-Fuel AUTO Generator with Auto Start Kit Remote (ASKR™); INI-TS-IG2000-ICFM-ASKR

Nishati’s PAM  maximizes solar energy 
capture while minimizing weight, size, 
and complexity.

UEC provides hybrid energy systems 
that improve mission effectiveness.

ZeroBase’s Energy Efficiency 
systems power a wide range of 

critical assets in the harshest environments. 
pg. 80 pg. 134pg. 126
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ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT

Jameson provides LED, fluorescent, and medical lighting 
solutions for a wide variety of missions by all branches of 
the U.S. military. Their lightweight and extremely energy 
efficient stringable fluorescent lights have revolutionized 
expeditionary shelter lighting. With advanced technology 
such as electromagnetic interference (EMI) hardened shelter 
lights Jameson products protect troops from detection and 
electronic equipment from interference. 

Manufactured in the U.S., Jameson is a primary lighting 
supplier for military operations around the globe. Their 
lighting solutions are currently fielded in all branches of the 
U.S. Military and Internationally.

Jameson Lighting Advantages Include:
 Reduced Energy Requirements
 EMI Hardening Technology
 Highly Ruggedized Design for Extreme Durability 
 Energy Efficient LED & Fluorescent Technology
 Ideal for Retrofit Applications & Wide Area Illumination

Jameson Expeditionary Lighting 
Solutions Provide Increased 
Tactical Advantage and 
Reduced Energy Requirements.
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PAXLight® Field Hospital Light
Jameson’s energy efficient field medical lights feature LED 
technology for an intense light that is cool to the touch. The 
PAXLight® is designed for field medical surgical, trauma and 
dental applications.

 { The PAXLight® is compact and lightweight, yet has the 
rugged engineering and precision lighting required for 
field hospitals

 { Sand and splash resistant, the PAXLight®’s locking joints 
make it fully adaptable and secure

 { The LED lamps offer an intense light that is five times 
brighter than traditional halogen field lights. Yet they are 
cool to the touch, project no heat on patient and have an 
exceptionally long life

 { The patented 3-pod head design eliminates the shadow 
interference common with single point light sources

 { Jameson’s PAXLight® is available in 36” and 18” focal 
length models with multiple mounting options

Fluorescent EMI Hardened Lights
EMI (electromagnetic interference) protected lights will not compromise peripheral 
electronics, communication equipment, computers or medical equipment.

 { Black out filter greatly reduces visible 
signature.

 { Low RFI (Radio Frequency Interference) 
tolerance.

 { Lights operate independently with on/off 
switches, allowing any combination of 
lights to operate.

 { Durable Design Protects Lamp: Patented 
floating sockets, shatterproof, protective 
tube shield, twin lamp design

 { Will Not Tax Field Generators

 { Electronic Ballast Efficiency: More 
efficient and lighter weight than 
magnetic ballast lights 

 { Compact for easy transport and one 
man set up

 { Low Amp Draw
 { Low Heat Signature
 { Flicker Free, No Excessive Heat Build Up
 { Multi-Volt
 { Compliant with MIL-PRF-44259

Four Fluorescent EMI Hardened Lights in Transport Case; 31-MC-502S
Two Fluorescent EMI Hardened Lights in Vinyl Carrying Bag; 31-502BHS
EMI Hardened Stringable Shelter Light - Single Light; 31-502SK-IP

General Purpose Stringable Shelter Lights
 { Four Fluorescent General Purpose Lights, 50 Watt, 

Stringable, On/Off Switch, Black Hanging Straps.
 { Suitable for applications that do not involve EMI sensitiv-

ity or peripheral electronic equipment.  
 { Twin-lamp design for high intensity lighting.
 { Meets U.S. and Canadian standards for water resistant 

portable lighting. 
 { Durable Design Protects Lamp: Patented floating 

sockets, shatterproof, protective tube shield, twin lamp 
design

 { Electronic Ballast Efficiency: More efficient and lighter 
weight than magnetic ballast lights 

 { Compact for easy transport and one man set up
 { Low Amp Draw
 { Low Heat Signature
 { Flicker Free, No Excessive Heat Build Up
 { Multi-Volt
 { Will Not Tax Field Generators

Four Fluorescent General Purpose Lights; 31-5004M
General Purpose Stringable Shelter Lights - Single; 31-5004M
Four General Purpose Lights in Transport Case; 31-MC-5004MS

31-400

LED Stringable Shelter Light
 { Multi-Volt Capability 100-240 VAC, 50-60Hz
 { Individual On-Off Switch
 { Dimming Capability
 { Superior Hot & Cold Temperature Performance
 { Light Weight, Compact, Easy One Man Set Up
 { Flicker Free Light
 { Longer Life and Lower Power Consumption than 

Fluorescent
 { Dimming Capability

 { Blackout Color Options: Blue, Red (unless specified below)

LED Stringable Shelter Light - Single;
Four LED Stringable Lights in Transport Case; 31-MC-400
Four  LED Stringable Lights in Vinyl Carrying Bag; 31-4B-400
Kit: 2 LED Stringable Shelter Light  
with Blue Blackout and Carrying Bag; 31-B-400B

PAXLight® Field Hospital Light; 31-600P
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Construction and Heavy Equipment Solutions. 
JCB is one of the world’s largest manufacturers of telescopic handlers and forklifts. 
With a broad selection of lift capacities, boom designs, chassis configurations, and 
attachments, these unique machines offer a range of solutions to fit your mission needs 
or any DOD material handling requirements. 

When you get behind the controls of a JCB machine, you’ll soon understand why JCB 
is one of the most trusted heavy equipment manufacturers in the world.   JCB invests 
heavily in research and development - ensuring you get the most advanced, most 
dependable equipment available.  The solid construction gives you confidence. The 
safety features give you peace of mind. And the innovative design gives you the latest 
technology to complete your mission.

VEHICLES & HEAVY EQUIPMENT

A broad range of solutions to 
fit any DOD material handling 
requirements. 
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4 5

2 3

930 (2WD and 4WD)
 { Lift Capacity (lbs): 6,000
 { Gross Power (hp): 84
 { Max Lift Height (ft/in): 22’1”  

940 (2WD and 4WD)
 { Lift Capacity (lbs): 8,000
 { Gross Power (hp): 84
 { Max Lift Height (ft/in): 22’1” 

950
 { Lift Capacity (lbs): 10,000
 { Gross Power (hp): 84
 { Max Lift Height (ft/in): 22’1”

5 Telescopic Handler Ground Engaging

541-70T
 { Gross Power (hp): 109
 { Max Lift Capacity (lbs): 9,000
 { Max Lift Height (ft/in): 23’ 

531-70T
 { Gross Power (hp): 109
 { Max Lift Capacity (lbs): 6,000
 { Max Lift Height (ft/in): 23’

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR- 

 MORE INFORMATION.-

1 Rough Terrain Fork Lift

515-40
 { Gross Power (hp): 50
 { Max Lift Capacity (lbs): 3,300
 { Max Lift Height (ft/in): 13’2”  

520-40
 { Gross Power (hp): 50
 { Max Lift Capacity (lbs): 4,000
 { Max Lift Height (ft/in): 13’3”  

520-50
 { Gross Power (hp): 77
 { Max Lift Capacity (lbs): 4,400
 { Max Lift Height (ft/in): 16’5”  

524-50
 { Gross Power (hp): 85
 { Max Lift Capacity (lbs): 5,000
 { Max Lift Height (ft/in): 17’4” 

527-55
 { Gross Power (hp): 85
 { Max Lift Capacity (lbs): 6,000
 { Max Lift Height (ft/in): 18’4”

3 Telescopic Handlers Compact

531-70
 { Gross Power (hp): 85
 { Max Lift Capacity (lbs): 6,000
 { Max Lift Height (ft/in): 23’

535-140
 { Gross Power (hp): 100
 { Max Lift Capacity (lbs): 8,000
 { Max Lift Height (ft/in): 45’2” 

550-140
 { Gross Power (hp): 109
 { Max Lift Capacity (lbs): 10,000
 { Max Lift Height (ft/in): 44’3” 

550-170
 { Gross Power (hp): 109
 { Max Lift Capacity (lbs): 10,000
 { Max Lift Height (ft/in): 54’9”

4 Telescopic Handler Tool Carrier

TLT35D (2WD & 4WD)
 { Max Lift Capacity (lbs): 7,000
 { Max Lift Height (ft/in): 14’0”
 { Max Forward Reach (ft/in): 8’

2 Teletrucks
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

48" LED Commercial Internal Driver Tube

 { Connection: Medium Bi-Pin (G13) with 90° push-lock rotation option; direct retrofit for 
T8, T10 and T12 lamps.

 { Input Voltage: 110 -277VAC, 50/60Hz.
 { Lamp Life: Rated life of 50,000 hours to 70% lumen maintenance.

48” LED Internal Driver Tube; LEDFLT10-741-48-100C/F

The only LED replacement lamp approved by the U.S. Navy.  The Intellitube™ is unique due 
to its sophisticated design with a power-recognizing intelligence, functioning in sockets 
with a variety of fluorescent ballasts, or with line voltage alone. Once connected, this lamp 
is able to read the input current and input voltage. It makes a decision as to which ballast 
it is connected to; remove the ballast, and this independent LED lamp will stay powered. 
Furthermore, the Intellitube’s T12 NEALS emergency ballasts are able to detect a battery in 
case of a power outage; it will continue to run flawlessly.

 { NSN#: 6240-01-610-2124

Intellitube™

Intellitube™ 24” T12 LED Lamp; EFO-X024

The LED Lighting Solutions’ LED Berth Fixture consumes 50% less power than of legacy 
Berth Lights and has a lifespan of 50,000 hours until it reaches 70% of its original lumen 
performance. After installation, there will be no need to revisit this fixture for maintenance 
for another ten years. Changing bulbs is not necessary, requiring even less maintenance and 
provides for more storage space.

LED Berth Light with USB: LED Rack Lamp with USB outlet, allowing U.S. Navy Sailors to 
safely charge their approved electronic devices right from their bunk.

 { LED Berth Light NSN#: 6210-01-603-8568

LED Berth Fixture

LED USB Berth Light; EF0-X003-229.1-USB
LED Berth Light; EF0-X003-232.1-01

40% Reduced Power 
Consumption.

10YEAR Minimum Life Span.

Turnkey LED Lighting Solutions 
and Technology. 

LED Lighting Solutions provide significant energy savings, safety, 
and maintenance cost benefits over conventional lighting. LED 
Lighting Solutions’ long-standing relationship with the U.S. 
Government includes numerous research and development 
projects for the DOE and DARPA to create energy efficient LED 
lighting systems for the U.S. Navy fleet.

Their LED Intellitube™ unique and sophisticated design features 
power-saving technology and is widely used within the U.S. Navy 
fleet. It directly replaces any F20 fluorescent tube within a symbol 
fixture reducing power consumption by 40%, and providing a 10 
year minimum lifespan.  

Large & Small LED Globe Fixtures
These Globe Fixtures are waterproof, shockproof and consume 80% less power than 
incandescent bulbs. They have a lifespan of 50,000 hours until they reach 70% of its 
original lumen performance. After installation, there will be no need to revisit the fixture for 
maintenance for another ten years. Unlike outdated incandescent technology, the LED Globe 
Fixtures do not have a filament that breaks often, especially on moving ships. Changing bulbs 
is not necessary, requiring even less maintenance and providing for more storage space.

 { Large LED Globe Color Options: White, Red, Orange.
 { Small LED Globe Color Options: White, Red, Blue, Orange.
 { NSN’s available for each.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.
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Ruggedized and 
Portable Power 
Distribution and 
Control Systems. 

LEX is a global supplier of ruggedized, portable power systems solutions including: 
distribution boxes, cable assemblies, transformers, transfer switches, power panels, adaptors 
and control systems.

LEX manufactures the Mobile Electric Power Distribution System Replacement (MEPDIS-R) 
system for the U.S. Marine Corps as well as other systems for U.S., Canadian and allied 
governments. LEX Products are ISO9001 and AS9100 certified.

Innovative power distribution 
and control systems for 
demanding environments.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
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EverGrip Class L Overmolded Cable Sets
Lex Products offers 60 Amp and 100 Amp overmolded Class L cable extensions and tie-ins in 
the growing line of EverGrip® cable assemblies. Lex Products’ overmold technology provides 
enhanced safety and durability for critical Military applications. The core of EverGrip® is a 
premold which provides a mechanical bond between the cable and connector, and totally 
encapsulates the contacts and conductors to prevent the possibility of pushed pins and 
broken conductors. Short circuits due to stray wires are eliminated. A solid thermoplastic 
elastomer overmold absorbs impact to protect internal conductors and provides enhanced 
flexibility and strain relief to extend cable life.

 { Length: 25ft, 50ft, 100ft

60A EverGrip Class L Extension; MILEG60
100A EverGrip Class L Extension; MILEG100

LuxCommander Portable Worklight
Designed for use in harsh environments, these rugged work lights are ideal for 
manufacturing, inspection and maintenance applications. LuxCommander Portable Work 
Lights are typically used in aircraft and aerospace applications, as well as shipyards, 
construction sites, temporary emergency shelters and anywhere powerful, portable lighting 
is needed. LuxCommander Portable Work Lights are also lighter in weight, more compact, 
and more energy efficient than competitive products. Superior Light Output Equals Increased 
Safety. With versions ranging from 8,200 to 16,400 Lumens, The LuxCommander Portable 
Work Lights supply three times more light than conventional fluorescent work lights, 
resulting in brighter and safer work sites. The fixture’s ballast accepts anywhere from 120 to 
277 VAC with appropriate connector.

LuxCommander Portable Worklight; B6700

MT II Series  Power Distribution Units
The MTII Series delivers electricity from a portable generator or mobile electrical system to a 
FOB, TOC, Civil Engineering Unit, Communications Unit or other portable applications and is ideal 
for lighting, tools, chargers, computers and other equipment.  Boxes come standard in 30 Amp 
and 60 Amp configurations.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

200A Army/Navy Base Camp Distribution Box
Distributes power to smaller distribution units, environmental control units, portable lights 
and for expeditionary application including base camps. 200 Amp, 3 Phase, 4 Pole, 5 Wire, 
120/208Y VAC, Military Style Enclosure, (1) set of (5) 16 Series Cam-Type color coded panel 
mount inlets to (2) 100 Amp MIL-DTL-22992 receptacles, (4) 60 Amp MIL-DTL-22992 
receptacles and (1) NEMA 5-20, 20 Amp GFCI duplex receptacle, Weather Resistant, 
includes one 10’ 1/0 tail set.

200A Army/Navy Base Camp Distribution Box; DB200MP-PQ66S3
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As combat veterans with over 65 years of military service, The 
LiteFighter® Team is passionate about engineering solutions that 
address protection and privacy challenges warfighters encounter in 
the field. The LiteFighter® Design Team has over 30 years experience 
in the outdoor camping equipment market and has designed over 250 
tents for the retail and military market. Their simple, yet durable shelter 
designs protect service members from bad weather, insects, and pests 
while providing privacy in field conditions. LiteFighter Systems, LLC is 
a Family Owned, VA Certified, Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small 
Business (SDVOSB) with manufacturing facilities in the USA.

LiteFighter® Provides Rugged, 
Lightweight, Versatile, and Highly 
Mobile Tactical Shelters Designed 
Specifically for the U.S. Military. 

SMALL SHELTERS
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LiteFighter 1 - Individual Shelter System; FS1100

LiteFighter 1 - Individual Shelter System
The LiteFighter® 1 is a unique lightweight, multi-season, individual shelter system that can 
be used both on the ground as an individual waterproof tent and on A standard issue US 
military cot as A bug-proof bed net.

 { Bug Proof “No-See-Um” Mesh Canopy 
(Permethrin Treated)

 { Waterproof Tub Floor and Rainfly Cover 
w/ Heat-Sealed Taped Seams

 { Durable Aluminum Spider-Hub Pole 
Frame System

 { Double Walled Ventilation Design to 
Maximize Airflow

 { X-Large Dual Rainfly Vestibule Doors for 
Easy Access and Equipment Storage

 { Simple 3-Step Assembly / Disassembly

 { Lightweight and Packs Easily into 
Military Rucksacks

 { Five Possible Configurations – Ground 
(2), Cot (2), and Hasty Hooch™ (1)

 { Provides Private Living Area To Dress, 
Sleep, And Conduct Personal Hygiene

 { Color Options:  OCP Camouflage, Tan, 
and most other colors when ordered 
in quantity

LiteFighter 2 - Two Man Combat Tent; FS2100

LiteFighter 2 - Two Man Combat Tent
The LiteFighter® 2 is A lightweight, two-person, multi-season tent that provides excellent 
protection against bugs, inclement weather, and pests during field training or when 
deployed.  The Litefighter® 2 uses the same design, materials, and technology found in the 
popular Litefighter 1 shelter system, but is built to accommodate two full sized occupants.

 { Bug Proof “No-See-Um” Mesh Canopy 
(Permethrin Treated)

 { Waterproof Tub Floor and Rainfly Cover 
w/ Heat-Sealed Taped Seams

 { Durable Aluminum Spider-Hub Pole 
Frame System

 { Double Walled Ventilation Design to 
Maximize Airflow

 { X-Large Dual Rainfly Vestibule Doors for 
Easy Access and Equipment Storage

 { Simple 3-Step Assembly / Disassembly
 { Lightweight and Packs Easily into 

Military Rucksacks
 { Inner Tent can be Removed to Make an 

Ultra-Lightweight Hasty Hooch

 { Color Options:  OCP Camouflage, Tan, 
and most other colors when ordered 
in quantity

CataMount 2 - Cold WX Combat Tent; CM2100

CataMount 2 – Cold WX Combat Tent
Catamount™ 2 is A two person, cold weather combat tent originally designed for special 
forces units who wanted A highly stable, backpackable tent for handling ever-changing 
mountain weather conditions. The catamount™ 2 is easy to pitch, spacious, and is excellent 
for use where warmth and sturdiness are A high priority.

 { Exoskeleton Design w/ Simple Two-step 
Assembly/Disassembly

 { Extra Waterproofing On Tub Floor And 
Rainfly Cover w/ Heat-Sealed Taped 
Seams

 { Spider-Hub Pole Frame System Com-
bined With Wind-Breaker™ End Poles

 { Double Walled Ventilation Design w/ 
Rainfly Storm Vents To Maximize Airflow

 { X-large Dual Rainfly Vestibule Doors For 
Easy Access And Equipment Storage

 { Lightweight And Packs Easily Into 
Military Rucksacks

 { Inner Tent Can Be Removed To Make An 
Ultra-Lightweight Mountain Hooch™

 { Color Options:  OCP Camouflage, Tan, 
and most other colors when ordered 
in quantity
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STORAGE SOLUTIONS

SHIELDSAK - RF Blocking Pouches
SHIELDSAK is a patented, lightweight, fabric Faraday cage, 
capable of blocking signals that can steal your critical 
information.

These bags are designed for all types of mobile devices 
including, but not limited to: Smartphones, Tablets and the 
popular iPad. When the item is placed in the SHIELDSAK, 
the item and its file contents become invisible. Signals are 
blocked from entering or leaking from the bag. Phones 
will not ring. Items with ID chips, like passports and credit 
cards, cannot be scanned. Vital information is secure and 
tracking is impossible. Some electronics contain a tracking 
device that cannot be turned off; with the SHIELDSAK, they 
are irrelevant.

 { Made for the U.S. Military and Government and is 
PROVEN to block Radio Frequencies (“RF”), Infrared 
and Skim/Quick Scan Technology.

 { Tested by Keystone Compliance using the Mil-DTL-
83528C Method.

SHIELDSAK - RF Blocking Pouch - Phone; SHSAK-SL-P
SHIELDSAK - RF Blocking Pouch - Tablet; SHSAK-SL-T

aLOKSAK Double Zipper Waterproof Bags
Electronics, personal items and firearms are damaged 
from exposure to the environment. aLOKSAK is the only 
re-sealable, flexible storage bag offering protection from 
the elements. The patented, light-weight storage system 
features a hermetic double zipper closure seal that prevents 
water, air, humidity, dust, sand and snow from harming your 
valuables.  Military grade and made in the USA, these bags 
are used for safe element proof transport and storage by 
outdoor enthusiasts, all branches of the U.S. and Foreign 
Military, and by many governmental and law enforcement 
agencies worldwide.  

 { Stock sizes ranging from 5”x4” to 12”x48”.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

OPSAK Double Zipper Odor Barrier Bags
OPSAK Odor Barrier Bags feature the famous LOKSAK 
double hermetic seal and odor barring film to keep body 
waste and food undetected. The hermetic seal creates an 
absolute airtight seal preventing the re-entry or release of 
air and micro-organisms. Traps odors inside the re-sealable 
lightweight bag, while protecting items inside from water, 
air, sand, snow, dust, and humidity. Protects against 
microscopic particles like dust and sand. Made in the USA.  
Recyclable and reusable.

 { Stock sizes ranging from 7” x 7” to 28” x 20”

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

LOKSAK’s patented resealable aLOKSAK 
and OPSAK bags protect electronics and 
valuables from environmental threats. These 
clear, pliable and inexpensive bags are 
resealable, and certified 100% water, air, 
dust and humidity proof. aLOKSAK bags are 
certified waterproof up to 200 feet.

aLOKSAK’s allow for 100% touch screen 
device functionality while protected in the 
bag. OPSAK bags have the same hermetic 
seal as aLOKSAK bags with the addition of 
a barrier film which eliminates odors. Their 
SPLASHSAK line of nylon carrying cases 
come with two aLOKSAK bags and their 
SHIELDSAK line features an RF Shield to 
eliminate hacking, making them perfect for 
passports, credit cards and mobile phones. 

Protect Valuable Assets 
from the Elements.
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The IDeAL hIgh-DensITy 
sTorAge soLuTIon
Get the highest density storage solution for small to mid-

sized products, while reducing your storage footprint by as 

much as 60%. 

HigH CapaCity Storage

Regardless if you are on shore or at sea, LYON Modular 

Drawer Cabinets provide you with the highest capacity 

storage solution. Our 24” and 18” shallow depth cabinets 

are designed to fit your toughest space constraints allowing 

you the same flexibility as our standard, 30” deep cabinets.

preCiSion

LYON drawer systems feature high-strength steel rails 

and precision slides with Delrin® rollers. These slides 

are maintenance free, self lubricating and well suited for 

rigorous day to day use. Lyon Modular Drawer Cabinets 

offer full extension, 450 pound capacity drawers.

Flexibility

LYON cabinets are designed around a “Building-Block” 

approach. Offered in 90 sizes with depths of 30”, 24” and 

18”. This modularity allows for unequalled storage flexibility 

to grow as your needs do. Side-by-side, back-to-back, 

or stacked on top of one another, LYON Modular Drawer 

Cabinets provide flexibility when you need it. 

Delrin® rollers are much better 
suited for slides compared to steel 
ball bearings. This highly durable 
material has properties similar to 
some metals.

Over 100 years of storage products and solutions to meet 
the mission critical needs of an ever changing military.



STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Lyon® provides a wide variety of workspace 
organization and storage solutions to address 
in-garrison requirements. Modular systems 
are available with options such as lockers, 
cabinets, shelving, racks, and drawers for easy 
configuration to organize, store, and manage 
equipment for daily use. Lyon systems are also 
available with security and climate control 
features for sensitive items, such as OCIE, 
weapons, communications, and electronics.

Organize and Store Assets 
while Maintaining Your 
Workspace and Readiness. 

Safety Center Cabinet, Drum Storage & Accessories

Drum Storage & Accessories:
Horizontal One-Drum and Vertical Two-Drum Storage Cabinets are available. Call us for more 
detail. Also available: Non-slip finish Drum Ramps, Self-Closing Brass Drum Faucets, and 
Bounding and Grounding Wire Assemblies

Safety Center Cabinet:
Perfect for storing emergency supplies for first responders and workspace safety teams! When 
a spill or an injury occurs on the shop floor, the time it takes to respond can be critical. By 
strategically placing Lyon Safety Centers on your shop floor, you can cut emergency response 
time dramatically - by keeping critical safety supplies nearby and at the ready, 24/7.

Storage Cabinets

Four-Shelf, 36 Bin Cabinet:
 { 1 full-width shelf, 3 half-shelves  

adjustable on 3” centers.
 { 12 large removable plastic bins.

 { 12 removable tilt-bins in each door.
 { Overall Size: 39”W x 27”D x 76”H

60” Wide Cabinet With Modular Drawers
 { 1 modular drawer, 39-1/2”W x 2-1/4”H*
 { 1 modular drawer, 39-1/2”W x 3”H*
 { 2 modular drawers, 39-1/2”W x 9-3/8”H*
 { 400 lb. capacity roll out shelf
 { Hinged lock bar on modular drawers

 { 18 tilt-bins (15”W x 5”D x 5-1/2”H)
 { 52 small plastic bins  

(4-1/8”W x 5-3/8”D x 3”H)
 { 1 shelf/coat rod (14”W x 21-1/2”D)
 { Overall Size: 60”W x 36-1/2”D x 60”H

All-Welded Cabinets:
 { All-welded 14-gauge construction. Load capacity of 1,450 lbs. per shelf.
 { Wide, double doors for easy access.
 { Full-width shelves are adjustable on 3” centers.
 { Mobile Shelf Cabinet: 6” polyolefin casters - 2 swivel with brakes; 2 rigid without brakes. 

700 lb. capacity each, 2800 lb. total. Overall Size: 60”W x 24”D x 67-1/2”H
 { Storage Cabinet: Secure, 3-point locking system on doors features 3⁄8” latch rod and 

3⁄16” latch plate. 4” high legs welded to cabinet - forklift base allows for easy movement 
anywhere in your facility. Additional shelves can be added for increased versatility.

 { Color Options: Dove Grey (In Stock), Wedgewood Blue, Vulcan Black, Putty.
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Maximize your storage, 
workspace and security 
with LYON Modular 
Drawer Weapons 
Cabinets. This high 
density storage solution 
provides a maximum 
level of security in an 
organized and efficient 
storage footprint.

Valor™ Law Enforcement Lockers
Provides secure and generous storage for police/
government issued items; Kevlar® vests, hats, uniforms, 
pistols, boots, shoes, laptop and personal belongings; 
duffle bags, wallets, jewelry and civilian clothes. Maximum 
ventilation throughout locker to keep items cool and dry. 
Electrical cutout in the rear top corner for electrical feed 
for electronics. Prime, high-grade class I steel. 14-gauge 
door, 16-gauge sides, top & bottom, and 18-gauge back. 
Continuous hinged door with secure latching system. 
Antimicrobial finish for an added level of protection. 
Textured finished paint provides scuff resistant protection.

Command Gear Lockers
A heavy-duty, all-welded locker. Original design was 
inspired by military pilot’s flight-related equipment storage 
needs. Lockable upper storage compartment. Aluminum 
3-1/2” x 2-1/4” label holder. Heavy duty, 18-gauge, 5/8” 
diameter hanging rods plus two side hooks for lighter gear. 
Ventilated sides. Large compartment to house the torso 
harness, G-suit/G-vest, survival vest and related flying 
equipment jacket and helmet bags. Lockable lower storage 
compartment for additional equipment. Shipped setup.

 { Overall locker: 24”W x 24”D x 72”H

TA-50 Gear Lockers
This heavy-duty, fully-ventilated and all-welded locker is 
built to withstand harsh usage. Heavy-gauge “unibody” 
construction. 16-gauge steel top with 14-gauge reinforced 
bottom, back, doors and sides. Chrome-plated, pad-lockable 
handle with a high security three-point latching system. 
16-gauge steel shelf with center reinforcing channel for 
a 200 lb. capacity. Pre-punched holes in back, sides, and 
bottom for attaching lockers to each other and/or to the wall 
or floor. 1” coat rod and 4 coat hooks to hang coats, uniforms 
and heavy field dress.

Modular Drawer Weapons Cabinets
The Ultimate Storage Solution for military, 
domestic defense and police professionals.

Maximize your storage, workspace and security with LYON 
Modular Drawer Weapons Cabinets. This high density 
storage solution provides a maximum level of security in an 
organized and efficient storage footprint. 

 { Meets the requirements of paragraph 4 of the Small Arms 
Storage Rack Certification Document; part of AR 190-11 for 
the physical security of arms, ammunition and explosives 

 { Integrated locking system at both vertical drawer ends 
provides for ultimate security (padlock not included) 

 { 4:1 storage space savings as compared to typical  
rack systems 

 { Rubber-coated gun partitions and foam inserts for pistols 
protect and secure weapons within each drawer 

 { All drawers feature a bottom foam liner for weapon 
surface protection 

 { Optional: Choose a hardwood top work surface or add 
an Overhead Unit for the bulk storage of ancillary items

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR-  
 MORE INFORMATION.- 
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SAFETY & SUSTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

The FastFit® Glove
Professionals and enthusiasts agree – the Mechanix Wear® FastFit® Glove is a toolbox 
must-have. Continuous stretch panels between fingers provide a snug fit and the elastic cuff 
offers easy on and off flexibility. Synthetic leather wraps from the palm around to the thumb 
and index finger providing increased protection and better wear when handling tools. Hands 
stay cool, dry and comfortable with moisture-wicking TrekDry® material around the wrist, 
thumb and fingers.

 { Color: Covert, MultiCam  { Size: Small - XX-Large

The FastFit® Glove; MFF

THE ORIGINAL® GLOVE

The Original® Glove revolutionized the hand protection industry and has faithfully served 
its users ever since. We feel confident in its ability to serve its country just as well. From 
motorsports to construction to tactical jobs, the Original® crosses boundaries with ease and 
versatility. Its track record of successful performance makes it the best choice for all-around 
general protection.

 { Comfortable Fit – Two-way stretch 
Spandex top for the ultimate in comfort 
and fit.

 { Seamless Palm – Single layer seamless 
palm for improved fit and dexterity.

 { Anti-static 2-way stretch material 
provides maximum comfort

 { Durable synthetic leather palm

 { TPR (Thermal Plastic Rubber) hook and 
loop closure for a secure fit

 { Reinforced thumb panel for added 
durability

 { Reinforced fingertip panels in high wear 
areas

 { Size: Small - XX-Large

The TAA Original® Glove; MG-F55
Berry Amendment Original® Glove; BMG-55

THE ORIGINAL® GLOVE

When you’re in the work of security and safety, protect your hands with proven performance.  
Mechanix Wear designs hand protection solutions for military forces, law enforcement, 
search and rescue personnel, automotive and equipment technicians, and construction 
professionals.  Mechanix Wear has built a reputation as a leader in specialized hand 
protection with a focus on anatomical protective and performance enhancing features for 
Maintenance Repair and Operations (MRO) & Fire and Emergency Services (FES).

With over 20 years of research, development, design, and innovation, Mechanix Wear 
is proud to provide Operators with high quality hand protection solutions that inspire 
confidence with superior fit, feel and functionality. 

Mechanix Wear - the Tool that Fits Like a Glove.
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The TAA FastFit® Glove
Your job is to use public resources wisely while simultaneously obtaining the best possible 
product for your personnel; our goal is to help you do that. Look no further than our FastFit® 
Glove for those important everyday jobs that require hand protection. Features include a 
Clarino synthetic leather palm, Lyrca panels between the fingers, two-way stretch Spandex 
padded back and a taller cuff for a more secure fit.

 { Elastic Cuff – Snug-fitting cuff keeps 
glove in place while offering easy on and 
off flexibility.

 { Secure Fit – Anatomically cut thumb 
area of palm provides an exceptional fit.

 { Anti-static 2-way stretch material 
provides maximum comfort

 { Durable synthetic leather palm

 { Open cuff is easy to get on and off while 
insuring a secure fit

 { Reinforced thumb and index finger for 
added durability

 { Anatomically designed palm pattern for 
better fit

 { Size: Small - XX-Large

The TAA FastFit® Glove; MFF-F55

 ALL GLOVES SHOWN HAVE.  

 CE EN388 / EN420 CERTIFICATIONS..

The TAA M-Pact® Glove
When you’re in the business of serving the public and managing risk, the M-Pact® Glove will 
help you get the job done. This glove has consistently proven its superior ability to perform 
and protect. Features include: anatomically engineered direct sonic welded rubber top; EVA 
foam palm pads; tapered finger stretch side panels; a Spandex stretch panel thumb area, 
and wrap-around rubber molded wrist closure.

 { Knuckle Guard – Molded rubber 
exoskeleton design adds flexible knuckle 
protection.

 { Impact Palm – Medium dexterity palm 
padding to reduce wear and increase 
protection.

 { TPR (Thermal Plastic Rubber) ribbing 
provide excellent protection without 
hindering mobility

 { Anti-static 2-way stretch material 
provides maximum comfort

 { TPR (Thermal Plastic Rubber) hook and 
loop closure for a secure fit 

 { Tacky rubberized grip material on the 
thumb and index finger extends wear 
and durability

 { Reinforced finger tips for added durabil-
ity and protection

 { 2mm EVA foam panels reduce impact 
and vibrations

 { Anatomically designed 4mm EVA foam 
panel reduce impact and vibrations

 { Durable synthetic leather palm

 { Size: Small - XX-Large

The TAA M-Pact® Glove; MP-F55

The TAA M-Pact® 2 Glove
Managing risk also means avoiding unnecessary risks, especially those involving your 
personnel’s hands. We took our M-Pact® Glove one step further by adding a molded 
Neoprene cuff for a seamless fit, impact absorbing molded rubber finger protection, and 
EVA deep ribbed accordion knuckle protection. Combine these features with those of our 
M-Pact® Glove for a tried and tested risk management tool.

 { Extreme Protection – Accordion design 
with dense EVA foam padding reduces 
impact.

 { Improved Grip – Rubberized grip panels on 
thumb, fingertip and palm improve control.

 { Accordion knuckle with 6mm of EVA 
foam for protection

 { TPR (Thermal Plastic Rubber) elements 
protect against impacts and abrasion

 { Second layer of material in high wear areas
 { Tacky rubberized grip material extends 

wear and durability
 { Reinforced fingertips 

 { 2mm neoprene wrist and cuff panel adds 
durability and protection to the wrist 
and hand

 { Anatomically designed 2mm EVA foam 
panel reduce impact and vibrations

 { 4mm EVA foam heal pad incased in tacky 
rubberized grip material

 { TPR (Thermal Plastic Rubber) hook and 
loop closure for a secure fit

 { Anti-static 2-way stretch material 
provides maximum comfort

 { Size: Small - XX-Large

The TAA M-Pact® 2 Glove; MP2-F55

Heat Sleeve
Don’t Dive Into A Hot Engine Without Them.

 { Two 17 inch heat sleeves extend above 
the elbow.

 { 100% heat resistant, woven Kevlar®      
 { Repels oil, fuel, and liquids.

 { Elastic-bead secures fit on thumb and 
finger opening.

 { Snug fit allows for comfortable use of 
gloves over sleeve.

Heat Sleeves; MHS-05-500
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Eliminate Countless Man-Hours And Significantly Mitigate 
Equipment Damage During Deployment And Retrograde 
Operations. With MulePAC solutions, you can trust that 
your equipment is safe and critical supplies will reach 
the last tactical mile. Made of nearly indestructible 
plastic, MulePAC is a Portable All-mode Container built 
to withstand the toughest environments. A patented 
modular design (U.S. Patent No: 8,146,771 B1) makes 
MulePAC lightweight, collapsible, and stackable without 
compromising on its incredible strength or durability. 

Prior to MulePAC, the military had no secondary container 
system. Unlike traditional cardboard multipacks designed 
for indoor industrial use, MulePAC was designed 
specifically for the U.S. Military, for all classes of supply, 
for all modes of transportation, for all weather conditions, 
to reduce equipment and supply loss and to maximize 
vehicle capacity. 

The MulePAC system of logistical building blocks has been significantly tested and 
proven for all modes of military transportation, all classes of military supplies, and for 
use in deployment, field storage and sustainment. 

Whether you’re looking for a military cargo box to be used on the road, rail, sea or 
air, MulePAC fits the bill. It is forklift or sling-loadable, and has proven to significantly 
outlast cardboard and all other similar size containers.

Portable, All-Mode 
Container and 
Transport Solutions. 

STORAGE SOLUTIONS
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ACDS 52WB Water Box
 { 44” x 52” Potable Water Box
 { 150 gal capacity
 { 92 lbs. net, 1300 lobs full
 { 16 per LHS, 2400 gal/LHS
 { Includes four liner straps and four 6000 

lb. binder/corner straps
 { MulePAC Water Box: 150 gallon

ACDS 52WB; MTACDS528829

ACDS 44WB Water Box
 { 44” square Potable Water Box
 { 125 gal capacity
 { 82 lbs. net, 1100 lbs. full
 { 20 per LHS, 2500 gal/LHS
 { Includes four liner straps and four 6000 

lb. binder/corner straps
 { MulePAC Water Box: 125 gallon

ACDS 44WB; MTACDS528842

ACDS 88S Secondary Container
 { 44” x 88” x 29” container
 { 39 cu ft. capacity
 { 124 lbs.
 { 15 per MILVAN or Flatrack
 { Includes four liner straps and four 6000 lb.  

binder/corner straps
 { MulePAC Secondary Container: 44” x 88” x 29”

ACDS 88 Secondary Container
 { 44” x 88” x 42” container
 { 64 cu ft. capacity
 { 144 lbs.
 { 10 per MILVAN or Flatrack
 { Includes four liner straps and four 6000 lb.  

binder/corner straps
 { MulePAC Secondary Container: 44” x 88” x 42”

ACDS 88; MTACDS5229 ACDS 88S; MTACDS52WB

ACDS 44 Secondary Container
 { 44” square by 42” tall container
 { 31 cu ft. capacity
 { 78 lbs.
 { 20 per MILVAN or Flatrack
 { Includes two liner straps and four 6000 lb.  

binder/corner straps
 { MulePAC Secondary Container: 44” x 44” x 42”

ACDS 44; MTACDS4442

 MULEPAC WATER BOXES ARE BUILT TO  

 CARRY EITHER 125 OR 150 GALLONS IN  

 RUGGED AND EXTREME CONDITIONS. 
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Multiquip provides highly reliable light to medium construction 
equipment solutions including rammers, rollers, plate 
compactors, and other compaction equipment; concrete and 
masonry pumping, cutting, placing and finishing equipment; 
dewatering pumps; blades, bits and cutting equipment. 

Multiquip also provides a full line of innovative diesel, 
gasoline, and natural gas powered generators ranging from 
2.3 kW to 2,000 kW, as well as an array of portable lighting 
options for industrial applications.

Dependable Construction 
Equipment, Generators, and 
Portable Lighting Solutions. 

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT

WhisperWatt Super-Silent Generators Single/Three-Phase
MQ Power WhisperWatt Super-Silent Generators are built to withstand the toughest jobs no 
matter how challenging the application. Features include a heavy-duty steel housing, a  
patented open delta winding, and an automatic voltage regulator. These generators provide 
unmatched reliability in portable power.

MQ Power WhisperWatt Super-Silent Single/Three-Phase generators provide reliable power 
to meet the most demanding requirements. They are designed and built to withstand 
tough environments at construction sites and provide dependable temporary power at 
entertainment venues and disaster recovery operations.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Multiquip Welders
 { The industry’s most versatile line of welder / generators 
 { Simultaneous use of DC Welding and AC power output on selected models 
 { CC/CV welding output on 225 Amp and larger models 
 { Dual welding capability on DLW330X2 and DLW400ESA for maximum productivity 
 { Selected models feature E-mode to reduce fuel consumption and noise levels 
 { Optional remote available on selected models 
 { AC receptacles GFCI protected

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.
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Tactical Night Hawk Light Tower
The Night Hawk light tower is engineered to provide dependable lighting for a wide range of applications. Whether you require 
lighting for a construction site, industrial location or special event, the Night Hawk is the perfect choice for illuminating any 
outdoor location.

 { Fully adjustable Metal Halide Lamps
 { Powered by Kohler 1800-RPM, liquid cooled, diesel engine.
 { Panel door light for operation at night.

 { Convenience Receptacles are externally mounted for 
accessibility without opening the side panels.

 { Up to 64 hours of run time at 3/4 load.
 { Outstanding wind stability of up to 65 MPH.

4000 Watt Towable Light Tower; LT12D
4000 Watt Light Tower - Modular w/SDW225SSA Gen/Welder; MLTSDW7

Multiquip Portable Generators
 { Sizes ranging from 2,500 to 9,700 watts
 { Two-year warranty
 { Voltage regulation maintained within ± 3%
 { Brushless design minimizes  maintenance
 { Idle control on GA 36, GA 6 and GA 97 models
 { Optional wheel kits available (UWKB)
 { All receptacles GFCI protected

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

 { Steel drum or polyethylene versions available
 { Variety of power sources
 { Leaf springs standard on 6- and 9-cu. ft. mixers
 { Oversized dump wheel – easier to discharge material
 { 13” tires for safe towing
 { Steel mixers available with 4-, 6- or 9-cu. ft. drums
 { Polyethylene models available with 6- or 9-cu. ft. drums; 

simplify cleanup while resisting rust and dents

Multiquip Concrete Mixers

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Multiquip Forward Plate Compactors
 { Ideal for compaction of granular soils and asphalt
 { Water tanks on selected models for asphalt applications
 { Low-vibration handles on selected models

Plate Compactor ; MVC88VGH

UEC provides hybrid energy systems that improve  
mission effectiveness.

ZeroBase’s Energy Efficiency systems power a wide range  
of critical assets in the harshest environments.pg. 134pg. 126
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SMALL SHELTERS

Fight the Enemy, Not the Elements 
- Small Shelters and Equipment.
In training and in theater, shelter plays a vital role because 
Energy spent fighting the elements is energy wasted.

A good combat tent and sleeping bag can get you closer to 
the objective, give you a chance to plan, to focus, and to 
recharge.   Elite Warfighters depend on NEMO Shield™ tents, 
shelters, sleeping gear, weapons bags, and other solutions to 
take full advantage of what limited comfort and protection can 
be found on the battlefield. 

For nearly a decade, NEMO Shield™ has engaged in research 
and development with the U.S. Army Natick Soldier Research, 
Development, and Engineering Center and the U.S. Special 
Operations community with the focus of creating the next 
generation of cutting edge 1-2 person combat tents and 
specialized shelters. These years of collaboration, testing, 
evaluation, and fielding has resulted in solutions that reduce 
weight and cube, improve concealment, increase comfort 
while maximizing operational flexibility and efficiency.

Tetrapod™ SE
Developed with guidance from Special Operations, the Tetrapod™ SE jungle hammock is 
purpose-built for effectiveness in the field. It’s extremely lightweight, provides excellent 
shelter from rain and bugs, and retains very little moisture. It’s also fast and easy to use, 
with an intuitive strap system and a large, straight-forward zippered entry.  Remarkably, the 
hammock itself weighs less than 1 pound, and the whole system including the fly weighs 
under 2 lbs. The patterning of the hammock lets you sleep diagonally for a flatter position, 
and an internal gear shelf gives you a place to stow a few essential items. Made in the USA. 
Berry compliant.

Tetrapod SE Jungle Hammock; 814041015714

ALCS™ 1P SE GORE-TEX®

The ALCS™ 1P SE GORE-TEX® combat shelter is a highly advanced 1 person tent that offers 
unique tactical advantages. Specially developed GORE-TEX® canopy fabrics provide blackout 
and unparalleled signature management in a Berry compliant, waterproof, breathable, 
flame retardant package. It packs and carries as an individual shelter, providing autonomy 
and reducing weight, but multiple tents can be linked together promoting buddy teams, 
medical response, or communications. Each shelter’s doors can be closed even when linked 
together, allowing individual privacy. This key feature addresses the changing nature of men 
and women serving together on the battlefield. The design of the shelter is the culmination 
of years of working closely with the Warfighter. A single wall construction and a single 
connected pole frame makes erecting and striking quick and simple. An optional inexpensive 
ICC™ (Interchangeable Camo Cover™) allows the ALCS™ 1P SE GORE-TEX® shelter to be 
adapted for different operating environments at a competitive total system cost. Made in the 
USA. Berry compliant.

ALCS™ 1P SE Gore® (Includes Link) - Coyote; 814041012683
ALCS™ 1P Vestibule SE - Coyote; 814041012706
ALCS™ 1P ICC SE - Arctic White; 814041012713

ALCS™ 1P SE GORE-TEX®
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Cosmo™ Series Sleeping Pads
The Cosmo™ Air 25L & Pillowtop 1P SE delivers a lightweight 
but incredibly comfortable sleep system, whether you are 
racked out on a long flight or bedded down at the FOB. It 
weighs about 4lbs and includes a 4” thick inflatable air pad 
called Cosmo™ Air, with a built-in foot pump, and a washable 
micro suede cover with a removable 1” thick foam layer 
called a Pillowtop™. We also offer an insulated expeditionary 
version for cold environments, weighing about 2lbs, sold 
without the Pillowtop™, called Cosmo™ Insulated 25L SE.

Cosmo™ Air 25L & Pillowtop 1P SE - Coyote/Grey; 814041012850
Cosmo™ Insulated 25L SE - Grey; 814041011525

Fillo™ SE Pillow
Using a combination of air and foam, the Fillo™ SE pillow 
feels big when it’s cradling your head, but packs surprisingly 
small. The ultra-soft micro suede cover is machine washable. 
It includes a built-in stuff sack.

Fillo™ SE - Coyote; 814041012874

Mezzo Loft™ SE
Whether you are racking out on an aircraft, on a cot, or in a tent, the Mezzo Loft™ SE 
sleeping bag is your best bet for quality sleep. It’s oversized to give you room to stretch 
out. And it’s rated down to freezing temps. A sleeve in the bottom of the bag holds any 25” 
wide sleeping pad, keeping the bag in place when you move around, and allowing it to be 
rolled up with the pad for convenient storage and deployment. The lining fabric features 
VisEndurance® antimicrobial fabric technology, combining odor control with moisture 
management. Pair the Mezzo Loft™ SE with the Cosmo™ pad and Fillo™ pillow for the 
ultimate bed-like sleep system. Made in the USA. Berry compliant.

Mezzo Loft™ SE; 814041013758

Targa™ SE Mobility Bag
Developed in close cooperation with Naval Special Warfare, the Targa™ SE bag offers 
unmatched versatility for the fast and light Warfighter. It performs both as a sleeping bag and 
as a piece of outerwear. Worn as outerwear, it allows the Warfighter to remain comfortable 
in austere environments in a stationary position without limiting immediate action capability 
or movement on foot. Lightweight and highly packable, the Targa™ SE is the one sleep 
system to bring on virtually every mission. Rated to 32°F, in conjunction with issued clothing 
layering systems, it can provide warmth down to 0°F. Made in the USA. Berry compliant.

Targa™ SE Mobility Bag - Coyote; 814041013659
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Practical Solar Energy for Expeditionary and Remote Power

Key Features:
 { Maximize energy capture - angle toward sun!
 { Compatible with hybrid & solar controllers!
 { Non-glass, anti-reflective, anti-static, low 

visibility front surface!
 { One piece fully assembled rolled stand!
 { Transportable – lightweight & small volume!
 { Durable – field demonstrated!
 { Modular and scalable – meets power 

requirements for many uses!

Specifications:
 { Power 420 watts
 { Voltage: ~50 volts; Current: 8.5 amps
 { 44 lbs. solar array - 74 lbs. in transport case
 { Case Dimensions: 48” x 17” x 9” (~4 cu. ft.)
 { Deployed Foot Print <4 ft. x 10 ft.
 { 60 mph wind rating using stakes or sandbags
 { Set solar angels of 0°, 30°, & 45°
 { Set up or package in < 5 minutes

420 Watt PAM Expedition

Portable Array Module: 420 Watt Array; 217550

PAM Expedition features a  
one piece, fully assembled  
rolled stand

PAM Expedition packaged 
into rugged transport case

Storage Volume Comparison: 
Current Greens (Left) vs. PAM 
Expedition solar arrays (Right)

Fielded, demonstrated, and 
production ready mission 
critical power in remote and 
Austere Environments.

Solar Energy Provides 
Locally Generated Energy, 
Insulated from Natural or 
Man-Made Instability that 
Could Put Missions at Risk. 

Nishati’s Portable Array Module (PAM) is a lightweight solar 
array that packages into a small volume and deploys in 
minutes. PAM is designed to maximize solar energy capture 

while minimizing weight, size, and complexity. The rugged The 420 Watt 
PAM Expedition solar arrays are designed for expeditionary operations, 
disaster relief, use in remote locations, and in use with USMC GREENS 
and SPACES. PAM’s modular design enables use by individual troops or for 
larger tactical power systems, hybrid generators, or micro-grids. 
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OPSDIRT™ was created to provide the U.S. Military with an  
effective solution for dust control and temporary road 
construction, both domestically and in forward operating areas.  

Applications include roadways, FOBs, landing areas, runways, 
tarmacs, fire break roads, first response, HAZMAT clean up, 
exercise paths, dust abatement, road repair, and more. OPSDIRT’s 
water-based polymeric solutions turn native soils and dust ridden 
areas into an operational ready asset in a matter of hours.

Ground Control Solutions. 

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT

Effective solutions for dust control 
and temporary road construction.

OPSDIRT™

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

OPS25
Used for the sub-base and has smaller molecule chains that give it enhanced 
penetration and strength factors. It is also highly water-resistant.

OPS28
Has slightly larger molecule chains for more flexibility and is applied after the 
OPS25 has started to cure to create a flexible wear surface.

OPSDC
Used at a much higher dilution of water-to-product, OPSDC is a valuable 
solution to any dust abatement need. Easy to apply, the product can be used for 
any situation in which  the war fighter needs better visibility.
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STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Extreme Protection 
Pelican is the global leader in design and manufacture of both 
high-performance case solutions. Pelican products are used by 
professionals in the most demanding markets, including military, 
law enforcement, fire fighting, defense, aerospace, and industrial. 
Pelican products are designed and built to last a lifetime.
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Storm Cases
 { Soft-grip carry handle with rigid core affords extra 

comfort and strength.
 { Standard multi layer cubed foam gives more customizing 

options.
 { Waterproof design with tongue and groove locking lid.
 { Optional panel mount system with aluminum rails and 

sealed rivets provides superior equipment attachment 
and custom fit.

 { Seals tight for protection against water and the elements.
 { Press & pull latches are easy on knuckles, and won’t pop 

open when dropped.
 { Built in vortex valve blocks water and dust while auto-

matically adjusting the air pressure.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

1660 Case
 { Watertight, crush-proof, and dust proof.
 { Easy open double throw latches.
 { Open cell core with solid wall design - strong, light weight.
 { O-ring seal.
 { Automatic Pressure Equalization Valve.
 { Large 2-person fold down handles.
 { Stainless steel hardware and padlock protectors.
 { 3 level Pick N’ Pluck™ with convoluted lid foam.
 { Optional personalized nameplate.
 { Lifetime Guarantee of Excellence.
 { Retractable extension handle.
 { 4 strong polyurethane wheels with stainless steel bearings.
 { Interior dimensions: 28.18” x 19.75” x 17.62”
 { Exterior dimensions: 31.50” x 22.87” x 19.00”

 { Color: Black, Desert Tan, OD Green.
 { Foam Options: With Foam, No Foam,  

With Padded Dividers.

1660 Case; 1660

Single Field Desk with Chair
 { Plastic Field Desk with a chair and attaching table.
 { Case includes 6 removable drawers and a foldable chair.
 { Shipping dimensions: roughly 30. 75”W x 21. 00”D x 

28. 50”H.
 { Empty shipping weight is 81. 25 lbs.
 { Proudly Made in the USA.
 { Hardware Color: Black

 { Color: Black, Olive Drab, Tan

Single Field Desk with Chair; 472-FLD-DESK-TA

1650 Case
 { Interior dimensions: 29” x 17-7/8” x 10-1/2”.
 { Exterior dimensions: 32-1/2” x 20-1/2” x 11-5/16”.

 { Color: Black, Desert Tan, OD Green
 { Foam Options: With Foam, No Foam

1650 Case; 1650

1740 Case
 { Interior dimensions: 40.98” x 12.92” x 12.13” 
 { Exterior dimensions: 44.16” x 16.09” x 14.00”

 { Color: Black, Desert Tan, OD Green
 { Foam Options: With Foam, No Foam

1740 Case; 1740

7060 LED Flashlight
The Pelican 7060 LED light employs new dual switch 
technology that allows the light to be activated by either 
a body-mounted patrol switch or a tail-mounted tactical 
switch. The dual switches, which include a momentary mode 
and high/low beams, allow the user to grip the light in several 
positions and still control activation. The light incorporates 
rechargeable Lithium-Ion batteries for maximum brightness 
and are also light weight compared to standard batteries. 

 { Built Pelican tough
 { Unconditional Lifetime Guarantee of Excellence

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.
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Efficient, Rugged, Cost-Effective Transportable 
Storage for Today's Warfighter Requirements.

Pendarvis Manufacturing uses precision engineering and craftsmanship to design the 
U.S. Cargo Box, a rugged, durable, and cost-effective storage system solution geared 
towards today’s Warfighter requirements. This American made transportable storage 
solution features all the flexibility military and government organizations need for 
multiple shipping or storage requirements.

Cargo Boxes are available in four sizes for maximum efficiencies in different storage 
situations. Depending on the selected model, U.S. Cargo Boxes will fit in standard 20’ 
ISO containers, TRITON Type 2 containers, or stack on top of a 463L Air Pallet.  The 
Model CBC9045 is specifically designed to store and ship an 18’ x 36’ MGPTS Shelter.

STORAGE SOLUTIONS

 U.S. CARGO BOX FEATURES  

 & SPECIFICATIONS: 

 Four-Way Forklift Access
 Movable With A Pallet Jack In A Warehouse 
 Removable Doors And Lid
 Internal Strapping Capabilities
 Approximate Tare Weight Of 500# - 600#
 Storage Capacity Of 2,000 – 2,500#.  

 Depending Upon Model Selected
 Marine Grade Aluminum Construction
 Finishes Available: Bare Aluminum,  

 OD Green, Desert Tan

Four-way forklift access.
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U.S. Cargo Box - CBC9045; CBC9045

CBC9045
 { 90” x 45” x 40-13/16”
 { 10 will fit inside a 20 ISO Container

U.S. Cargo Box - CBC9056; CBC9056

CBC9056
 { 90” x 56” x 40-13/16” 
 { 8 will fit inside a 20’ ISO Container

U.S. Cargo Box - CBC8251; CBC8251

CBC8251
 { 82” x 51” x 43-1/2”
 { 4 will stack on a 463L Air Pallet

U.S. Cargo Box - CBC7242; CBC7242

CBC7242
 { 72” x 42” x 38” 
 { 4 will fit inside a TRITON Type 2 container

U.S. Cargo Box - CBC7286; CBC7286

CBC7286
 { 72” x 86” x 41”
 { 2 boxes stacked will fit inside a TRICON
 { 1 MGTPS per container

Cargo Box - Drawer Model
Multiple length, width, and drawer configurations available. 

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS INSIDE DIMENSIONS

LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT LENGTH WIDTH HEIGHT

CBC-7242 72” 42” 31” 69” 39” 31”

CBC-8251 82” 51” 36.5” 79” 48” 36.5”

CBC-9045 90” 45” 33.5” 87” 42” 33.5”

CBC-9056 90” 56” 33.5” 87” 53” 33.5”

DRAWER OPTIONS/CONFIGURATIONS

4 BAY 5 BAY 6 BAY

2 Bays both sides 2 and 3 Bays 3 Bays both sides

4” Drawers per Bay 8” Drawers per Bay 16” Drawers per Bay

For integrated expeditionary infrastructure, and emergency 
management response solutions see HDT’s Soft Wall Structures.

UTS Systems Soft Wall Structures are known for their 
incredible speed of set up, thermal efficiency, and durability.pg. 48 pg. 131
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VEHICLES & HEAVY EQUIPMENT

MRZR™
 { 88 hp 875 cc Polaris Prostar engine.
 { Carry litters longitudinally.
 { 60” / 152.4 cm vehicle height with tool-

less collapsing roll-cage.
 { Polaris ProStar™ 900 engine: 

Specifically built for extreme 
performance Side x Sides.

 { Smooth, responsive power steering 
allows the operator to drive all day with 
minimal fatigue. 

 { The MRZR’s rear modular cargo bed 
supports 1-2 rearward facing seats, 1-2 
longitudinally placed litters, or 1 of each 
to support optimal configuration for your 
mission.

 { Eliminate all white light with one switch 
and install our optional IR lights to 
Polaris’ integrated wire harness.

 { Color: Desert Tan

RANGER CREW®

Sportsman 850™

MV850: The MV 850 Features a powerful 
850cc/77hp engine, electronic power 
steering and rugged metal racks. It also 
comes standard with military specific 
black-out drive, and an ample fuel capacity 
of 11.75 gallons that perfectly equips the 
MV-850 for today’s military operations.

WV850: Based off the MV850, the WV850 
is work focused, maintaining the unmatched 
600 lbs of rack capacity, 1,500 lbs of towing 
capacity, rugged metal racks, and 11.75 
gallons of fuel capacity. This is the hardest 
working ATV on the market.

 { TerrainArmor™ Non-Pneumatic Tires deliver 
breakthrough durability and performance 
over the most demanding terrain. 

 { Provides peak performance at full 
vehicle payload

 { Can sustain damage and maintain 
operability

 { Eliminate the need for an on-vehicle spare
 { Deep 90 degree cut lugs for optimal 

traction

 { Color: Desert Tan, Avalanche Gray 
(WV850 with TERRAINARMOR™ Only)

Polaris Defense ultra light utility vehicles, low-emmision 
vehicles (LEVs), motorcycles, and snowmobiles provide 
highly capable, versatile solutions ideally suited for military 
and government operations at home and around the world.  
With the ability to operate in all environmental conditions, 
even at high altitudes, without modification, Polaris Defense 
vehicles can truly go  wherever the mission takes you.

Tactical and Utility Vehicles for 
Defense and Homeland Security

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR- 

 MORE INFORMATION.-
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 POLARIS DEFENSE VEHICLES ARE  

 IDEALLY SUITED FOR: 

 Homeland Security &  
 Drug Interdiction

 Perimeter Security
 Range Control

 Flight-line Support
 Military Law Enforcement
 Base Operations
 Public Works

Polaris® Snowmobiles
Whether its utility, flat land applications, deep mountain snow, or any winter condition, Polaris 
sled are there to get the job done where others can’t.

Transport 4 to 6 passengers, tow up to 
2,000 lbs, and carry up to 1,750 lbs 
of payload with our various RANGER 
CREW models. These gas or diesel 
powered vehicles feature all the classic 
features of Polaris off-road vehicles, 
with the added benefit of carrying 4 to 
6 passengers.

 { On demand true all-wheel drive
 { Powerful and Capable Gas and 

Diesel Engines
 { Huge Towing Capacities
 { Dumpable Cargo Beds

 { Available Power Steering
 { Available Cab Systems
 { ROPS Certified Cab Frames

 { Color Options Available

RANGER CREW®

RZR SW
The RZR® SW gives you fast, agile mobility for border patrol, surveillance, recon, and all 
other tactical operations.

 { 800cc High Output Twin 4-Stroke Gas 
Engine

 { 4 wheel Independent Suspension with 
12” of Travel

 { Top Speed of 68 mph 

 { 1000 Lbs payload Capacity
 { Litter Rack System
 { Black-Out Drive and IR Capable

 { Color: Desert Tan

Saab’s Multispectral Camouflage Breakaway System 
provides protection that will reduce thermal detection in all 
climate conditions.pg. 96
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PORTAFLOOR MAX Heavy Duty Flooring
 { Supports over 80,000 psf (557 psi), 

promotes water drainage and provides 
chemical resistance, deploys anywhere in 
all weather conditions.

 { Engineered modular pieces are designed to 
be quickly installed and removed while pro-
viding the durability of maximum support.

 { PortaFloor MAX is made from recycled 
materials and is 100% recyclable.  Designed 
to replace concrete and leave a zero 
footprint to meet today’s green initiatives. 

 { Light, lean and easy to install. The MAX 
panels quickly “T” together and lock 
securely with MAX locking connectors. 

 { Prevent soil contamination with the use 
of an optional environmental barrier. All 
PortaFloor products have been submitted 
for Environmental Product Declarations 
(EPD), and Life Cycle Assessments (LCA) 
that provide benchmarks for continuous 
improvement, innovation and LEED credits.

Rapid Installation and Superior Load Capacity 
for Temporary Surface Requirements. 
PORTAFLOOR temporary surfaces provide strong, cost effective portable surface 
solutions. From camps and maintenance facilities, to instant airports, their surfaces 
provide rapid installation and superior load capacity.

PORTAFLOOR’s lightweight, reusable, durable, reconfigurable, modular, and 
rollable sections lock together quickly and securely for rapid deployment and quick 
disassembly. It is the only 100% recyclable, solution, designed to support today’s zero 
footprint initiatives for expeditionary or permanent flooring.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT

PORTAFLOOR PRO Light Weight Flooring

Strong:
 { PortaFloor PRO PortaFloor PRO supports 

over 34,000 psf (240 psi) and is the best 
temporary flooring system in the world.

Rollable:
 { PortaFloor PRO is designed to roll in to 

place for quick installations and removals. 
 { PRO is engineered to be light and 

lean with large sections that provide 
additional support and stability.

Easy – 1 2 3:
 { PortaFloor PRO locks together for firm and 

stable support and is the perfect solution 
for tent and portable structure flooring.

Green:
 { PortaFloor PRO is 100% recyclable. PRO 

was designed to support today’s zero 
footprint and green initiatives. 

 { All PortaFloor products have been 
submitted for Environmental Product 
Declarations (EPD), and Life Cycle 
Assessments (LCA) that provide bench-
marks for continuous improvement, 
innovation and LEED credits.

PRO Light Weight Flooring - 6”x24”; SCPRO
PRO Edge Short Edge - 6”x6”; 96012-C
PRO Edge Long Edge - 8”x6”; 96013-C

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Cocoon’s Soft Wall Structures provide 
temporary, effective protection for all 
your valuable assets.

For integrated expeditionary infrastructure, 
and emergency management response 

solutions see HDT’s Soft Wall Structures.

UTS Systems Soft Wall 
Structures are known for their 

incredible speed of set up, thermal efficiency, and durability.
pg. 32 pg. 131pg. 48
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The Power Breezer is a highly energy efficient mobile cooling device that 
can cool of 3,000 sq.ft of outdoor or partially covered space by as much 
as 27 degrees Fahrenheit. Specifically designed for the intensive demands 
of the U.S. military, the Power Breezer’s unique design integrates rugged 
construction with jet propulsion and fluid dynamics technology.
  
Power Breezer Benefits Include: 

 Highly mobile and easy to transition into training or deployment load  
 plans for multiple applications.

 Virtually Maintenance Free. No filters to change.
 Not a swamp cooler.
 Energy Efficient, 110V or 220V versions. 
 Made in the USA

Increase Comfort Levels, 
Reduce Heat Related Injuries, 
Improve Work Environments, 
and Maximize Productivity.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT

POWER BREEZER  
ENVIRONMENTAL COOLING

For integrated expeditionary infrastructure, and emergency 
management response solutions see HDT’s Soft Wall Structures.

UTS Systems Soft Wall Structures are known for their 
incredible speed of set up, thermal efficiency, and durability.pg. 48 pg. 131
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Ducting & Reducer Kits
Power Breezer ducting and reducer kits help cool hard to 
reach places such as tents, manholes, small maintenance 
areas and confined spaces. They are:

 { Collapsible for easy transport and storage
 { Waterproof
 { Flame resistant

 { Flexible Ducting Kit: 24” to 20” reducer with 10ft  
of 20” wide ducting.

 { Reducer Kit: 24” to 20” reducer. Add own ducting  
as needed.

Flexible Ducting Kit; PB600-005-01
Reducer Kit; PB600-004-01

Power Breezer Environmental Cooling Systems are highly engineered, energy efficient 
cooling units designed to cool up to 3000sf of uncovered or partially covered spaces by 
as much as 27 degrees! The Power Breezer uses no chemicals and cools without getting 
equipment, weaponry or users wet. The head of the unit fits in the base for easy storage and 
shipping. Using less power than a hair dryer and built to MIL-STD 810G specifications, the 
Power Breezer is rugged, deployable, and easy to operate. Reduce heat injuries, mitigate 
heat risk, and increase war fighter performance. Made in the USA by Veterans.

 { Cools an area of 3000 sq. ft. by up to 27°
 { Rugged and deployable. Passed Military 

Standard 810-G to withstand dust, 
heat, rain, salt fog

 { Operates up to 50 hours with one 
water fill

 { Self-Contained. Unit stores efficiently 
when not in use. Easy to set-up and 
take down.

110V Power Breezer Environmental Cooling Unit; PB10-A-1G
220V Power Breezer Environmental Cooling Unit; PB20-A-1G
Deck Tie-Down For Ships/Vessels; PB300-018-01

POWER BREEZER ENVIRONMENTAL COOLING Breezer Oasys Titan
The elegant, durable and portable Breezer Oasys Titan was engineered to quietly and efficiently 
cool a 1,500 sq. ft. area up to 27⁰F.   It enables you to extend comfort to work spaces, outdoor 
entertainment, and dining areas by creating cool, user-controlled environments.

The Breezer Oasys Titan is:
 { Extremely water conservative and 

energy efficient, uses only 7-9 amps 
 { Push-button controls gives users total 

control  
 { Oscillating head specifically designed for 

the most efficient and effective airflow
 { Mobile and easy to setup
 { Essentially maintenance free

The Breezer Oasys Titan is Ideal 
for Cooling:

 { Distinguished and VIP areas
 { Morale, Welfare and Recreation Events
 { Aircraft Hangars
 { Tactical Operations Centers 
 { Supply Support Activity Warehouses 

and Supply Rooms

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.
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HAND & POWER TOOLS

Proto® 3/4” Drive Ratcheting Head Micrometer Torque Wrench 120-600 ft-lbs
 { Calibrated to +/- 3% clockwise direction 

and +/- 6% counter clockwise at 20% to 
100% of full scale.

 { Calibration is accomplished by manual 
loading the torque wrenches.

 { Manufactured to meet standard industrial 
torque applications, general industry, 
heavy equipment, and maintenance.

Proto® 3/4” Drive Ratcheting Head Micrometer Torque Wrench 120-600 ft-lbs; J6020AB

Proto® 3/4” & 1/2” Drive Air Impact Wrench
 { Titanium housing helps to reduce 

weight, improve balance and ensure 
maximum durability.

 { Ergonomically designed handle-forward 
design improves balance and control, 
helping to reduce operator fatigue.

 { Robust twin hammer mechanism for 
efficient energy transfer and long 
service life.

 { Ambidextrous forward/reverse lever can 
be actuated with a single hand, even 
with gloves on.

 { Feather throttle for maximum operator 
control.

 { Three position power regulator for 
forward rotation. Reverse rotation 
operates at maximum for highest 
breakaway torque.

 { Side-fed, 6-vane air motor for maximum 
power and efficiency.

 { Machined motor housing reduces 
number of parts, creating precision 
alignment, reducing wear, increasing 
efficiency and simplifying maintenance.

 { 360º rotating air inlet fitting.
 { Titanium exhaust deflector and muffler.
 { Integrated tethering capability in all 

Proto® air tools.

Proto® 3/4” Drive Air Impact Wrench; J175WP
Proto® 1/2” Drive Air Impact Wrench; J150WP

From Battlefield to Garrison, Proto Industrial 
Tools keep mission-critical work going 
because lives are at stake.  

The highest quality tools in the world are 
made by American hands and have been 
for more than a century. That’s why the vast 
majority of Proto® Tools are still designed, 
forged, stamped, plated, polished, calibrated 
and crafted in the USA. Proto® offers 
military customers tools that are dependable 
no matter what the circumstances or 
environment may offer because your 
tools never take a day off. Proto tools are 
engineered to stand up to the toughest 
conditions and make your job easier, faster, 
and more efficient. Proto offers more than 
6,100 heavy-duty mechanics tools, sets, 
&tool storage solutions for military missions 
– all backed by a limited lifetime warranty.

Mission-Critical 
Industrial Strength 
Tools & Equipment.
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Proto® 450HS 50” Workstation - 10 Drawer
 { Cubic inch capacity is 23,779.
 { Made of 14, 16 and 18 gauge steel.
 { Maximum weight capacity for each 

drawer is 125 lbs.
 { Heavy-duty locks with tubular key.
 { Recessed aluminum extruded drawer pulls.
 { 100% full extension drawers. 

 { Standard red powder coat paint finish. 
Also available in black, blue and yellow, 
made to order. Contact customer 
service for availability.

 { Vinyl top and drawer liners included.
 { 6” x 2” Poly casters - 700 lbs./caster.

Proto® 450HS 50” Workstation - 10 Drawer; J455041-10RD

Proto® 3/4” Drive 29 Piece Socket Set - 12 Point
 { Proto® 12 Point Sockets are ideal for use on 

stubborn or damaged fasteners, and also 
on fasteners made from soft materials. 

 { The TorquePlus™ design is a high 
performance drive configuration 
which allows for quick and easy socket 
engagement to the fastener flats, not 
the corners. 

 { Employs a radius-corner design, shifting 
contact area and stress away from 
the fastener corners and distributing 
contact stresses over a large area of the 
socket, minimizing slippage. 

 { Internal design minimizes fastener 
rounding, helps to extend fastener life, 
and allows the user to more easily turn 
worn, rounded, or rusted fasteners.

Proto® 3/4” Drive 29 Piece Socket Set - 12 Point; J55104

Proto® 15 Piece Satin Combination ASD Wrench Set - 12 Point
 { Satin finish provides corrosion 

resistance and a slip-resistant grip.
 { 12-point box end allows for fine 

indexing, helping to improve speed and 
access. Fits 4, 6 and 12 point fasteners.

 { Anti-Slip Design (ASD) open end. 
Fractional sizes 11/32” and smaller do 
not have the ASD feature.

 { Box ends incorporate the TorquePlus™ 
system.

Proto® 15 Piece Satin Combination ASD Wrench Set - 12 Point; J1200FASD

Proto® 440SS 41” Workstation - 15 Drawer
 { Cubic inch capacity is 14,362.
 { Maximum weight capacity for each 

drawer is 100 lbs.
 { Aluminum extruded drawer pulls.
 { 100% Full extension drawers.
 { Recessed drawer pulls.
 { 100 lbs. Ball bearing slides.

 { Heavy-duty key.
 { 4-Way channel bottom panel.
 { 5” x2” Polyurethane casters - 450 lbs./

caster.
 { Vinyl top and drawer liners included.
 { Smooth, sleek and durable paint finish.
 { Heavy-duty easy grip handle.

Proto® 440SS 41” Workstation - 15 Drawer; J444142-15RD
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1 SEA BOX Dr., East Riverton, NJ 08077 | Phone: 856.303.1101 | Fax: 856.303.1501 | sales@seabox.com
www.seabox.com

Call or Email SEA BOX with your needs and let us suggest a solution that is right for you.

SEA BOX specializes in custom modifications to make our 
containers satisfy your needs!

Standard and Customized ISO
Shipping, Storage and Shelter Solutions

• Stationary or Removable Shelf, Drawer 
   and Cabinet Configurations

• Weapons Racks

• Container Roll Out Warehousing System

• Lighting and Electrical Packages

• Palletized Shelving

• Insulated Wall Panels / Climate Controlled
   Storage

• EMI Shielding

• ISO Containers in 40ft, 
   20ft, Bicon, Tricon and 
   Quadcon Sizes

• Refrigerated Containers

• Equipments Shelters

• Expeditionary Shelters



Riveer™ delivers turnkey Engineered Wash Water Recovery Systems for military, 
defense, municipal, and industrial applications. Their industry-leading, environmentally-
compliant technology addresses the unique challenges of pressure washing 
hardware, vehicles and aircraft, followed by the recovery and filtration of wash water.   

Riveer's DOD and USDA compliant Defense Washdown Systems are a family of  wash 
racks, wash water filtration, secondary spill reclamation, and power washers developed 
specifically for retrograde washdown, maintenance, and corrosion mitigation.

Designed in conjunction with U.S. Navy for aircraft rinsing, 
the Riveer Aircraft Rinse Cart (ARC) beats the criteria for 
dependable performance in brutal environments and remote 
airfield operations meeting the stringent requirements for 
wash, rinse and decontamination procedures. Ideal for 
on-the-go rinsing of contaminants and hazardous materials 
from the surface of aircraft, ARC’s rugged design includes 
an aircraft-rated pressure washer that sprays 12 gallons 
of water per minute out of each wand simultaneously at 
175 PSI. The high flow and dual guns, each having a 100’ 
long hose on a manually wound reel, cuts rinsing time 
dramatically for efficient cleaning of large surface areas.

 { U.S. Navy and U.S. Army approved for rinsing fixed wing 
and rotary wing aircraft

 { Ideal for decontamination and anti-corrosion pm of civil 
and military aircraft

 { Safe-for-aircraft 175 PSI
 { Simple to operate and maintain

VEHICLES & HEAVY EQUIPMENT

Aircraft Rinse Cart; ARC/AWS 20175 DT/M

Aircraft Decontamination and Wash System for Hazardous Materials
A full power hot water wash and rinse 
trailer, Riveer’s Aircraft Decontamination 
and Wash System for Hazardous Materials 
produces a high flow rate that dramatically 
cuts cleaning time. The ADWS-HM has 
many other functions as well, including 
a high-powered, adjustable foamer 
that integrates with various chemical 
response agents, and turbine engine flush 
technology with a multitude of connectors. 

These unique features make this highly 
modular unit ideal for emergency response 
situations, large or small, where hazardous 
materials or contaminants are present.

 { Safe-for-aircraft 175 PSI
 { Completely self-contained
 { Ideal for decontamination and  

anti-corrosion PM

Aircraft Decontamination and Wash System for Hazardous Materials; ADWS-HM

Riveer Rack
The Riveer Rack™ is an effective solution for containing and recovering contaminants, 
hazardous materials, and wash water, for short or long-term locations. These above ground 
steel wash racks, featuring a non-slip surface, capture run-off from vehicle and equipment 
washing while channeling solids for proper disposal. Riveer Rack is modular for easy bolt-
together installation which eliminates site engineering and permitting requirements, and can 
be configured to any size. Awnings and side walls may be added to enhance containment, 
and dewatering conveyors can be added to help manage heavy solids. Low profile entrance 
ramps make it easy for low clearance vehicles and forklifts, and inspection ramps may be 
added to provide access to undercarriages.

Riveer Rack; RIVEER RACK

AIRCRAFT 
RINSE CART

AIRCRAFT  
RINSE CART

Turnkey Washdown Systems for Retrograde,  
Maintenance, and Corrosion Mitigation. 
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Multispectral Camouflage and Shade System Solutions
Saab Barracuda LLC (SBLLC) provides superior shade systems 
for hard sided and soft sided structures. U.S. Government 
testing documents that Saab Baracuda shades can reduce 
fuel usage by as much as 22% compared to unshaded 
structures. When shaded, internal structure temperatures are 
also dramatically reduced by at least 15° F during the hottest 
part of the day. Additionally, these shade systems significantly 
reduce UV damage to soft sided shelters.  

Saab Barracuda shades also feature their state-of-the-
art multispectral camouflage that is designed, developed, 
and manufactured to meet the most demanding military 
requirements. Saab Barracuda camouflage systems defeat a 
wide range of sensors including visual, near-infrared, thermal 
infrared, and radar sensors. Camouflage systems can be 
custom designed to protect personal, vehicles and equipment.

GMV &POLARIS 
BREAKAWAY

CAMOUFLAGE  ENERGY EFFICIENCY
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ULCANS System
Ultra Lightweight Camouflage Net System - Radar Scattering & Radar Transparent varieties 
available. Multispectral net offers protection against visual, thermal, near infrared and 
radar threats. Visibility of the surrounding area is possible from the inside of the net. Offers 
significant reduction in UV radiation & heating from solar radiation.  One system includes 
1 hexagon and 1 rhomboidal net, 12 support poles, 6 shape disrupters, and 24 stakes, all 
packed in two carry bags.

Woodland Radar Scattering - WRS; 1080-01-457-2956

Desert Radar Scattering - DRS; 1080-01-475-0696
Woodland Radar Transparent - WRT; 1080-01-475-0697

Desert Radar Transparent - DRT; 1080-01-475-0694

Mobile Camouflage System (MCS)
Saab Barracuda’s Mobile Camouflage Systems signature 
management solution enhances survivability and increases 
operational efficiency of Warfighters, vehicles, and systems 
in all combat theaters. The system provides signature 
suppression against visual, near-infrared, thermal-infrared, 
and broadband RADAR threats. The system minimizes the 
solar load effect on the vehicle, thereby, lowering internal 
temperatures, extending mission-critical electronics 
durability, and improving warfighter effectiveness. The 
system is designed for rapid deployment and made from 
highly durable, flame resistant material. This system will fit 
on any type of vehicle and will withstand the most extreme 
exhaust temperatures. This system can be provided with 
integrated carrying bags, crew shelters and shades.

Mobile Camouflage System (MCS); 2047

Generator Shade System
Saab Barracuda’s Generator Shade System is designed to 
maximize cooling and protect generators, shelters, and 
containers. This system can be designed to fit almost any 
type of generator, shelter, or container. This system is very 
easy to install and will reduce solar loading by up to 88% 
and reduce Ultra-Violet transmission by up to 99%. The 
shade system will extend the durability of mission critical 
equipment and reduce fatigue on personnel. The system 
will also extend the life of shelters by reducing the harmful 
effects of the sun and other environmental conditions that 
can deteriorate shelters.

Generator Shade System; 4250

Billet Shade System
The Billet S3 ULCANS Solar Shade System by Saab 
Barracuda is the superior passive heat mitigation solution.  
Testing by the U.S government during NetZero documented 
22% fuel /power usage when shading a shelter with ULCANS 
shade material.  Internal temperatures of shelters shaded 
with S3 shades are at least 15° F cooler than unshaded 
shelters.  These shades reduce solar radiation by over 85%, 
greatly reducing damage to shelters and equipment from UV 
radiation.  These shades are produced from two-ply ULCANS 
materials which provide additional multispectral protection 
against visual, near infrared and thermal infrared sensors.

 { Available in desert and woodland colors.
 { Can be customized for other shelters.

 { Pattern Options: Desert Tan, Woodland

Billet Shelter DRT Shade System; 4146

Saab Barracuda’s Multispectral Camouflage Breakaway System was developed as a 
Joint effort with US Special Forces. This system will fit on any type of vehicle and can be 
customized according to end users operational and environmental requirements. The system 
provides Multispectral protection that will reduce thermal detection in all climate conditions 
and prevent lock-on by smart munitions, as well as provide excellent shade and is very 
durable for tough, field conditions. The system is attached to the vehicle’s exterior and it 
quickly deploys, but will breakaway and be left behind if the vehicle is rapidly driven away. 
The non-snagging construction allows for ease of deployment and is lightweight.

GMV Breakaway; 2001
Polaris Ranger/ATV Breakaway; 4203

GMV & POLARIS BREAKAWAY
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STORAGE SOLUTIONS

20’ Dry Freight ISO Container with corrugated steel sides, 
roof, swing doors on one end, two sets of forklift pockets 
(laden and unladen), and two vents. Marine plywood floors 
(1 1/8” thick) are tested to 16,000lbs per 44 square 
inches. A variety of shelves, cabinets and other features are 
available to customize this container for your storage and 
transportation needs!

Type 1:
Each door corner post has five shoring slots to accommodate 
a 2” x 6” lumber restraint system.  Container measures 
19’ 10 1/2” L x 8’ H x 8’W and has a capacity of 1,098 
cubic feet, a gross weight of 67,200lbs and a payload of 
62,460lbs.

Type 2:
Each door corner post has four shoring slots to 
accommodate a 2” x 6” lumber restraint system.  Container 
measures 19’ 10 1/2” L x 8’ H x 8’W and has a capacity of 
1,089 cubic feet, a gross weight of 67,200 lbs and a payload 
of 62,350lbs.

 { Color: Green, Tan, Grey, CARC

20’ x 8’ Dry Freight ISO Cargo Container Type 1; SBI861.0.PV
20’ x 8’ Dry Freight ISO Cargo Container Type 2; SBI862.0.PV

Dry Freight ISO Cargo Container (Storage Only)
These Dry Freight ISO Storage Container with corrugated 
steel sides and roof come with either swing doors on one 
end and one set of forklift pockets (20’ Container) or swing 
doors on one end (40’ Container). Marine plywood floors (1 
1/8” thick) are tested to 16,000lbs per 44 square inches. 
A variety of shelves and other features are available to 
customize this container for your storage needs!

20’ x 8’6” Container:
Features two roll up doors on one side of the container with 
an interior wall partition which creates two interior storage 
spaces measuring 8’ 9 1/2” W each. Container measures 19’ 
10 1/2” L x 8’ 6” H x 8’ W and has a capacity of 1,171 cubic 
feet, a gross weight of 52,910lbs and a payload of 47,810lbs

40’ x 8’6” Container:
Features three roll up doors on one side of the container with 
two interior wall partition which creates three interior storage 
spaces measuring 8’ 9 1/2” W each. Container measures 40’ 
L x 8’ 6” H x 8’ W and has a capacity of 2,386 cubic feet, a 
gross weight of 67,200lbs and a payload of 59,140lbs.

 { Color: Green, Tan

20’ x 8’6” Dry Freight ISO Cargo Container 
with Two Roll-Up Doors (Storage Only); SBI861.6.2RD.PV
40’ x 8’6” Dry Freight ISO Cargo Container 
with Three Roll-Up Doors (Storage Only); SBI461.6.3RD.PV

Tricon Dry Freight ISO Cargo Container
Tricon Dry Freight ISO Container with corrugated steel sides, 
roof come with either swing doors on one side (Type 1) or 
swing doors on both sides (Type 2), and four-way forklift 
pockets. Measures 6’5 9/16” L x 8’ H x 8’ W. Includes five 
sets of vertical E-Track. A variety of shelves, cabinets and 
other features are available to customize this container for 
your storage and transportation needs!

Type 1:
Tricon has a capacity of 356 cubic feet, a gross weight of 
14,900lbs and a payload of 12,300lbs.

Type 2: 
Tricon has a capacity of 348 cubic feet, a gross weight of 
14,900lbs and a payload of 12,100lbs.

 { Color: Green, Tan, Grey, CARC

Tricon Dry Freight ISO Cargo Container Type 1; SBI821.0.PV
Tricon Dry Freight ISO Cargo Container Type 2; SBI822.0.PV

20’ x 8’ Dry Freight ISO Cargo Container - Type 2 Tricon Dry Freight ISO Cargo Container - Type 220’ x 8’6” Dry Freight ISO Cargo Container with Two Roll-Up Doors

20’ X 8’ DRY FREIGHT ISO 
CARGO CONTAINER - TYPE 1

20’ X 8’ DRY FREIGHT  
ISO CARGO CONTAINER

SEA BOX specializes in the design, custom 
modification and manufacturing of ISO shipping 
and storage containers, refrigerated containers, 
containerized shelters, modular building 
systems and related parts.  They offer standard 
shipping containers in various sizes as well as 
containers which can be customized to serve as 
equipment, tactical, or personnel shelters. SEA 
BOX also provides a full line of accessories and 
enhancements such as cabinets, shelving and 
racks as well as specialty equipment such as 
generators, trailers and flatracks.

Their versatile line containers and shelters are 
currently used for a wide variety of military and 
commercial applications throughout the world.

ISO Shipping and Storage 
Container Solutions.
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Quadcon Dry Freight ISO Cargo Container
Quadcon Dry Freight ISO Container with corrugated steel 
sides, roof, swing doors on both sides, and four-way 
forklift pockets. Measures 4’ 9 7/16” L x 6’ 10’ H x 8’ W.  
Quadcon has a capacity of 220 cubic feet, a gross weight of 
11,200lbs and a payload of 9,120lbs. Available in standard 
green, tan, grey or CARC paint.  A variety of shelves, 
cabinets and other features are available to customize this 
container for your storage and transportation needs!

Quadcon Dry Freight ISO Cargo Container; SBI812M.PV

20’ Container Roll-Out  
Warehousing System (CROWS)
The 20’ Container Roll-Out Warehousing System (CROWS) 
is an inter-connectable, all steel, cargo-carrying platform 
and field warehousing system which can be rolled in and 
out of standard ISO shipping containers facilitating the 
rapid loading of problematic cargo. CROWS can be stacked 
two or three high for transportation, potentially tripling a 
container’s shipping capacity. CROWS can be stacked up to 
4-high for warehousing or nested up to 15-high when not in 
use. CROWS reduce quarantine risk as laden platforms are 
containerized and secure, removing the need to shrink wrap 
cargo. Each 20ft CROW has a 21,605 lb payload capacity 
with 8,377 tie-down rails and load restraint locking bars.

20’ Container Roll-Out Warehousing System (CROWS); SBI9120.PV

Bicon Dry Freight ISO Cargo Container Type 2
Bicon Dry Freight ISO Container with corrugated steel 
sides, roof, swing doors on both ends, and four-way forklift 
pockets. Measures 9’ 9 3/4” L x 8’ H x 8’ W.  Bicon has a 
capacity of 538 cubic feet, a gross weight of 26,460lbs 
and a payload of 23,090lbs.  Offers the lowest tare weight 
and largest cubic capacity of any Bicon Type 2.  Includes 
six sets of vertical E-Track. Available in standard green, tan, 
grey or CARC paint.  A variety of shelves, cabinets and other 
features are available to customize this container for your 
storage and transportation needs!

Bicon Dry Freight ISO Cargo Container Type 2; SBI842.0.PV

Tricon Refrigerated ISO Cargo Container
Tricon-Sized, Small Field Refrigeration System (SFRS) with 
single personnel door with grip handle and emergency 
hardware. Features stainless steel interior lining as per 
NSF Standards and heavy duty tread plate aluminum floor.  
Includes Thermo King VM405 PBBD2 refrigeration unit, 
208/230 VAC, 3-phase, 50/60 Hz power; internal LED 
light, air curtains, and four floor drains. Equipped with 
vertical and horizontal E-Track in walls to accommodate 
shelf kit (sold separately). Offers 282 cubic feet of space 
for refrigerated cargo. The SFRS starts and operates in 
ambient external temperatures from -30ºF to +131ºF and all 
units are fully supported logistically with technical manual, 
provisioning and warranty. Standard colors available.

Tricon Refrigerated ISO Cargo Container; SBI531.SFRS.PV

20’ Insulated, Temperature Controlled ISO Container
Insulated, temperature-controlled, containerized shelter 
measuring 19’ 10 1/2” L x 8’6” H x 8’W.  This shelter has a 
gross weight of 52,910lbs and a payload of 43,810 lbs.  It 
features corrugated steel sides and roof and 1 1/8” thick 
marine plywood floors tested to 16,000lbs per 44 square 
inches.  Shelter has 14 gauge insulated steel cargo doors 
on one end and an insulated, lockable man door on the 
other end.  Includes a recessed 2-ton Bard HVAC unit and 
insulated walls and ceiling for maximum energy efficiency.  
Also includes electrical system and fluorescent lighting 
making it an excellent multi-purpose expeditionary shelter.

20’ Insulated, Temperature Controlled ISO Container; SBI6408.PV

Cold Storage 2 Go 20’  
Refrigerated Storage Container
This custom designed 20-ft domestic refrigeration system is 
a one piece unit which is factory NSF Certified charged and 
tested. It is equipped with a hot gas defrost and evaporator 
section which can provide heat to help maintain critical 
temperatures (range of -10°F to 50°F). This container only 
requires a 220 volt, single phase electrical power, making 
this unit more versatile, economical, reliable and quieter 
than any other unit available. This refrigerated container 
features easy open doors, aluminum flat floors, interior 
lights and standard commercial parts. It measures 20’ L x 
8’ 6” H x 8’ W and has 901 cubic feet of capacity. It’s gross 
weight is 52,910 lbs and its payload is 46,470 lbs.

Cold Storage 2 Go 20’ Refrigerated Storage Container; SBI541.6.CS2G.PV
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STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Next-Generation 
Weapon Storage 
Systems and 
Armory Design

ADS partners with SecureIt to provide simple, flexible, and effective weapons storage solutions 
designed to meet mission requirements, maximize productivity, and increase readiness. SecureIt’s 
modular, component based storage and armory solutions have set the standard of operational 
excellence in modern arsenals around the world. Systems are currently in use by all branches of 
the military, special operation groups, U.S. federal agencies and law enforcement communities. 

Innovative solutions like their patented two component Saddle System provide unlimited, 
configurable storage for all modern weapon systems. Shelves, bins, and trays can be repositioned 
throughout the rack to efficiently store ancillary items and address individual storage needs. 
SecureIt’s design requires no tools for real time adjustability providing end users complete control 
to organize weapons and gear with optimum functionality, versatility and security.

Simple, flexible, effective 
storage designed to meet 
mission requirements and 
increase readiness. 
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FAST BOX “Harrier”
Secure any long gun up to 39.5” long in the trunk of your vehicle. Two quick release straps 
secure your gun for mobile applications.

 { 40” long x 13” deep x 6.5” high
 { 42 lbs.

FAST BOX “Harrier”; FB-200-01

FAST BOX “Falcon”
The Falcon has two orientations allowing for numerous tactical key locations within one box. 
It may be used either horizontally to secure one firearm (up to 46.5” in length) or vertically to 
secure two firearms (up to 45” in length) with SecureIt’s patented *Weapon Storage Platform. 
Hardware is included to attach under a bed, counter or closet shelf when used horizontally.

 { 47” long x 13” deep x 6.5” high
 { 50 lbs

FAST BOX “Falcon”; FB-400-01

24 Rifle & Handgun Weapon 
Storage Cabinet
84 tactical rack with bi-fold or retractable 
doors.

 { Weapon types: Service rifles, shotguns, 
and sniper rifles

 { Weapon storage capabilities:  24 
rifles,and 24 handguns

 { Adjustable saddle system
 { 12 bins with dividers for handgun, optics, 

and gear storage

Crew Served Weapon  
Storage Cabinet
Crew served weapon storage cabinet with 
bi-fold or retractable doors.

 { Weapon types: M2, MK19, M240, 
M249SAW, M60, GAU21, MK153, SMAW 

 { Weapon storage capabilities: 4 M2 or 
MK19 or any combination of each;  6 
M240/M249 machine guns with spare 
barrel; or 6 M107 Sniper rifles

 { Adjustable saddle system, three- 900 lb. 
capacity shelves

Machine Gun Storage Cabinet
84 tactical rack machine gun storage 
cabinet with bi-fold or retractable doors.

 { Weapon types: M249 and M240.
 { Weapon storage capabilities: Stores 12 

M249; or 6 M240s with 6 M249
 { Single stock shelf supports one weapon 

each and may be repositioned

Handgun, Optics & Gear  
Storage Cabinet
120 capacity handgun/optics 84 tactical 
rack with bi-fold or retractable doors.

 { Weapon types: M9 handguns
 { Weapon storage capabilities: Store up to 

120 M9 handguns or optics (12 per row), 
NVGs, radios, etc.

 { Sixty - 30 lb. capacity bins
 { Removable divider stores a variety of 

equipment in individual compartments
SEC-300-12MG

Light/Medium Machine Gun Cabinet -  
84 Tactical Rack with Bi-Fold Doors;

SEC-500-12MG
Light/Medium Machine Gun Cabinet - 84 Tactical 
Rack with Retractable Doors;

24 Rifle and Gun Cabinet -  
84 Tactical Rack with Bi-Fold Doors; SEC-300-24B
24 Rifle and Gun Cabinet - 84 Tactical  
Rack with Retractable Doors; SEC-500-24B

Crew-Served Cabinet - 84 Tactical 
Rack with Retractable Doors; SEC-500-4CS
Crew-Served Cabinet - 84 Tactical 
Rack with Bi-Fold Doors; SEC-300-4CS

120 Capacity Handgun/Optics  - 84 Tactical 
Rack with Bi-Fold Doors; SEC-300-120HG
120 Capacity Handgun/Optics  - 84 Tactical 
Rack with Retractable Doors; SEC-500-120HG
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STORAGE SOLUTIONS

WHEEL STORAGE AND 
TRANSPORT (WST)

The SharkCage family products provide a seamless transition 
between storage, transportation and operations making them the 
ideal solution for contingency operations and rapid deployment 
where readiness and accessibility is key. SharkCage technology 
radically improves operational efficiency, personnel safety and 
material security, all while utilizing existing military infrastructure.
 
SharkCage products employ high-strength steel and 
galvanization for maximum durability and corrosion resistance. 
These rock solid storage solutions are designed to provide many 
years of reliable service and extensive use in the field has proven 
their exceptional quality time and time again.

MSS SharkCage Solutions 
Represent a Systems Approach to 
Supplies and Equipment Mobilization 
where Security, Flexibility and 
Readiness are Paramount.

Heavy Duty Basket
The SharkCage Heavy Duty Basket is just that: a heavy duty basket. Strong enough to hold 7,000 
lbs and be stacked seven high, it is designed for heavy items like pickets, armor and engines, but 
can also be used for other equipment. Internal forklift channels enable content to be lifted 
out without being on a pallet. Multiple strapping points make it flexible enough to secure any 
type of bulky material. Adding the optional top lid and a standard lock secures content.

 { Sling loadable
 { Internal forklift pockets
 { Rated for 7,000 lbs

 { Stackable 7-high
 { Fit 8 ea in 20 ft container and CROP/PLS
 { Fit 4 ea on 463L Air Pallet

SHARKCAGE Heavy Duty Basket; 140205

The WST allows wheels and tires to be stored vertically in an efficient and flexible manner. 
The WST accommodates up to 7 ea HMMWV wheel assemblies, while the WST II is designed 
to accommodate 2 wheels weighing up to 2500 lbs each. Both WST are:

 { 4-way fork-liftable
 { Stackable four high

 { Designed to fit well in containers and on 
CROP/PLS

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

WHEEL STORAGE AND TRANSPORT (WST)

For integrated expeditionary infrastructure, and emergency 
management response solutions see HDT’s Soft Wall Structures.

UTS Systems Soft Wall Structures are known for their 
incredible speed of set up, thermal efficiency, and durability.pg. 48 pg. 131
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Tactical Locker
The ultimate mobile storage device for operations where 
security and quick access are paramount. The stackable, 
lockable cage can be sling loaded, providing security and 
flexibility in both the field and warehouse. Pivoting doors 
and a standard padlock secure up to five compartments 
with a total of 5000 lbs of equipment. A weather cover can 
be added to protect contents from the elements. Custom 
outfitting and sizes are available on order.

 { 5000 lbs capacity
 { Fit 8 ea in 20 ft 

container or CROP
 { 4 ea maximize 463L  

Air Pallet
 { Stackable and lockable
 { 4-way fork-liftable
 { Sling loadable

 { Internal and external 
strapping points

 { Weather cover designed 
for sling loading up to 
150 mph available

 { Wheels and custom 
outfitting available

SHARKCAGE Tactical Locker; 140738

Rack System
The advantage this system offers over standard warehouse 
shelving is the ability to reconfigure, or move to another 
location entirely, a whole warehouse using only a forklift. The 
system is particularly well suited to temporary and deployed 
warehouses. When storage needs are difficult to forecast, 
or mission requirements change suddenly, additional units 
can be easily added to expand the current warehouse. 
Alternatively, unused units can be collapsed and stored 
away to create more space for other equipment or vehicles. 
Accommodates pallets up to 52”x40”.

 { 5000 lbs capacity
 { Stackable four high
 { No tools required
 { Flat packs

 { 4-way fork-liftable 
 { Collapsible design for 

easy transportation to 
another location

SharkCage Rack System - Large; 150367L

Container Warehouse
The Container Warehouse converts a standard 20ft shipping container into a mobile 
warehouse. A unique no-tool blocking and brazing mechanism is built into the cage, 
preventing movement during transport. The Container Warehouse is perfect for deploying 
units that need to move and want a safe and secure warehouse with easy access. The 
combination of adjustable shelving and the ability to quickly transition from container to 
container, or warehouse to container, ensures maximum flexibility.

 { Integrated blocking and bracing
 { Stackable up to 15 ft
 { Collapsible
 { Assembled without tools 
 { Lockable compartments, also outside 

container

 { Approved for ammunition by DAC  
(MIL-STD TP-94-01 Rev.2)

 { 4-way fork-liftable
 { Sling loadable
 { Internal and external strapping points
 { Weather cover available

SHARKCAGE Container Warehouse; 1305018A

SL Hazmat
Complies with HAZMAT standards for secondary containment, 
drip pans at each shelf level lead spills to a large reservoir in 
the bottom. Being stackable, transportable, securable and 
sling loadable, it simplifies compliance and safety in both the 
field and warehouse.

 { CLASS IIIP compliant
 { Secondary containment
 { Stackable 3-high
 { Fit 6 ea on CROP or in 

shipping container

 { Fit 2 ea on 463L Air Pallet
 { Sling loadable
 { Lockable compartments
 { Collapsible

SHARKCAGE SL HAZMAT; 140529

Container Inserts
The container inserts maximize the internal space of different types of containers. With 
lockable compartments, multiple shelf positions and a heavy-duty design, these inserts are 
perfect for securing sensitive items as well as storing and transporting equipment for deployment. 
The cage is collapsible to simplify storage when not in use or during transportation.

 { Stackable up to 15 ft
 { Collapsible
 { Assembled without tools 
 { Lockable compartments
 { Approved for ammunition by DAC  

(MIL-STD TP-94-01 Rev.2)

 { 4-way fork-liftable
 { Sling loadable
 { Internal and external strapping points
 { Weather cover available

 { Size: Small - X-Large

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.
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STORAGE SOLUTIONS

The Patriot Series - Fiber Reinforced Plastic
Fiberglass in a thermoset resin gives the Patriot series a high strength to weight ratio. Thermoset 
resins do not soften with higher temperatures and provide superior environmental durability. 
Patriot series cases are available in any configuration and size with little to no tooling costs.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

The Veteran Series - Laminated Construction
Laminated construction provides a wide variety of strength and impact resistance. Laminates 
may include aluminum or plastic skins with cores of foam, high impact ABS, or plywood. 
Veteran series cases can be manufactured using heavy-duty extrusions to meet the most 
destructive military testing. All configurations and sizes are available without tooling costs.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

“Custom Off The Shelf” – Revolutionizing the Concept of COTS.

The Skydyne Company is a Veteran Owned Small Business 
providing mission specific, custom storage solutions at COTS 
prices and convenience.  As an innovator in the design and 
manufacture of custom shipping and storage solutions, Skydyne 
has been recognized for superior quality and unsurpassed 
performance, and has become a leading supplier to the Defense, 
Aerospace, Emergency Management and Electronics Industries.

Whether you have a concept in mind or a challenge without a 
solution, neither of which can be found in a catalog, Skydyne 
can provide the answer. Each Skydyne case series has unique 
design and performance characteristics. These characteristics 
are utilized and tailored to provide the mission specific solution 
you are searching for. All Skydyne cases are completely 
customizable in configuration and size.
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The Skydyne Company, in conjunction with Chinook 
operators and maintenance personnel, has developed a 
two-case system to aid in the tear down and deployment 
procedures of the Chinook Helicopter.  Each case has 
been outfitted with a custom designed foam insert. These 
inserts have specific individual cavities that securely hold 
vital components of the Chinook. Both cases have the 
same external length and width dimensions and are fitted 
with stacking feet so they can be nested together during 
transit and storage. No natural materials are used in the 
manufacturing process, so our cases will cause no delay in 
customs. Case 2 is fitted with removable casters allowing 
the cases to be rolled on and off the Chinook. When the 
cases are not in use, the casters can be removed. The low 
profile plates do not interfere with the stacking feet, allowing 
several sets of cases to be stacked on one another.

Material:
 { Aluminum Extrusion, Alloy 6063-T6
 { Polypropylene Honeycomb Panel
 { Aluminum Composite Cover & Base
 { Polyethylene Foam 2 PCF

 { Custom foam insert configurations available upon request

MH/CH-47 Tear Down Case

Hardware:
 { Recessed Clamps and Handles
 { Male and Female Stacking Feet
 { Quick Release Plates and Casters
 { Edge Frame Guides

Components:
 { ALQ-136*
 { Cargo Hook
 { Vorils Antenna
 { VHF Lower Antenna
 { MMR Balance Arm Cover

 { C-Box Fan Shroud
 { Dampener (6)
 { *ALQ-136 cavity has 

been modified to also 
accept a cargo hook

Dimensions: 
 { 56.75” W x 50.00” L x 21.75” H
 { Weight: 156 lbs. (approx)

Hardware:
 { Recessed Clamps and Handles
 { Male and Female Stacking Feet

Components:
 { #1 AFT Connecting Link 

and Bell Crank 41”
 { #2 AFT Connecting Link 

and Bell Crank 37”
 { #1 Drive Shaft
 { #2 Drive Shaft
 { #9 Drive Shaft

 { #1 FWD Connecting  
Link 38 1/2”

 { #2 FWD Connecting 
Link 32”

 { C-Box Fan
 { C-Box Fan Drive Shaft

Dimensions: 
 { 56.75” W x 50.00” L x 14.50” H
 { Weight: 118 lbs. (approx)

CH-47 Tear Down Case 2; 75246002CH-47 Tear Down Case 1; 75246001

MH/CH-47 Tear Down Case 1 MH/CH-47 Tear Down Case 2

The Defender Series - Formed & Welded Aluminum
Formed and welded aluminum construction provides all the benefits of a deep drawn metal case 
without tooling costs. Features such as louvers, mounting holes and stacking patterns can be 
positioned at any location on the case. Manufacturing processes allow for ultimate customization.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

ATA Plus- Heavy Duty ATA Construction
All ATA Plus cases exceed ATA specification 300. ATA Plus cases are ideal for securing a 
variety of long barreled weapons and components and are unlimited in terms of size and 
accessories. Custom foam interiors are available to secure your equipment. Recessed spring 
loaded handles, tension locking clamps, locking hasp & staple and high impact steel corners 
are all standard hardware for the ATA Plus series.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

For integrated expeditionary infrastructure, and emergency 
management response solutions see HDT’s Soft Wall Structures.

UTS Systems Soft Wall Structures are known for their 
incredible speed of set up, thermal efficiency, and durability.pg. 48 pg. 131
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The Right Tools & Equipment 
Solutions for Any Job 

When it comes to tools and equipment that support Military 
and Defense operations, Snap-on® has been there for over 75 
years. From the diagnostics, equipment, and tools necessary 
to service fleets, to the hand and power tools needed to 
maintain facilities, Snap-on provides the solutions required to 
support all types of Government agencies. 

Snap-on tools can be package according to your specific 
requirements - from specialized programs and consolidated 
tools sets to programs that meet FOD and FME requirements.  
Sophisticated Snap-on tool control asset management 
systems are also available that provide advanced tool security, 
accountability, and complete inventory control.

HAND & POWER TOOLS

Snap-on 18 Inch All Weather Mobile Storage Chest
 { Heavy duty butterfly hinges
 { Large side handles that may be 

gripped with two hands
 { 22.1” wheel base on the wide corners 

for stability
 { Innovative 4-bar latch system for 

secure lid closure
 { Heavy duty roll cage ribs, stackable 

design – even when fully loaded

 { Telescoping trolley handle with  
higher reach

 { Snap-in padlock holder with 250 lb  
of break-in resistance

 { 150+ lb weight capacity
 { Water resistant to one meter

 { Color: Black, Olive, Orange, Tan

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

DEPLOYABLE SPECIAL PROJECT
TRICON 6-POST LIFT SYSTEM

 SNAP-ON PROVIDES THE RIGHT  

 SOLUTIONS FOR ANY JOB INCLUDING: 

 Standard and Specialized  
 Hand Tools

 Power Tools
 Electronic Diagnostics

 Shop Equipment
 Storage Systems
 Tool Control Asset  

 Management Systems
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 { Standard Mobile 6-Column Lift System
 { 6 Columns, 96K lbs. total capacity
 { 12.5” Fork Length
 { Outfitted in two transportable Tricon 

containers
 { Two 50’ Cords
 { Military Tone Down Color
 { Can be operated off a 10K Generator 

96,000 lbs. Lifting Capacity

Includes:
 { Additional Main Control Box (Power 

supply 208-230 / 440-480V)
 { Dummy Plug - Terminating Plug
 { Remote Control with 25’ Cable
 { Small Wheel Adapters - 6” - for reduc-

tion to 13” rims (1 pair / column)
 { Mobile Support Stands, 16,000 lbs. - 

Tall (Adj. range 51.” to 79.0”)
 { Light Vehicle Adapter
 { Extreme Condition Lube Point Package

Deployable 6-Post Lift System; SNADPLMCLS6

DEPLOYABLE SPECIAL PROJECT  
TRICON 6-POST LIFT SYSTEM

Snap-on Gas Turbine Repair Tool Set
A complete tool repair set established in accordance to military requirements for general 
maintenance and repair of GE’s LM2500BFL gas turbine engines. The set includes all the 
required tools need for turbines used by the U.S. Navy powering Navy Cruisers, Destroyers, 
Frigates, AOE Class ships, and some types of aircraft.

 { Aircraft grade and quality of tools includ-
ing required spline tools

 { NAVSEA approved and listed on the 
Navy TOA

 { Over 260 high quality Berry compliant 
tools

 { Set includes foam in each drawer for 
maximum convenience and productivity

 { Foam is available in four different color 
combinations

 { Custom laser etching on each tool is 
available, with up to nine characters 
per item

 { Includes professional grade 4-drawer top 
chest and 8-drawer roll cabinet (shown 
in photo)

LM2500 Gas Turbine Repair Tool Set - Berry Compliant; SNABLM2500BF

Snap-On Tool Control Tool Sets
Complete tool sets, including tool boxes and foam. Sets include foam in each drawer for 
maximum organization and FOD reduction. The tools in these sets have been selected with 
input from our customers in the military and industry. All sets include a variety of 12-point 
wrenches and sockets for maximum utility.

Chosen by professionals for professionals, each set contains an assortment of tools designed 
to improve your productivity. The rugged storage units offer years of rigorous service, 
and the foam in each drawer fits the tool securely, providing unparalleled convenience, 
organization, and security.

 { Quantity Options: 100 pc, 200pc, 300 pc, 600 pc, 800 pc, 1000pc

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.
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HAND & POWER TOOLS

Impact Wrench, Cordless, 14.4 Volt, 
Slide-On Battery, 3/8” Drive
Impact Wrench Cordless 14.4 Volt 
Slide-On Battery 3/8 Drive; CT4410A

Impact Wrench, Cordless, 18 Volt, 
Slide-On Battery, 1/2” Drive
Impact Wrench Cordless 18 Volt 
Slide-On Battery 1/2 Drive; CT6850

Driver/Drill Kit, Cordless, 18 Volt, 
Slide-On Battery, 1/2” Capacity
Saw Reciprocating Cordless 18 Volt; CTRS6850

Drill Kit, Cordless, 14.4 Volt,  
1/2” Capacity
Drill Kit Cordless 14.4 Volt 1/2 Capacity; CDR4450

18V Ni-Cad Master Cordless Tool Kit
Includes all the tools from Snap-on’s most 
complete  cordless line.

 { Portable, deployable, easy to ship and lift
 { Organized in tool control foam

18V Ni-Cad Master Cordless Tool Kit; CK6850DIRGL

This Powerful Cordless Kit Includes: 
 { Drill Driver (CDR6850B)
 { Impact Wrench (CT6850DB)
 { Reciprocating Saw (CTRS6850DB)
 { Grease Gun (CGG4850DB)
 { Two (2) Ni-Cad Batteries (CTB4187)

 { Battery Charger (CTC620)
 { Work Light (CTLED4918HO)
 { Case (PCD1610NFBLK)
 { Foam Insert (IKCFM0000226)

 SNAP-ON INDUSTRIAL  

 TOOLS & EQUIPMENT  

 SOLUTIONS 
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Control Tech Industrial Torque Wrenches
Snap-on® Control Tech Industrial Electronic Torque 
Wrenches are truly revolutionary. They unite torque and 
angle in a single mode to provide the most accurate and 
fastest way to achieve torque while applying the right angle 
tightening sequence. In addition to the LED indicator lights, 
an audible beep and handle vibration alert you when target 
torque is achieved.

The rugged all-steel construction is designed to stand-up to 
even the toughest work conditions. Control Tech Industrial 
Torque Wrenches are available with a 3/8” or 1/2” drive flex 
head or an interchangeable head - all with an easy-to-use 
software solution and highly programmable features.

Control Tech Wrench - 3/8”; CTECH2FR100
Control Tech Wrench - 1/2”; CTECH3FR250

CDI Micrometer Adjustable Torque Wrenches
 { Dual scale, calibrated dual direction
 { Positive lock with spring loaded pull down lock ring
 { Fast, accurate and easy to set
 { Most feature quick release buttons which provide good 

socket retention as well as easy socket removal
 { Easy-to-read laser marked scales
 { Accuracy: + 3% CW + 4% CCW of indicated value, CW, 

from 20% to 100% of full scale
 { Individually serialized with matching certificate of  

calibration traceable to N.I.S.T.
 { Includes storage case

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

CDI Micrometer Adjustable Torque Screw-Drivers
These torque screwdrivers are particularly suited for the 
electronics industry and for instrument assembly work. A 
simple, cam-over design prevents over-tightening and possible 
damage to components. Torque settings are easily and 
accurately changed with a unique adjusting knob.

 { Includes storage case

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Bahco Easy-Cut® Bandsaw Blades
Engineered specifically for the multi-application and maintenance environments. No matter 
what you cut—solid steel, carbon steel, stainless steel, tool steel, angle iron, I-Beam, flat bar, 
steel tubing, aluminum, plastic or wood—Easy-Cut Bandsaw blades get the job done without 
compromise, and without the need to specify tooth type, tooth pitch, material, or application.

 { Save money by eliminating costly blade 
replacements due to improper use

 { Increase productivity by saving the time 
spent on changing blades

 { One patented tooth design cuts almost 
anything

 { Only one tooth pitch per blade width

 { Available in 4 popular widths: 1/2”, 
3/4”, 1” and 1-1/4” welded to length 
and in 100’ coils

 { It’s easy. All you have to do is install 
the blade and press the start button 
to begin cutting almost any material 
immediately.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.
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Incorporating the right storage solutions into your retrograde, 

re-fit, and readiness operations can significantly reduce the 

time, cost, and manpower required to keep your equipment 

mission-ready. Proper storage protects equipment during 

transport back to CONUS and eliminates many of the common 

inventory management challenges organizations face during 

retrograde operations. Additionally, correctly re-fitting 

home stations for storage and workspace management can 

dramatically increase maintenance, repair, and accountability 

efficiencies as warfighters arrive back home.

SAFE. SECURE. 
MISSION-READY.
As the U.S. Military moves into retrograde operations, Maintaining readiness, reducing costs, and accountability are top 
priorities in the current constrained budget environment.  As equipment is recovered in theater and transported to home  
stations, it is imperative that these valuable assets are properly stored and secured for future use.

 REDUCING THE COST OF  

 RETROGRADE, RE-FIT, &  

 READINESS WITH INNOVATIVE  

 STORAGE SOLUTIONS. 

The type of equipment you support, the tools required 
to maintain it, available space, and cost, must all be 
considered when determining the most effective and 
efficient storage solutions. 



CASES
Protective cases come in all shapes, sizes, and configurations. They 
incorporate protective foam, drawers, and racks as well as water tight 
seals and air pressure valves for protecting sensitive equipment from 
impact, vibration, and environmental threats.  

CONTAINERIZED STORAGE  
Reusable bulk shipping containers and large 
containerized solutions offer extreme modularity.  
These systems are engineered to maximize space within 
standard TRICON, QUADCON, and 20-foot containers. 
They incorporate configurable drawers, racks, glide-out 
shelves, moving floors, and cargo boxes that allow users 
to swap components as needed to meet their specific 
equipment storage and transport requirements. Desks, 
work benches, and other workspace features can also  
be built into containers providing a mobile operations 
and storage solution.

COVERS FOR COCOONING
“Cocooning” vehicles, airframes, and large equipment 
with specialized covers shields these valuable assets 
from damage, wear, corrosion, and environmental 
threats. These covers feature a technically advanced 
fabric membrane that is air permeable, waterproof, 
durable and lightweight. Their unique composition keeps 
moisture out and lets water vapor escape providing 
long-term protection from corrosion, mold, and mildew. 
They also protect equipment from particulates such as 
sand, dust, dirt, sulfurs, and salts.

SEMI-PERMANENT SHELTERS
Semi-permanent, environmentally controlled shelters 
are a smart, cost-effective choice, and should not 
be considered a “stopgap” measure. Their durable 
construction allows for long-term use without the 
constraints of permanent structures. Tens-of-thousands 
of square feet of storage space can be added in 
a fraction of the time required for new Military 
Construction (MILCON).

WORKSPACE ORGANIZATION  
& STORAGE 
A wide variety of workspace organization and storage 
solutions are available to address your in-garrison 
requirements. Modular systems are available with 
options such as lockers, cabinets, shelving, racks, and 
drawers for easy configuration. These systems are ideal 
for organizing, storing, and managing equipment for daily 
use. They are also available with security and climate 
control features for sensitive items, such as OCIE, 
weapons, communications, and electronics. 

 REDUCING THE COST OF READINESS 

 INNOVATIVE STORAGE SOLUTIONS 

Incorporating the right storage solutions into your retrograde and re-fit 

operations is an often overlooked, but wise investment that quickly pays 

dividends by dramatically reducing your cost of readiness and ensures 

your equipment is ready to go when you are. Modern, innovative 

storage technology simplifies inventory accountability requirements 

and significantly reduces financial liability investigation of property 

loss (FLIPL) issues. Effective storage solutions also reduce costs by 

mitigating repair and replacement. When equipment is properly stored, 

maintenance requirements are reduced, saving valuable manpower and 

time that can be devoted to other important functions.

Transportable storage solutions such as protective cases, reusable 

bulk shipping containers, and larger modular containerized solutions 

protect and organize equipment during deployment and retrograde 

operations. These systems are designed for mobility and are extremely 

customizable for a broad range of equipment. They  can also serve as 

mobile workspace, storage, and organization for your home station. 

When re-fitting and organizing your home station workspace, the type 

of equipment you support, the tools required to maintain it, and the 

space available must all be considered when determining the most 

effective and efficient storage solutions to adopt.

Safe. Secure. Mission-Ready.



STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Freestyle® Storage Lockers
Make it up as you go. Finally, there’s a locker system 
that adapts as fast as you do.  Sizes that fit your space.  
Configurations that meet your demands.  Accessories that 
change with your needs. The FreeStyle® personal storage 
locker is the tough, adaptable, long-term solution to your 
personal storage requirements.

Security Storage Lockers
Spacesaver’s tactical readiness cabinets and lockers are 
built to last the most demanding military applications. 
Choose from a broad selection of sizes and configurations to 
meet your specific needs.

Rugged all steel storage cabinets and lockers built to last 
in demanding military applications. The modular design of 
the Tactical Readiness Locker (TRL™) Storage System from 
Spacesaver gives you the flexibility you need for all of your 
storage requirements.

Spacesaver continues to design and 
manufacture innovative products 
that save space, time and resources 
for their customers while increasing 
efficiency, cost-savings and security. 
Spacesaver’s military storage solutions 
are specifically designed to ensure your 
weapons storage, supplies, equipment, 
materials and records are always ready 
and secure. From armory storage to 
hospitals and clinic storage, to readiness 
centers to museum storage and beyond, 
Spacesaver systems - and the strategic 
thinking that goes with them – are 
uniquely matched to the mission at hand.

TACTICAL READINESS 
LOCKERS

TACTICAL READINESS LOCKERS

Spacesaver is the 
Industry Leader 
in High-Density 
Mobile Storage and 
a Plethora of Other 
Shelving Solutions.

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR  
 MORE INFORMATION 
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Universal Storage System
Specifically designed with input from parariggers around 
the world, the Universal Storage Container is constructed 
with heavy-duty diamond perforated steel panels. It has 
structurally welded reinforced base for fork lift access on 
all four sides. Heavy-duty top panels lift and pivot out of the 
way for full clearance to the interior. Can be stackable - up 
to 3 high. Optimized for use with Spacesaver’s mobilized 
storage system, ActivRAC®.

ActivRAC® Mobilized Storage System
Static shelving wastes as much as 64% of available warehouse 
storage space. Mobilized storage systems eliminate this costly 
waste to deliver an immediate boost to productivity. ActivRAC 
eliminates the need for multiple dedicated aisles of rolling 
racks, saving space and/or increasing your storage capacity. 
Simply take your existing warehouse racks and place them on 
Spacesaver’s carriages and rail system, easily turning them 
into a mobilized storage system.

Mobile Shelving and Storage
Regardless of their size, weight or shape, virtually any type 
and variety of materials can be stored using a mobile storage 
system. Not only that, items can be stored in less floor space, 
reducing your building lease and construction costs. To help 
eliminate non-productive space created by fixed aisles, the 
shelving and cabinets of Spacesaver Mobile Systems are 
mounted on wheeled carriages that travel on rails. To initiate 
carriage movement three basic modes of operation are 
available – Manual, Mechanical Assist and Powered.

Universal® Weapons Rack
The Universal® Weapons Rack Storage System (UWR®) is 
ready to securely store a variety of weapons from rifles to 
side arms, gear bags to optics, all utilizing the same cabinet 
frame. This ability to store multiple weapons in one system, 
and do so without the need to disassemble or zero the 
weapon is a huge boost to your operational and combat 
readiness. Standard heights of 18” (457mm), 34” (864mm), 
45” (1143mm), 61.5” (1562mm), 76” (1931mm) and 84” 
(2134mm) available.

Universal Expeditionary™ Weapons  
Storage System
Whether a unit is deploying or training, it’s important to 
ensure its weapons remain in the same condition when they 
arrive as when they were shipped. Spacesaver’s Universal 
Expeditionary Weapons Storage System™ with TriCon military 
shipping container is the first custom integrated container 
that is capable of storing and shipping modern small arms and 
crew serve weapons with all of the repair parts and associated 
collateral gear that comes with it. In short, a weapons 
shipping and storage solution that fits the needs of your base.

WeaponWRX™ Storage System
The WeaponWRX™ storage system was designed specifically 
for demanding Military weapons storage applications. The 
rugged, modular steel frames can be configured to fit your 
storage space and outfitted with any combination of specialized 
accessories to fit your unique storage requirements.

 IDEAL FOR PARACHUTE STORAGE 
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Full-extension cabinet drawers can hold up to 400lbs. each!

STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Modular Storage Cabinets
Height, width, color, number of drawers, drawer layouts - it’s all up to you.

 {  Extreme space savings—fully deployable
 { A flexible, fully configurable storage solution
 { Lifetime Guarantee

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

AFTERBEFORE

Streamlined Storage and 
Inventory Management 
for Improved Readiness, 
Increased Accountability, 
and Reduced Manpower.

Stanley Vidmar provides U.S. government and military storage 
solutions designed specifically to meet the most demanding 
requirements - all backed up by a lifetime guarantee. From forward 
operating bases, installations, and depots, to warehouse facilities, 
vehicle/machinery centers, and healthcare facilities, their solutions 
provide high-density storage that drastically reduce storage space 
while organizing and protecting valuable assets.

Cabinet systems can be designed to fill any space. 
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Rapid Deployment Container Insert
When duty calls, the rapid deployment container insert helps you rise to the challenge - 
whenever or wherever you need to be.

 { Designed for the high density storage of tools, parts, and weapons
 {  The rapid deployment container insert can be custom configured for new or existing 

quad-cons, tri-cons, and 20-foot containers
 {  Drawer options are fully customizable

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Deployment
Mobile cabinets and work 
centers, mobilization 
container cabinets, and 
mobile control centers. 

Sensitive Items
High-security storage 
components that store, protect, 
and account for any number of 
sensitive items.

Maintenance
Enables Lean 6 Sigma and is 
the answer when maintenance 
space is at a premium.

Shipboard
Meet the extreme challenges of 
shipboard storage. Full MIL-STD 
901D shock features available.

Medical
Keep your medical equipment 
within easy reach and fully 
protected when not in use.

 FIELD-TESTED STANLEY VIDMAR  

 STORAGE SOLUTIONS PROVIDE: 

 Streamlined inventory management for improved combat readiness,  
 increased accountability, and reduced manpower.

 Safe, secure weapons and components storage.
 Maintenance and tool room storage that accommodates items of  

 limitless size, shape, and weight.
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Kitted solutions offer application-specific sets of the tools and equipment 

required to maintain readiness at reduced cost. Utilizing kits simplifies 

inventory control and accountability, provides increased protection and 

security, allows for standardization, and reduces procurement costs.

The ADS TEK Solutions team designs and engineers pre-configured and 

custom task-oriented kits that speed up maintenance and repair times, 

reduce labor hours, and simplify procurement and sustainment. We 

work directly with our military, government, and commercial customers 

to research and identify the right tools, equipment, and components 

required for the job at hand to reduce their cost of readiness. 

Our solutions-driven kitting approach ensures all the tools required for 

a particular job are organized, safe, and protected in one, easy-to-

handle package. TEK Solutions kits reduce labor hours and maximize 

maintenance, repair, and operations efficiencies by keeping mission-

critical equipment, support systems, weapons, and vehicles combat 

ready. We select only the highest quality components and engineer the 

most efficient assembly, foaming, and packaging options. Our kitting 

experts then pick, assemble, pack, and deliver the completed kits with 

speed and accuracy.

EFFICIENT & EFFECTIVE
READINESS WITH KITTED SOLUTIONS

 AS THE U.S. MILITARY MOVES INTO RETROGRADE OPERATIONS, MAINTAINING  

 READINESS AND REDUCING COSTS IN THE CURRENT CONSTRAINED BUDGET  

 ENVIRONMENT ARE TOP PRIORITIES. 



ENGINEERED FOR SIMPLIFIED INVENTORY  
CONTROL & ORGANIZATION 
TEK Solutions Kits offer simple and efficient inventory management and optimized 
organization. We work with customers every day to develop the most efficient kitting 
designs to improve their efficiencies and streamline equipment accountability. Our 
in-house TEK engineering experts utilize Computer Aided Design (CAD) technology to 
customize the most optimal configuration for our customer’s kitted requirements. 

SECURITY & PROTECTION  
Each TEK Solutions Kit is designed with maximum 
security and protection in mind. We utilize rugged 
materials engineered to withstand environmental and 
operational-related threats, including wind, moisture, 
sand, dust, and shock. Kits can be configured with 
custom foam inserts, holders, and specialty framing 
to securely hold components in place and minimize 
incidental damage. Foam inserts can even be engineered 
to protect against chemical threats, cuts, and tears.

ACCESSIBILITY  
Ease-of-use and transportability is built into every 
TEK Solutions Kit. We use cases and containers from 
industry-leading manufacturers that are made of durable, 
lightweight plastic equipped with ergonomic handles and 
sturdy wheels. Quick-release latches and standardized 
layouts allow easy, on-the-fly access and you’ll always 
know exactly where components are located every time 
you need them.

STANDARDIZATION  
Adopting kitted solutions in place of purchasing 
tools and equipment individually paves the way for 
standardization. Warfighters will train and operate with 
the same equipment, and when they transfer between 
units or teams, kitting provide them with enhanced 
readiness by eliminating the time required to acclimate 
to new equipment and procedures. From a program-level 
standpoint, the adoption of kits also offers the added 
benefit of reduced costs through volume discounts.

SIMPLIFIED PROCUREMENT 
TEK Solutions Kits simplify the procurement process by 
giving customers a single point of contact, component-
specific control, and a high degree of design flexibility.  
After the components, quantities, and design for a kit 
have been determined, a single item name and part 
number are created, drastically reducing the time and 
effort required throughout the procurement process and 
providing customers peace of mind knowing exactly what 
they’re going to receive.

QUALITY ASSURANCE (QA)  
ADS is Certified to the ISO 9001:2008 Quality 
Management System. Every TEK Solutions Kit that leaves 
our warehouse has been put through a gauntlet of Quality 
Assurance measures, ensuring components match those 
specified, fit snugly and securely, are free of any damage 
or defects, and more.  

STATE-OF-THE-ART 
Our kitting, logistics, and warehousing facilities are 
state-of-the-art and handle everything from individual unit 
orders, to complex, custom large scale requirements. Once 
a kit’s components are finalized and orders are placed, 
our kitting experts engineer the most efficient packaging, 
foaming, and assembly options to deliver your equipment 
safely and securely when and where you need it.

Regardless of the size or scope of your requirement, our kitting 

solutions will help you overcome the challenges you face and 

deliver the best possible value. We utilize our expertise and the 

latest technology to ensure our kitted solutions are comprised of 

the safest, most reliable, and highest quality components. 

PRE-CONFIGURED & 
CUSTOM KITTING BENEFITS

Readiness with Kitted Solutions



Tools, Equipment  
and Kitting Solutions  
(TEK Solutions).

ADS partners with the most trusted brands and manufacturers 
in the industry to support our military, government, and 
commercial customers with a wide variety of superior quality 
TEK Solutions for maintenance, repair, and operations (MRO).

Regardless of size or scope, our TEK Solutions experts can 
help you accomplish your mission at the best possible value.
The ADS TEK Team’s strong industry experience, subject 
matter expertise, and solutions-driven approach ensures 
that we provide cost effective, high quality equipment, 
procurement, and support solutions that reduce your cost 
of readiness. We make the entire procurement and kitting 
process more cost effective, efficient, and streamlined by 
providing a single-source solution for all your requirements.

CUSTOM & PRE-CONFIGURED KITTING

Floor/Wall Tile Installation Kit
Complete kit with all the up to date tile hand and power tools to support military engineering 
requirements. Outfits a 4 person crew to cut, and install floor and wall tile. Kit can 
accommodate an 8 person crew with 4 installers and 4 finishers. 

Includes:
 { Ceramic Tile Cutter: Cuts 16” tiles straight and 10” tiles diagonally. Scores up to 1 - 1/2” 

tiles.
 { Vinyl Tile Cutter: Cuts 12” tiles straight and 9” tiles diagonally. Includes guide for repeat 

cuts.
 { Heavy Duty Drill: Includes mixing paddle for quick and easy mixing of grout and tile set.
 { Quality Installation and Finishing Tools: Knee pads, and tile clean up tools.

Floor/Wall Tile Installation Kit; TEK-JSR-80038

 IMPROVE EFFICIENCIES, REDUCE COST,  

 & STREAMLINE ACQUISITION. 

ADS provides optimized supply chain management  
and logistics solutions to enhance your acquisition strategy. 
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Drywall Installation Kit
Complete kit with all the up to date drywall hand and power tools to support military 
engineering requirements. Outfitted for a 4 person crew to cut, install, and finish drywall. Kit 
can accommodate an 8 person crew with 4 installers and 4 finishers.
 
Includes:

 { High-Power Screw Guns: Multi-purpose 
use for self drilling fasteners in drywall 
applications. Depth-sensitive,  
“set and forget’’.

 { Heavy Duty 1/2” Drill: With mixing shaft 
for mixing mud to proper consistency.

 { Heavy Duty Reciprocating Saw: For quick 
cut out of window and door openings.

 { Drywall Knives and Trowels: Various sizes.
 { Framed Out Transport Case: For orga-

nized storage and quick tool access.
 { Assorted Mixing, Cutting, and Finishing 

Tools: Heavy duty nylon pouches and 
tools bags.

Drywall Installation Kit; TEK-JSR-80034

Masonry Kit
Complete kit with all the up to date 
masonry hand and power tools to support 
military engineering requirements. Outfits 
4 masons and 4 tenders to layout, mix 
mortar, and cut/install concrete masonry 
units and brick. Kit includes a dry cut 
masonry saw with sliding table and 14” 
blade for cutting block and brick.
 

Includes: (Not All Inclusive)
 { Masonry Saw: Compact, dry-cutting 

masonry saw capable of cutting a  
wide range of brick and block using a 
14” diamond blade. Includes safety face 
shield and block measuring/marking tools.

 { Canvas Bag: 24” reinforced canvas tool 
storage bags.

 { Sands Level: Aluminum levels, double 
face nonadjustable face, 48” and 24”.

 { Kit Transport Case: Two Pelican-Hardigg 
cases custom framed/foamed for saw 
and levels.

 { Assorted Masonry Hand Tools

Masonry Kit; TEK-JSR-80020

Master Survey Kit
Complete kit with up-to-date hand tools and instruments to support military engineering 
requirements. Outfitted for 4 engineering aids to perform general surveying, layout, and 
elevation operations.
 
Includes: (not all inclusive)

 { Digital Electronic Theodolite: 2.5” unsurpassed telescope resolving power, 26X MAG, 
40MM Telescope, LCD digital read out, up to 170 hours of operating time. Includes carry-
ing case with shoulder strap. Foamed out transport case.

 { Tandem Precision Compass/Clinometer: Two instruments in one-precision compass and 
clinometer combination, measures inclines, 360 DEG built-in prismatic sighting for fast 
field use, directional indications and slope/height measurements.

 { Auto Laser: Self-level, swiveling, 100’ diameter range, detector with clamp kit.
 { Level, Self-Leveling: 28X magnification, 360 DEG, provides quick setup, easy sighting, 

and superior durability against vibration and shock. Ultra-short focus distance of 20cm 
(7.9in.) from end of telescope makes it easiest to use in confined locations.

Master Survey Kit; TEK-JSR-80010M
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CUSTOM & PRE-CONFIGURED KITTING

Concrete Placement Kit
Complete kit with all the up to date hand tools to support military engineering requirements. 
Outfits 8 personnel to place level and finish concrete using non-powered tools. Applications 
include raking, shoveling, tamping, floating, and finishing using steel trowel or nylon broom. 
Rubber boots and safety goggles included for safety.

Includes: (Not All Inclusive)
 { Concrete Hand Tamper: 34” x 7 - 1/2” 

diamond mesh, soft grip handles.
 { Bull Float with Handles: Magnesium 48” 

x 8” square corners. Includes 48” x 1 - 
3/4” handles.

 { Rubber Boots: various sizes from size 8 
to size 12.

 { Concrete Finish Broom: NYLON 48”  
aluminum construction.

 { Nylon Tool Bag: 20”W x 10”L x 11”H, 
reinforced straps across the bottom, 
interior pockets, reinforced wide mouth 
opening with heavy duty zipper.

 { Plastic Transport Case with Foam: 
Handles and level in lid.

Concrete Placement Kit; TEK-JSR-80056

Includes:
 { Level, Self-Leveling: 28X magnification 

360 degrees with heavy duty tripod and 
rod for shooting required elevations such 
as batter boards, forms, slabs, grade 
stakes and other elevation requirements.

 { Levels: (2) 4ft and (2) 2ft
 { Hand Tools: Hammers, pliers, screwdrivers, 

snips, chisels, files, squares, nail sets etc. 

 { Heavy Electric Circular Saws: 5 piece 
20V cordless lithium battery power tools 
set with ½” hammer drill, reciprocating 
saw, circular saw, impact wrench, and  
work light.

 { Heavy Duty Tool Bags: For transport and 
storage of tools, and framed out plastic 
transport case compartments for kit stor-
age organization and protection of tools.

Carpenter’s Kit With Power Tools
Complete kit with all the up to date carpentry hand and power tools. Established IAW military 
mission requirements for a 4 person crew to execute basic builder construction to include, 
setting elevations, forming, framing, roofing, sheeting, and other general carpentry tasks.

Carpenter’s Kit With Power Tools ; TEK-JSR-80175P

 Miscellaneous Construction Tools Kit
Complete kit with all the up to date hand tools to support military engineering requirements. 
Outfits 8 personnel to perform general landscaping and excavation operations. Excellent 
augment kit for preparing elevations for forms and concrete work.

Includes: (Not All Inclusive)
 { Excellent for DFT’s and special assign-

ments where extra storage space is 
needed. 

 { Wheel Barrow (2 ea): 6 CF steel body, 
16” wheel, and wood handles.

 { Shovels: Flat and Round Nose

 { Various Picks And Sledge Hammers
 { Step Ladder: 6Ft Heavy Duty 3000Lb
 { Transport Case: 94” X 57” 50”-Designed 

with extra space to Accommodate addi-
tional augment tools and gear that have no 
case. Framed out for organized storage.

Miscellaneous Construction Tools Kit; TEK-JSR-83000
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REFRIGERATION INSTALLATION 
& MAINTENANCE KIT

Complete kit with all the up to date hand tools and power 
units to support military engineering requirements. Outfits 
2 personnel to install and perform maintenance on air 
conditioning and refrigeration units. Applications include 
core removal, refrigerant removal and charging, refrigerant 
leak detection, tube cutting, ratchet bending tubing, flaring 
and swaging tubing, brazing/welding/cutting and connecting, 
and all testing including electrical and pressure. Foamed out 
plastic transport case for protection of sensitive equipment.

Refrigeration Installation & Maintenance Kit; TEK-JSR-8030r

REFRIGERATION INSTALLATION 
& MAINTENANCE KIT
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 ENHANCING THE READINESS OF U.S. NAVY SEABEE ENGINEERS  

 WITH INNOVATIVE, SPECIALIZED TOOL & SAFETY EQUIPMENT KITS. 

One of the most common and effective protective measures for Forward Operating Bases (FOBs) are 

Concertina wire – also known as “razor wire” fences. Concertina Wire Fences are installed by driving 

5 ft and 2.5 ft pickets in the ground with a sledge hammer and setting two stretched out coils of 

Concertina wire over the pickets alongside each other. A third coil is stretched over the long pickets 

and on top of the two coils lying side by side. All coils are attached with steel “C” rings (Hog Rings), 

which are crimped together to form a locking ring around the wires to hold them in place.

Concertina wire coils consist of hundreds of pointed razor sharp blades making it a very effective 

obstacle, however, it is also very dangerous to install unless the right tools and protective wear are 

utilized. It is not unusual for Engineers to walk away with a torn uniform, cuts on their extremities, and strained muscles after installing or dismantling a 

section of wire. Seabee Engineers typically rely on available standard issue tools in conjunction with a small kit of hog rings, pliers and safety gloves, to 

install and dismantle Concertina wire fences. Our ADS Representative saw an opportunity to provide their customer increased readiness and reduce costs 

through the creation of a kit designed to better address the unique challenges associated with installing and dismantling Concertina wire fences.

U.S. NAVY SEABEE
CONCERTINA WIRE KIT

Navy Seabee Engineers construct 
Forward Operating Bases and 
tactical outposts throughout the 
battlefield and in high threat areas 
around the world. Their primary 
missions are to build well-protected 
perimeters and protect secure 
areas within the FOB’s. 



Concertina Wire Kit

 EQUIPMENT 

The ADS Tool, Equipment, and Kitting Solutions (TEK Solutions) team 

worked with Navy Seabees to identify critical safety and efficiency problems 

their Engineers encounter while installing and removing Concertina 

wire and pickets. Then they created a “wish list” of all the tools and 

equipment required to safely and effectively overcome those challenges.

ADS Subject Matter Experts consulted our network of industry-

leading manufacturers to identify a set of innovative equipment to 

address the challenges Navy Seabee Engineers face while installing 

and dismantling Concertina wire fences. The resulting kit includes 

a specialized picked driver tool and levered picked puller tool to 

significantly reduce the time and effort required to install and remove 

5 ft. pickets, a set of heavy duty reinforced wire handling gloves and 

a leather cape jacket to provide increased protection for engineer’s 

extremities, pliers specifically designed for crimping and removing hog 

rings, a heavy duty work belt with reinforced pouches and nylon tool 

bag, Gad and an engineer’s hammer to create pilot holes for pickets 

in rocky or hard ground, a rugged framed plastic transport case with 

custom foam interior, and more.

 PROCUREMENT 

After the proposed kit components were approved by the Seabees, 

ADS Contracting Specialists assisted Navy contracting personnel 

in gathering and organizing all of the supporting documentation 

required to submit the Concertina Wire Kit for approval to be added 

to the U.S. Navy Table of Allowance (TOA) – which would give 

Engineers Navy-wide access to the kit.  Once the Concertina Wire 

Kit was added to the U.S. Navy TOA, ADS Contracting Specialists 

uploaded it to our DOD EMALL Schedule and worked with DLA Troops 

Support to have it approved for procurement through the Special 

Operational Equipment Tailored Logistics Support (DLA SOE TLS) 

Contract.  These efforts resulted in providing Navy Seabee Engineers 

with two cost-effective and efficient contract vehicles to procure the 

Concertina Wire Kits.

 SOLUTIONS 

Using a just-in-time approach to fulfillment, ADS Logistics Specialists 

consolidate all of the Concertina Wire Kit components at our 

warehousing facility as orders are placed.  The items are then packed 

into custom foam inserts within the kit’s reinforced Pelican case, 

designed for quick access and efficient organization. These cases 

provide unparalleled protection to the kits during transport and 

against environmental threats. Once a complete order is kitted and 

prepped on plastic-wrapped pallets, ADS Logistics Experts arrange 

for customer orders and arrive at their destination with a full bill of 

materials for simplified receiving and inventory control.

ADS SOLUTIONS DRIVEN APPROACH
ADS provided Navy Seabee Engineers with enhanced readiness to 

more safely and efficiently overcome the challenges associated with 

installing and dismantling Concertina wire fences. 

THE CUSTOMER:
 U.S. Navy Seabees

THE CHALLENGE: 
 Enhance Navy Seabee Engineer Readiness By Increasing the efficiency of and 
decreasing injuries related to the installation and dismantle of Concertina wire fences.

ADS works with our customers to develop complete solutions meeting 
mission requirements using comprehensive programs to address your 
challenges and provide readiness at reduced cost. 

 YOU HAVE CHALLENGES. ADS PROVIDES SOLUTIONS. 



ENHANCING U.S. ARMY 
VEHICLE READINESS

As the U.S. drawdown from Iraq and Afghanistan approached, the U.S. Army ARDEC out of 

Picatinny Arsenal, NJ was tasked to provide the capability to properly locate and remove loose 

live ammunition and “spent” casings (up to 40mm) that may have become lodged in the cracks 

and crevasses of the vehicle.

Initially ARDEC approached Army Product Manager Sets, Kits, Outfits and Tools (PM SKOT) to 

discuss the possibility of facilitating the development and implementation of this program.  After 

discussing the scope, available manpower, timeline, and costs required to develop the solution 

internally, PM SKOT suggested ARDEC look to defense industry experts to formulate a kitted 

solution based on commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) equipment.

As U.S. Army vehicles are 
transported back to CONUS 
from their missions in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, it is essential they are 
properly inspected, cleaned, and 
vetted for safe operation, transport, 
and storage to ensure readiness for 
future mission requirements.

 WITH A LOW-COST, EFFECTIVE AMMUNITION INSPECTION & REMOVAL TOOL KIT. 



Vehicle Inspection Kit

ADS SOLUTIONS DRIVEN APPROACH
ADS has provided 200+ Vehicle Inspection Kits to PM-SKOT through 

GSA eBuy, allowing Army Forces in Iraq and Afghanistan to achieve 

increased readiness and reduced costs through implementation of a 

standardized kit of tools and equipment to efficiently and effectively 

inspect outbound vehicles as part of the drawdown process.

THE CUSTOMER:
 U.S. Army Product Manager Sets, Kits, Outfits and Tools (PM SKOT)
 U.S. Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center (ARDEC)

THE CHALLENGE: 
 Develop a kitted solution to effectively and efficiently locate and remove loose live 
ammunition and “spent” casings (up to 40mm) that may have become lodged in 
the cracks and crevasses of U.S. Army Vehicles being inspected and prepared for 
transport back to CONUS.

 EQUIPMENT 

After working with ARDEC to gather a thorough understanding of the 

challenges and processes involved in their mission requirements, our 

ADS Tool, Equipment and Kitting Solutions (TEK Solutions) Subject 

Matter Expert reached out to our diverse network of industry-leading 

manufacturers to identify a set of tools and equipment offering the 

capability to effectively and efficiently locate and remove loose live 

ammunition and “spent” casings (up to 40mm) that may have become 

lodged in the cracks and crevasses of vehicle during missions, including 

handheld, head-worn and area lighting options, a variety of specialized 

magnetic hand tools designed for reaching and removing small and 

medium-sized metal objects from hard-to-reach places, and plier and 

wrench sets (including extensions) for removing body panels.  We called 

the finalized kit the Vehicle Inspection Kit (VIK).

Once the components and quantities required for the kit were identified 

and approved by ARDEC, ADS TEK Solutions Kitting Experts selected a 

rugged plastic Pelican case to house and protect each kit as well as a heavy 

duty back pack allowing users to pack and transport VIK components on 

foot to inspection sites.  To provide an additional layer of protection and 

further enhance readiness, ADS Kitting Experts incorporated customized 

foam inserts into the Pelican case designed with an ideal fit for each 

component of the kit, making organization easy and efficient.

 PROCUREMENT 

ADS Contracting Specialists worked with ARDEC review their 

available contracting options and asses the benefits and drawbacks 

of each.  Ultimately ARDEC selected GSA eBuy, so ADS Contracting 

Specialists worked to add the VIK to our GSA eBuy Schedule, and 

later the DLA Troop Support Special Operational Equipment Tailored 

Logistics Support (DLA SOE TLS) Contract, giving ARDEC and 

potential future customers multiple cost-effective, quick and easy 

procurement options to choose from.

 SOLUTIONS 

ADS Logistics Experts consolidate all of the VIK components required 

for each order at our warehousing facility and assemble them, collating 

the finished kits together onto plastic-wrapped pallets.  ADS Logistics 

Experts then arrange for customer orders to arrive at their destination 

with a full bill of materials for simplified receiving and inventory control.



ENERGY EFFICIENCY

GROUND RENEWABLE 
EXPEDITIONARY ENERGY 
NETWORK SYSTEM (GREENS)

Pushing fuel forward on the modern battlefield is expensive 
in human, capital equipment, and fuel costs.  The GREENS 
is the first viable solution to replace traditional fuel-fired 
generators. GREENS collects solar energy and converts that 
energy to usable power.  Excess energy is stored in an array 
of high density batteries for use when solar is unavailable.  

GREENS is a reliable and combat proven hybrid power 
energy system.  It is man-transportable, requires no 
fuel, operates silently, and is rugged and reliable. The 
GREENS requires only 20-minutes to set up and there is 
no required maintenance. The GREENS pays for itself in a 
matter of months in comparison to normal fueled generator 
operations which are usually only 40-50% efficient. The 
GREENS requires no special handling for shipping and the 
High Efficiency Density Battery System (HEDBS) included 
in GREENS is UN/DOT Class 9 Certified for air shipment. A 
single GREENS can provide 24 hours of 300W based on 8 
hours of captured sunlight and can provide 1000W at peak.  
Additionally, as many as 5 GREENS may be networked in 
parallel to provide a peak of 5000W. The system is modular 
and scalable to meet the varied needs of the users. GREENS 
can also accept power from other sources to include vehicles 
and generators and the GREENS has an Auto Start capability.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

GROUND RENEWABLE 
EXPEDITIONARY ENERGY 
NETWORK SYSTEM (GREENS)

UEC specializes in electronic/electromechanical systems, 
subsystems and component level requirements to include circuit 
card assemblies, and wire and cable assemblies. Products range 
from tactical hybrid energy systems, distributed power management 
systems, power conversion products, advanced missile programs, 
airborne communications systems, and C4ISR products.

In partnership with ADS, UEC Technicians and Complex Assembly 
teams provide “turn-key,” value-added assembly, diagnosis, repair 
and upgrade services for custom electronic and electromechanical 
assemblies. UEC rigidly adheres to industry best practices and to 
proven military and commercial production and rework standards 
such as IPC-A-610, IPC-A-620, IPC-7711/7721 and J-STD-001.

Tactical Hybrid Energy Systems that Improve Mission Effectiveness 
and Decrease Operational Costs. 
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1300 Watt / Hour Battery
This powerful battery weighs just 40lbs, has been tested for 
DoT Class 9 and is approved for commercial air shipment. It 
is roughly the same power density as two vehicle batteries, 
but uses the LiFEPO4 chemistry, so it has a higher number of 
charge-discharge cycles (5000) resulting in a longer life and 
less than half the weight of its lead-acid equivalent. The product 
is rugged, combat-proven, and is suitable for all environments.

1300 Watt / Hour Battery; 0974A12

The Tactical Edge Hybrid Power System
The Tactical Edge Hybrid Power system intelligently manages 
generators, running them at peak efficiency to charge a bank 
of batteries, then automatically turns the generator off when 
they are charged. The TEHP 3500W provides clean, stable 
power, via the batteries which alleviate the risk to sensitive 
electronics by using generators alone. Most implementations 
will reduce generator runtime by 70%. Up to three systems 
can be paralleled together delivering 10kW of clean power. 
This technology can be teamed with solar collection if desired.

Tactical Edge Hybrid Power 3500W; 0901B01-001
Tactical Edge Hybrid Power 10.5kW; 0901A01-001

Rugged Edge Renewable Power 300W
An exceptional replacement for small generators which 
provides clean stable power to cellular networks, laptops, 
computers, radios, medical equipment, etc. The system is 
lightweight and compact; it delivers 300W continuous and 
up to 600W peak power. The product collects up to 500W 
of energy via a solar panel and stores excess energy on an 
internal 1300watt/hour battery. The system weighs just 
52lbs. The system has two AC outputs (60Hz, 120VAC, 
2.5A), two DC outputs (12VDC@11A or 24VDC@6A, 150W 
per port) and a USB charging port.

Rugged Edge Renewable Power 300W; 0964A01-001
Rugged Edge Renewable Power 1000W; 0974A08

SWIPES Power Only System
The Soldier Worn Integrated Power Equipment System (S.W.I.P.E.S.) is an advanced power 
distribution system that is currently a Program of Record with the Army’s PM Soldier Power 
with over 7,500 units currently being used in theatre.  Through the use of a cable management 
system contained inside an armor system or ruck, SWIPES utilizes a central hub to distribute 
power from commonly used military batteries through a trickle charge to most individually 
worn equipment. This allows for the most efficient use of power and decreases the weight a 
warfighter must carry by virtually eliminating the need to carry spare batteries.

 { Designed to be Soldier worn in protec-
tive vest outside armor plate but can be 
used independently

 { 12 V, 2 A provided by a separate battery
 { All cables except approximately 8” from 

vest to battery are contained inside 
the vest

 { Hub and 5 connected 6” cables weigh 
approximately 6oz.

 { Chargers weigh approximately 6 oz each 
(system can connect up to 3)

 { Hub contains circuit protection
 { Specialized applications on request

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

Swipes System Includes:
1. USB 3-Port Hub with Pouch
2. DAGR Cable Pouch
3. Battery Cable, 6-Pin to 3-Pin
4. DAGR Cable
5. Extension Cable MG/FG 18”
6. Power Hub

 7. Falcon III Charger Pouch
 8. Rifleman AN/PRC-154  
  Charger Pouch
 9. Falcon III AN/PRC-154 Charger
 10. Falcon III AN/PRC-152 Charger

1
2 3 4 5
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STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Hazmat Drum Storage Buildings –  
2-hr and 4-hr Fire-Rated (Image Not Shown)
Protect military personnel and the environment from the 
inherent dangers associated with hazardous chemicals 
and POLs by safely storing them in compliant, fire-rated 
hazmat buildings. Fire ratings allow placement near existing 
structures for efficient use and convenient access to 
contents. Always check with your local authority having 
jurisdiction for set-back requirements.

Manufactured with multiple layers of fire-resistant gypsum 
wall board, these weatherproof, rugged steel prefabricated 
buildings come ready to use. Each building has an 
FM-approved fire-rated wall and roof design and meets 
EPA and NFPA regulations. Gravity air flow vents include UL 
Listed fire dampers and fusible links. A leakproof, all welded 
sump with galvanized steel grate flooring provides compliant 
secondary containment. Large, 60-inch double door accepts 
palletized loads. Doors feature hydraulic door closure, UL 
Listed keyed lockset, and are 3rd party tested and labeled-
-90-minute rating on 2-hr buildings; 3-hour rating on 4-hr 
buildings.  Additional safety features include static grounding 
connections, anchoring plates, and NFPA 704 diamond 
decal. Backed by a 15-year structural warranty.

 { Drum Options: 6, 9, 12, 16
 { Available in: 2-hour Fire-Rated, 4-hour Fire-Rated
 { Options such as explosion relief panels are available. 

Larger, pre-engineered buildings can be custom-built 
to meet any defense application.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

FM Approved Chemical and Hazardous Material Storage Solutions 
Industry-leading Hazardous Material buildings, accessories, and 
services for Defense Applications. Proper hazardous material 
storage ensures accidental spills are avoided and keeps 
personnel, soil, and groundwater safe from contamination. 

U.S. Chemical Storage designs, and manufactures FM approved 
hazardous material storage solutions.  Their systems are 
designed for storing flammables, combustibles, solvents, paints, 
corrosives, pesticides, caustics, equipment housing, and more.  
U.S. Chemical Storage buildings are the strongest EPA and 
OSHA compliant hazardous material storage solutions available.

HAZMAT DRUM STORAGE 
BUILDINGS - NON FIRE-RATED

Hazmat storage buildings provide complaint, safe, secure, 
storage of POLs, flammables, combustibles, solvents, 
paints, corrosives, and hazardous wastes. Non-combustible, 
heavy-gauge welded steel construction with a chemical- and 
UV-resistant coating, inside and out, for reliable outdoor use. 
Leakproof, all-welded sump with removable, galvanized steel 
grate flooring safely captures spills to keep grounds safe 
from contamination. Large 54-inch door opening permits 
palletized loading of drums—three-point lock hardware 
prevents unauthorized access. Buildings feature natural 
draft ventilation, NFPA 704 diamond decal, anchoring 
plates, and static grounding connections. Forklift channels 
permit easy relocation.

Prefabricated and delivered ready to use. Meets EPA and 
NFPA regulations, independently fire tested and approved by 
FM Approvals. 15-year structural warranty.

 { Drum Options: 6, 9, 12, 16
 { US Chemical Storage also offers customized solutions 

for any defense application.

Visit ADSinc.com for more information.

HAZMAT DRUM STORAGE 
BUILDINGS - NON FIRE-RATED

Non Fire-Rated Features Include:
1. Air vents on both sides
2. Inside grounding lug
3. Leakproof sump with removable, galvanized  
 steel grate floor
4. High visibility safety strip
5. Forklift channels
6. 3-point latching system
7. Outside grounding lug and anchor plate
8. Optional explosion relief design with blow-out  
 panels to reduce the damage associated with  
 a potential explosion

1
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Warrior Expo is the premiere industry event that brings end users, program managers, 
and procurement specialists together with industry-leading solutions providers in an en-
vironment designed specifically for government and defense organizations.  Attendees 
can take advantage of demonstrations, exhibits, and learn about the latest equipment, 
procurement, and support solutions for maintaining operational readiness.

WARRIOR EXPO WEST    SAN DIEGO, CA   |   WARRIOR EXPO EAST    VIRGINIA BEACH, VA
REGISTER ONLINE OR CONTACT YOUR ADS REPRESENTATIVE FOR MORE INFORMATION  WARRIOR-EXPO.COM | +1 855.276.4242 
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SOFT WALL STRUCTURES

“SINGLE SKIN” COLLECTIVE 
PROTECTION SHELTERS

For-C Base Camps - Scalable, Turnkey Solutions
One of the cornerstones of UTS Systems is to provide 
turnkey deployable base-camp solutions. These turnkey 
systems called Forward Operating Response Camps, or 
“FOR-C,” have been deployed by Joint Special Operations 
Command, Air Force Special Operations and Combat Theater 
Aeromedical Evacuation.  The FOR-C packages include 
Shelters, Generators, Environmental Control, Cold Weather 
Kits, Shower Systems, Latrines, Armory, Kitchen and Water 
Purification Units and have all the necessary equipment to 
sustain deployed forces for 45-60 days without resupply. 
FOR-C systems can be tailored to meet customers’ 
requirements in regard to mission and support capability.

Aluminum Shipping Containers
The aluminum shipping container is large enough to 
comfortably store each of the UTS Utilis shelter systems, 
including the shelter frame and liner, thermal fly, power 
distribution, stake kit, sledge hammer and 2 light kits. The 
container has convenient side opening doors for ease of 
loading and unloading and also has both front and side pockets 
to accommodate wide forklift tongs. 104” x 42” x 51”.

UTS Systems has developed a Single Skin Collective 
Protection (Col Pro) shelter. The benefit of the Single Skin 
dual use technology is that your standard shelter system is 
deployed with the Chemical Biological (CB) resistant layer 
already infused into the shelter material and then filtration 
assemblies and airlocks are simply added to provide a 
chemically hardened complex. This eliminates the need for 
an additional CB Col Pro liner, increasing ease of set-up and 
decreasing logistics. The Single Skin Col Pro shelters are 
currently being fielded with the U.S. Air Force Expeditionary 
Medical System (EMEDS).

“SINGLE SKIN” COLLECTIVE 
PROTECTION SHELTERS

 VISIT ADSINC.COM FOR.  

 MORE INFORMATION.. 

HESCO’s Perimeter Support provides 
rapid expeditionary protection to 

personnel, equipment and critical assets in any terrain.

SharkCage products allow a 
seamless transition between storage, 
transportation and operations.

Skydyne is an innovator in the 
design and manufacture of custom 
shipping and storage solutions.

pg. 52 pg. 102 pg. 104

UTS Systems manufactures several product lines 
including Utilis shelters and UTS “Single Skin” Collective 
Protection with a chemical/biological barrier infused into 
the outer fabric. Their shelters have successfully passed 
all military testing for shelters including Snow load, 
Wind, Rain, Blackout and Strike and Erect at Aberdeen 
Proving Grounds. UTS Systems provides customers a 
complete solution to accomplish their mission needs. 
From one shelter to an entire camp, UTS Utilis shelters 
are the perfect platform. 

Integrated System Solutions 
for CBRN Protection, Base 
Camps, Medical Facilities, 
Command and Control.

Warrior Expo is the premiere industry event that brings end users, program managers, 
and procurement specialists together with industry-leading solutions providers in an en-
vironment designed specifically for government and defense organizations.  Attendees 
can take advantage of demonstrations, exhibits, and learn about the latest equipment, 
procurement, and support solutions for maintaining operational readiness.

WARRIOR EXPO WEST    SAN DIEGO, CA   |   WARRIOR EXPO EAST    VIRGINIA BEACH, VA
REGISTER ONLINE OR CONTACT YOUR ADS REPRESENTATIVE FOR MORE INFORMATION  WARRIOR-EXPO.COM | +1 855.276.4242 
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RIGID WALL STRUCTURES

Rapidly Deployable and Redeployable 
Shelter Solutions Designed to Fit Into 
20’ Shipping Containers and Tricons. 
World Housing Solution provides rapidly deployable and redeployable 
shelters that are designed to fit into 20’ shipping containers and tricons. 
Once the shelter is erect and the mission is complete, World Housing 
Solution’s structures can be rapidly disassembled, stowed back in the 
mobile shipping container, and re-deployed for future missions.
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Wastewater Generation & Treatment
The sewage waste water treatment plant accepts the waste water and, by gravity, the waste 
water flows through a settling chamber to separate heavy matter, and a membrane chamber 
with a nano-ultra filtration membrane (MBR) that holds back organic and non-organic 
compounds and allows water (H2O) to pass through to a final effluent pump chamber. This 
system takes sewage waste water and turns it into reclaimed water meeting the USA EPA 
standard that does not create or cause a health hazard if exposed to humans. The final 
effluent pump chamber pumps the resulting reclaimed water to be use for either of:

 { Vehicle washing
 { Road Dust Control
 { Irrigation
 { Flushing toilets and urinals

 { Seepage pits
 { Back to fresh water treatment system to 

make potable water for re-use

Containerized Sewer Treatment System; WHS-BWPT-001

Source Water & Potable Water Treatment
Fresh water source from a lake, river, stream or trucked-in-water is drawn into the Potable Water 
Treatment System where the water pass through a series of sub-systems to do the following:

 { Special sand filter to remove course 
turbidity

 { Fabric filters to remove fine turbidity
 { Reverse osmosis to remove nitrates, heavy 

metals and other natural compounds

 { Ultra-Violet for Fecal Coliform and E. 
coli kill

 { Chlorine injection for final polishing 
and storage

 { A pump system to send the potable 
water to a water storage tank.

Containerized Water Purification and Treatment System; WHS-WPS-001

Rapidly Deployable Structures (RDS) - Berthing/Housing Units
This unit is 100 feet by 33 feet, can house 50 soldiers and 4 officers, and can be assembled 
in less than 2 days. It includes latrines, laundry facilities and a break room. The design and 
dimensions can be modified to suit specific requests.

 { Uniquely suited for mid to long term 
deployment

 { Panels are impervious to mold, mildew, 
rot and termites and are fire resistant.

 { Patent pending assembly system allows 
construction ground, eliminating expen-
sive site infrastructure costs.

 { Hurricane and earthquake resistant.
 { Superior insulation properties results in 

less heating and cooling expenses . This 
also makes them ideal partners for the 
use of Solar or wind energy solutions 
such as ZeroBase.

Rapidly Deployable Structures (RDS) - Expeditionary Berthing Solutions; WHS-RDS BHU-001

Rapidly Deployable Structures (RDS) - TOCs / COCs
This unit is 100 feet by 33 feet and is shown with 14 offices, two conference rooms and 
latrines. This unit can be assembled in less than 2 days.

 { Uniquely suited for mid to long  
term deployment

 { Panels are impervious to mold, mildew, 
rot and termites and are fire resistant.

 { Patent pending assembly system allows 
construction ground, eliminating  
expensive site infrastructure costs.

 { Hurricane and earthquake resistant.
 { Superior insulation properties results in 

less heating and cooling expenses. This 
also makes them ideal partners for the 
use of Solar or wind energy solutions 
such as ZeroBase.

Rapidly Deployable Structures (RDS) - Expeditionary insulated TOC/JOC/C2; WHS-RDS TOC-D

Lightweight Entry Control Point (ECP)
ECP structures are available as single or double stacked units. Each unit consists of 53 sq. 
ft. of floor area and can be fitted with doors and 3 windows. A ladder enables access to the 
upper unit through the ceiling hatch in the bottom unit. The skids attached to the underside 
of each unit allow them to be moved and raised by forklift. A unique system allows the ECP 
to be safely assembled on base, loaded and locked on the back of a Tricon container truck 
and deployed quickly and simply where needed.

 { Lightweight – unit shown weighs  
+/- 400lbs

 { Stackable to become towers
 { Insulated
 { Builds in less than 30 minutes with 3 men

 { Simple tools to assemble
 { Available in Anti-Ballistic Material
 { Can be moved by hand but  

forklift ready
 { Mold, mildew, rot, termite resistant

Lightweight  Entry Control Point (ECP) - Modular and Stackable; WHS-RDS ECP-R

HESCO’s Perimeter Support  provides 
rapid expeditionary protection to personnel, 
equipment and critical assets in any terrain.pg. 52
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Energy to the Edge. Hybrid and 
Renewable Energy Solutions.
ZeroBase is recognized by the U.S. Department of Defense 
as a trusted name in hybrid and renewable energy power 
management systems. Selected by the U.S. Army, Navy and 
Marine Corps for forward deployment and special operations, 
ZeroBase systems power a wide range of critical assets in the 
harshest environments around the world. 

ZeroBase turnkey hybrid systems provide clean, simple, smart 
power generation that produces power where it is consumed 
resulting in significant reduction in generator refueling 
frequency and maintenance. Smart Power Generation also 
reduces the number of hazardous fuel convoys allowing the 
Warfighter to spend far less time moving fuel, and more time 
focusing on mission-critical assignments. 

ZeroBase systems technology includes ballistic solar panels, 
non-combustible and non-toxic Lithium-ion Ferrous Phosphate 
batteries, and a best-in-class hybrid system controller that 
ensures operational continuity and 99.9% uptime.

The T-SERIES is a fully mobile, hybrid 
power management system that greatly 
reduces or eliminates the fuel consumption 
and running time of 5, 10, and 15 kW 
generators. The T-SERIES is based on a 
Light Tactical Trailer and fits a wide range 
of military and standard hitches for towing. 
The T-SERIES delivers digital-quality 
120/240/208 V of single- and three-phase 
AC Power, and offers 12V, 24V (NATO), and 
USB ports for charging mobile devices. The 
T-Series has been depended on in critical 
forward operating theaters, powering 
SPECOPS missions with mobile energy 
needs and near-silent operating capability.

The T-SERIES is ideal to power:
 { Combat Operations Surveillance and 

Force Protection Systems (COSFPS)
 { Hard and soft 50 to 150 man shelters
 { Containerized housing with satellite 

uplinks
 { Remote weapons stations and fire 

distribution centers
 { UAV Automatic landing systems
 { Tactical Operations Centers
 { Entry Control Point and Force  

Protection systems
 { Expeditionary Base Camps

T-SERIES - 5kW with Onboard Generator; ZBTS315-305
T-SERIES - 10kW with 14kWh Energy Storage; ZBTS915-305
T-SERIES - 10kW with 21kWh Energy Storage; ZBTS915-310

T-SERIES

T-SERIES

Best-in-class hybrid and 
renewable energy power 
management systems to power 
critical assets in the most 
demanding environments. 
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FORGE LT
The FORGE LT is an extremely small and lightweight 
hybrid power product capable of delivering 1,600 Watts of 
continuous, digital-quality AC power. At the size of only a 
small suitcase, this all-in-one system is lightweight, silent, 
and can power man-portable devices for days at a time.  
Paired with solar PV generation and a backup generator the 
system can power many systems almost indefinitely. The 
FORGE LT excels at powering small assets beyond the reach 
of existing logistical supply lines.

The FORGE LT is ideal for:
 { Remote ISR assets
 { Small communication tower
 { Radio battery chargers
 { Small outposts

FORGE LT 1kW; FLP-ZB-911-01
FORGE LT 2kW; FLP-ZB-921-01

FORGE
The ZeroBase FORGE is a rugged, man-portable mobile 
power platform consisting of three portable cases that 
can be deployed beyond the reach of vehicles and heavy 
equipment. Each FORGE is a self-contained energy system 
providing power generation, energy storage, and electrical 
distribution. The FORGE best-in-class power management 
system can replace 1-3 kW generators, and is ideal where 
fuel resupply is impractical or impossible.

The FORGE is ideal for:
 { Remote sensors and relays
 { Surveillance towers and aerostats
 { GPS-guided weapon stations
 { Mobile kitchens and aid stations
 { Forward Area Refueling Points

FORGE - 2.5kW 120 Volt; FMK-ZB-941-01
FORGE - 3.5kW 240/120 Volt; FMK-ZB-951-01

40 kW Mobile Microgrid
The ZeroBase Microgrid is a turnkey system designed to 
provide scalable levels of power that work on or off grid. The 
standardized 40kW to 100 kW scalable modules work with, or 
independent of existing power assets to reduce fuel, operations, 
and maintenance costs by more than 50%. The bidirectional 
power supply is ideal for on or off-grid installations.

The ZeroBase Microgrid is designed to power:
 { Combat outposts
 { Small depots and facilities such as armories
 { Entry control points
 { Forward Operating Bases

40 kW Mobile Microgrid; ZBMG40-305

For integrated expeditionary infrastructure, 
and industrial heavy duty environmental 

control solutions see HDT’s Energy Efficiency Capabilities.

INI Power capabilities provide a real-
time solution to bridge power and energy 
capability gaps.

Multiquip generators are designed and 
built to withstand tough environments 
and provide dependable temporary power.

pg. 48 pg. 56 pg. 76

15 kW Portable Microgrid
The 15kW portable microgrid is based on a hybridized power management approach to 
significantly reduce the fuel consumption associated with electrical power generation in 
forward tactical environments.  In addition, the microgrid subsystem aggregates power 
that is generated by a photovoltaic (PV) array that further reduces fuel consumption. The 
microgrid is designed around a power management platform (PMP) that provides the 
capability of aggregating and managing power from a 10 kW tactical quiet generator (TQG), 
20 kWh of Lithium Ferrous Phosphate battery based energy storage and a 3.3 kW PV array.  
The PMP provides persistent 15kW three phased AC power to the required load. All elements 
of the 15kW portable microgrid are 2-man or 4-man portable.

The 15kW Portable Microgrid is ideal for powering:
 { TOCs/BDOCs
 { Small remote camps
 { Austere Medical Facilities where clean 

power is crucial

 { Hybridizing 10 kW to 60kW generators
 { Initial power for expeditionary airfields, 

base camps, and emergency response 
command centers

15kW Portable Microgrid; ZBSM415-01

Solar Light Tower
The ZeroBase Solar Light tower is an ideal solution where fuel supplies cannot reach a 
location that needs to have persistent light during low-light and nighttime operations.  The 
Solar Light Tower provides self-powered renewable energy and storage lighting capability 
using high efficiency LED floodlights and enough battery storage to operate up to 40 hours 
without requiring the batteries to be recharged.  The solar panels on the light tower are 
ballistic and can withstand heavy winds, blowing sand, hail and the shock and vibration of 
trailered transportation without damage or degradation in performance.  The trailer platform 
is rugged and towable by 2 in ball hitch.

 { Ideal for contingency, event, security and construction lighting.
 { 30 foot winch-operated and extendable tower with adjustable LED lights
 { Pure DC power system uses energy-efficient LEDs and maintenance-free batteries 
 { 24/7 timer or manually operated
 { Pure solar system eliminates fuel requirement for area lighting

Solar Light Tower; ZBLT220-01
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Four-way forklift access, visibility of content, 
self-centered stacking and top lift capability offer 
unique flexibility in the warehouse and the field.

FLEXIBILITY

Seamless transition from warehouse to motor pool 
or container, or directly into theatre. Fits 463L Air 
Pallet, shipping container and MTV.

MOBILITY

Protects your content from pilferage and damage 
in transport. Add a weather cover for protection 
from the elements.

SECURITY

MOBILITY – FLEXIBILITY – SECURITY
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M I L I T A R Y       I N D U S T R I A L       C O M M E R C I A L       C O N T I N G E N C Y  O P E R A T I O N S       H O M E L A N D  S E C U R I T Y

Only HDT manufactures the 

complete line of expeditionary 

infrastructure solutions, including:

•	 Shelters

•	 Heaters

•	 ECUs

•	 Power	Generation

•	 GETS

•	 CBRN	Protection

•	 Specialized	Vehicles

•	 Robotics
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